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DEDICATION

To YOU!

May you perceive and receive, the answers,
for they lay before you.
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FOREWORD
REC #1 HATONN
MON., MAY 8, 1995 7:18 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 265
MON., MAY 8, 1995
BODY, MIND AND SOUL
The “body” houses the brain computer which categorizes the mind while the soul houses the mind which is,
at best, invisible. A surgeon can see and probe the brain, he cannot see the mind. And yet, ALL is mind.
We can realize when a mind is “sick” but all the drugs and medicines cannot “cure” it. It can be shocked,
warped and “blown”—but only self (FROM SOUL) can heal a sick mind.
The mind, however, can do its work when proper health is present—to heal the body, gather energy and/
or put the body to rest. The mind never rests. Not even in sleep or death does the MIND rest.
In these volumes of words forming expressions of thought, we are able, at best, to walk together within a
single thoughtform and gather bits of knowledge and share information, express together an idea and even
some ideals. Things come and go, life changes a bit from yesterday and expectation of changes for
tomorrow often floods the mind as fear of the unknown whirls around you. Some thrive on sensationalism
while others cower in terror or hide from truth in order to hide from the lies a bit longer.
Precious friends, it is fine—any or all is wondrously fine. It is YOUR experience, YOUR dream, YOUR
expression!
It appears that everything around you is moving rapidly into chaos—but only if you choose to perceive it in
such manner. Satan’s workbook calls for total chaos. However, please understand something: if your
MIND is perceiving clearly—it will bring order to chaos. You can only handle your own perceptions and,
hopefully, help bring insight and order to another’s. GOD is “order”, Lucifer/Satan is “chaos”. You don’t
“have to” do anything. You can come to KNOW TRUTH, prepare for eventualities and conduct your life
and expression within freedom—no matter how thick might be the bars around your “cage”.
You may well be overwhelmed at the magnitude of things which come into your attention and MUST come
into your attention. How interesting that God provides that which allows knowledge, action and solutions.
Most misperceive “freedom” as being something solely of the body. NO—IT IS SOMETHING ONLY
OF THE MIND! Further, you can live through “bad times” if you look upon them as more of your journey
and not your bindings. There will be as many perceptions regarding any given incident as there are persons
to perceive it. This is from bombings in any place, World, to the virus which may invade your person.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
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If you look closely you can see what is happening in “government” circles as the would-be New Worlders
GATHER up lands, property, persons and armies. They are setting up their fortresses for war—but what
would happen if no one came to their war?
You must look at the over all to see the picture—but do you LIVE in the “over all”? Actually?? I mean,
“How much land do you use? Do you already pay taxes? Is today in your life ongoing REALLY different
from yesterday? The answer of course, is yes, if you just had a tornado rip through your dwelling but,
otherwise, I would suggest it is pretty much the same. Bondage, well planned, is a gradual creeping
disease which becomes chronic at best and kills at worst.
There are solutions (both literally and figuratively) which can kill disease organisms and for the ones who
choose life there are always alternatives. Going to WAR only intensifies your inability to have that which
you need. If you have sunshine today but expect the storm tomorrow—would you not go gather a bit of
food and shelter for the storm?
You must see and experience the movements perceived in the world; you must know truth to make passage in “knowing”. But why make war while you make passage? Does it REALLY matter whether you
purchase a “thing” with a worthless piece of paper or a plastic card? Think about this seriously, readers: is
not the plastic card ACTUALLY easier and better for attending your needs? You CAN shelter your assets
and, BECAUSE YOU CAN LIVE WITHIN ALL LAWS, what do we ponder here? I simply want you
to ponder life and soul. You DO NOT HAVE TO JOIN IN WITH EVIL—to see evil. You do not have
to commit crimes to witness crime. You do not have to go to battle to LIVE your goodly intent. The more
you try to force others into your goodly intent—the more they resist. Why? Because they don’t understand and if you are forcing your wishes off onto another—you are not righteous, you are simply trying to
make “your way” “THE WAY” and for that other, it may well not be THE WAY.
The horse is out of the barn! Can’t you see, readers, that the horse is out of the barn? Now, after the horse
is gone you are going to shore up the barn doors and take up arms against the foe. Why? Why do you not
get back your horse, put him in this or another barn, fix the door and attend the door? Is this truly so
much more difficult than going to war? YOUR ENEMY EXPECTS YOU TO COME TO HIS WAR
THAT HE IS NOW FOMENTING!
Some of you struggle to get, say, wilderness areas designated. That is fine except for those who USE
those areas for their livelihood and home. It is fine to have Spotted Owls in your trees unless those trees
are your very existence. But you can consider alternatives: the Spotted Owl can’t do much about his
territory for he is fitted for ONLY certain living possibilities. You are fitted with a MIND which allows for
ALL alternatives. One day you may all rejoice to go forth and be able to exist in one of those nearby
wildernesses. Christ did so why not you?
EVERY HAPPENING IS AN
ALTERNATIVE GIFT OF POSSIBILITIES.
I cannot stop that which is flowing against you, around you or within you—I can only offer mental expression. You can actually thrive in better condition than in what you call, but is not, freedom. Your society
HAS HAD THE FREEDOM to become that which it is today—SICK. Will government CONTROL
3

make it better? No, but the actual CONTROL of everything you have and are—allows you to seek and
use alternatives—which will actually OFFER YOU BETTER HEALTH AND A BARRIER TO BODILY
ATTACKS BY INVADERS.
Do you REALLY fear the government, OR is it the products of governmental insanity that terrorize you? Is
it the ability of pure Evil to come upon your space—or a bunch of idiots in a given city? Do you want
police to help protect you or are you willing to give them ALL up to make a point?
What I witness is the irrational actions of “government” and the equally irrational actions of citizens who
call themselves “patriots”. What actually is happening? Exactly what the One World Order has structured:
rebellion and revolution, chaos and FEAR.
There IS an old saying which is worthy of some thought in this day of confusion and taking up arms. What
are you protecting? What property can you possibly HAVE and HOLD that you must, at all costs,
protect? What do you have that needs search and seizure? Speaking against evil is fine—BUT THE
MERE EXAMPLE OF LIVING WITHOUT EVIL INTENT IS THE WORTHY GOAL OF EXPRESSION. WHEN YOU DRAW A VISIBLE LINE IN THE DIRT AND FORBID THE CROSSING OF
ANOTHER BEYOND THAT LINE—YOU HAVE DECLARED WAR. BUT WHAT IF NO ONE
CAME TO YOUR WAR? WHAT IF NO ONE KNEW THERE WAS SUCH A LINE? IF EACH
WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR SELF WITHIN THE LAWS—THERE WOULD NEED BE NO LINES
IN THE DIRT DRAWN BY ONE MAN AGAINST ANOTHER.
What has “another” actually DONE TO YOU? What is it that you REALLY want? DO YOU EVEN
KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THE CONSTITUTION YOU USE AS A BANNER TO RECITE IT TO
ME? You claim “unconstitutional” when actually, readers, the Federal Government IS ACTING WITHIN
THE CONSTITUTION—FOR, WHILE YOU WEREN’T LOOKING, “THEY” DECLARED A STATE
OF EMERGENCY, PUT YOU UNDER ENFORCED REGULATIONS AND YOU DIDN’T NOTICE THAT THE VERY CONSTITUTION YOU CLAIM—ALLOWS FOR ITS SETTING ASIDE
IN SUCH TIMES. IT IS SIMPLY SET ASIDE FOR THE DURATION OF THE “EMERGENCY”
AND, WHILE IT IS SO, YOU HAVE MARTIAL LAW! (Since 1933!)
If you want your Constitution in force—you have to go all the way back to step one—and BUILD.
More destruction will NOT solve the problem. FREEDOM GAINED THROUGH A GUN IS NOT
FREEDOM AND YOUR ENEMY WILL AGAIN COME AGAINST YOU THE MOMENT THE
BULLETS ARE GONE!
YOU ARE NOT HELPLESS, YOU ONLY “THINK” YOU ARE HELPLESS! YOU ARE THE
ONE WHO EMPOWERS THE ENEMY. YOU ARE THE ONE WHO GIVES YOUR OPPONENT POWER OVER YOU—YOU EMPOWER, SELF OR OTHER.
As you come to the ending portions of THIS journal you are going to find the terrible truth of diseases
which are KILLING. What is wondrous is that there are ways to handle same! The LIES are there for
your viewing. That means that the solution to the problem birthed of the lie—is also present. Protection is
there for the accepting. I ask that the Editors add the product lists to the end of this book. We
offer nothing save things which are quite legal, quite effective and quite inexpensive—espe4

cially relative to the alternatives of other products OR DIS—EASE. For goodness sakes, if your
immune system is bad—build it up and fortify it or be prepared to accept the disease, legal or illegal.
Disease always seems to be quite legal. AIDS carriers seem to now wear the DISEASE as some sort of
rightful banner. NO, it is a disease of carnal infection and can be as easily healed as a bad cold. But, these
victims (patients) are considered ones unworthy of life, groups who will be allowed to exterminate themselves. The Elite also have intentions of ways to allow the welfare state to fold and, in so doing, take out
the majority of blacks and emigrants, for the diseases and deteriorated state of health in such circumstances will DO THE JOB—eventually—it always does. What if you had a welfare counter and nobody
came? What if you had a drug counter all nice and legal—and nobody came? Do you see that you as
citizens ENABLE the evil to flourish and conquer?
What of Social “programs”? What about them? You can see the handwriting on your wall. The social
programs of pensions and retirement funds are probably going to cease. Are you prepared? I am in favor
of you receiving that which is contracted so I am in favor of using all that is legally yours to receive and then,
you have to attend self. Can you? If not, we need to consider some BETTER way, had we not? When
all else fails perhaps you will be fortunate enough to know someone near a wilderness area where you can
set forth a tent and lay down a blanket. People, do you see that you expect GOD to make it right for you?
No, HE WILL NOT! YOU will make it right or it will remain WRONG! GOD WILL PROVIDE “THE
WAY” OF SOUL AND MIND—YOU MUST SEIZE THE MOMENT AND ACT.
I am amused at the great numbers of people who read, say, about our journals and/or products and claim
we are somehow evil for not giving them away so that ALL can have same. Our people have nothing with
which to produce these things and in all instances the lowest cost of anywhere is yours for the using. How
much, friends, does it cost to have AIDS? The “average” death cost is over $100,000. Ah, but who pays?
YOU—not the dying patient. So, in either instance, is not an insurance plan of product CHEAPER than
any medical program you will ever find? How about lawyers? How many of you have spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars on lawyers? How many of you have had to simply “lose” because of no ability to fight
in court? Then WHY would you go deliberately out there and “in the name of Constitutional rights” put
yourself in jail where you NEED A LAWYER (usually one of the very opposition’s team)? Are you so
lacking in cleverness as to continue to do this over and over and over again—WHEN YOU MUST HAVE
LEARNED BY NOW THAT IT DOESN’T WORK?
Live a goodly and clean expression in physical circumstance, take care and make available to self the
protective tools for use and shielding.
You cannot CHANGE the evil intent of the world into perfection—but it will pass away as choices are
expressed. You CAN pretty much watch from the sidelines as the evil cartels do themselves in. Yes
indeed, they will take out a lot of entities—but only through the CHOICE of the target. A homosexual
does not HAVE TO HAVE SODOMY EXPRESSION! HE CHOOSES IT! HE WANTS FREEDOM TO ACT IN THAT CHOICE. SO BE IT, WHAT ELSE IS THERE TO SAY? You don’t have to
shoot the person for the choice he makes and YOU DON’T HAVE TO JOIN HIM IN THE ACTIVITIES. HE WHO IS WITHOUT SIN, CAST THAT FIRST STONE!
You just wait—THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD and the changes wrought in goodness
upon mankind will NEVER BE THE RESULT OF WAR.
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There are, right now, plans for placing immunizations into your food! There are, right now, people with
brain chips growing inside their brains and brain cells growing on computer chips. Do you REALLY think
and believe that a pop gun is going to protect you? You may well, for a minute or two, protect your
driveway with your rifle—but who is going to shield you from the gun in the sky? If you WANT to find
your way—it is available without forming groups, fighting, killing or ill intent. In that knowing and action—
POWER IS OFFERED AND PRESENT. This is power beyond which no Evil can rise.
So be it, precious friends. I don’t need to make my enemies mad at me—for they will devour themselves.
All I have to do is stand aside within the laws THEY make and within the protection of the laws of God and
Creation—and watch. May you come to realize as much.
Thank you and in God’s love and brotherhood, I AM,
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
I walk with God; would you journey with me?
May 8, 1995. (In the time of the Lord: Day 265, Year 8)
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CHAPTER 1
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., APR. 21, 1995 7:31 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 248
FRI., APR. 21, 1995
BALANCE IS EVERYTHING
Because I have asked that the team get you some of the products of which I speak and this time I
announced it prior to their having same, I must give you some strong advice UP FRONT.
As of this paper there IS colloidal silver available from Gaia. I always promise you a couple of things about
Gaia products: they are REAL, they are the best on ANY market, they are “living”, for all are balanced
through the perfection of cell structure of Drias which will immediately pick up INDIVIDUAL DNA
patterns, supply RNA in perfection and WILL ALWAYS BE THE LEAST EXPENSIVE OF ANYWHERE YOU SEARCH.
We purposefully have offered things in a given sequence which was necessary at the time. We do not
COMPETE with anything or anyone—NOBODY ELSE HAS THE LIVING CELLS IN SUSPENSION. The supplier of Gaiandriana, for instance, uses MY “recipe” and never releases a single drop until
it is totally programmed to the highest frequency within your capability without changing structure. By the
way, we have, from onset, grown silver and gold traces within the Gaiandriana along with some other
minerals which are ONLY found in PERFECT cell structures for they are GROWN there, alchemized
there and ONLY within a living cell.
BUT—
I hope to be able to bring the prices DOWN so that you can fully saturate your bodies with Gaiandriana at
some point. You get plenty now if you only take a few drops a day for the body will simply toss aside
anything not used within its circulation time.
I offer this discussion before you get any colloidal products from Gaia because, if you are an “overdoer”
you will not hurt self, BUT, you will have a tendency to take enough to hit whatever disease process you
may have taking place—AND WASH OUT, DEAD, SUICIDE, KILL, MURDER—WHATEVER YOU
CHOOSE TO CALL CLEANSING, THE GOOD BACTERIA THAT GIVES A BALANCED INTESTINAL FLORA AND FAUNA. FOR INSTANCE, YOU NEED ACIDOPHILUS AND LACTOBACILLUS, ETC. So what do you do and STILL get rid of the nasty critters? You simply add it to your
intake program.
If you have a suspect dis-ease, even to stomach ulcer symptoms which would ultimately boil down to
nagging organisms in the belly—go ahead and hit them HARD with the colloids or OxySol. It won’t hurt
you but it will really annoy your visitors. They will abandon ship but they will take with them your balanced
7

bacteria. So, I suggest, for whatever disease you KNOW you carry, the following: Get rid of the parasites
FIRST if you have a chance to do so. Then take maximum portions for whatever ails you. If it be stomach
problems, take on an empty stomach half hour before eating. Why? Because you probably have been
taking anti-acid preparations and have unbalanced everything about your digestive system. Then eat or
whatever. Next, after allowing some two to three hours to pass—take double or triple amounts of the
added acidophilus and lacto-bacillus. I will ask our people if they can supply you with this but until then
just get these replacements at the health-food store. I prefer the liquid, fresh—but for ongoing replacement, freeze dried powder or capsules are fine.
THIS IS THE ONLY PROBLEM THAT COLLOIDAL SILVER/GOLD WILL PRODUCE—EVER,
THE SIMPLE OVERCLEANSING.
What is different about Gaia colloids? The silver is re-colloidalized with gold traces. Gold holds a different
electrical frequency than can silver and can knock out the really hardened criminals in the disease spectrum. Only a TRACE will be found because of REGULATIONS. We never offer ANYTHING which is
not within all boundaries of legality. This is WHY you need both products we now offer—to use in
different needs but still have the sufficient spectrum for disinfectant, antiseptic AND internal applications.
ANTIBIOTICS WON’T WORK
YOU ARE MOVING INTO A TIME WHEN YOU WILL HAVE TO HAVE SOMETHING TO FIGHT
INFECTIONS FOR THE ANTIBIOTICS AVAILABLE ARE NOT GEARED TO FIGHT THE RESISTANT STRAINS YOU HAVE CREATED BY OVERUSE OF SUCH AS PENICILLIN. COLLOIDAL SILVER/GOLD, FOR INSTANCE, WILL KILL PENICILLIN, IT IS SO COMPREHENSIVE. YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT THAT WHICH IS AN ANTIBIOTIC IS BUT A
“GROWN” MOLD OR FUNGUS PRODUCT OF WHICH MANY PEOPLE ARE ACTUALLY
DEATHLYALLERGIC.
These products offered here are pure enough and anti-toxic enough to take in intravenous or intramuscular
injection. I do not herein suggest this other than to offer as example of the safety level of the product.
Nobody can offer any product of injectable or intravenous nature without Medical Licensing AND REGULATIONS. We offer only natural, living or herbal product and suggest nothing more. I remind all of you
that YOU ARE THE HEALING MIRACLE—ANYTHING YOU ADD IS ONLY A TOOL.
SADISTIC AGENDA
In this little village a young man just died of pneumonic plague which colloidal silver would have knocked
out of his system in 8 hours at its worst stage. But nobody can even suggest a treatment—so he died.
Now you see the intent of your government Big Boys—the point is to dead a bunch of you—like some 6
BILLION of you.
One of our friends has sent along a page which I would ask the Editors to enclose in the paper along with
this bit of instruction. It gives some Nutrition Information in chart form which gives a bit of explanation of
the functions of things such as proteins, vitamins, etc. It originally comes from General Mills so you can,
I’m sure, trust it as it is obviously approved by their own owned FDA. So be it.
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The above information is that which I want all of you to have as a lot of you will already be using some ofhe
products mentioned above and may be wondering why you still don’t feel so good after the expectation of
miracle redemption. This is probably why.
There is still going to be NOTHING which brings well-being and energy like screwing YOUR HEAD ON
RIGHT AND MOVING YOUR LISTLESS BODY AROUND TO CHECK ITS ABILITY TO FUNCTION. WAITING FOR MIRACLES TO SHOWER ON YOU WILL TOTALLY NEGATE ANYTHING YOUR MIND WOULD OTHERWISE HEAL. IF YOU DON’T WANT TO GET WELL,
YOU WON’T, NO MATTER WHAT YOU POUR ONTO OR INTO THAT BODY. YOU WON’T
HAVE “MICROBES” OR BUGS, HOWEVER, AND WILL HAVE TO CONJURE SOMETHING
“ELSE” OF WHICH TO COMPLAIN.
May wisdom always be your guiding light.
OKLAHOMA!
I told you yesterday what about Oklahoma. Your own government did this job on you-the-people. It is
just one more visible act to bring in their New World Order. Can’t believe it? Wait, it will get worse and
far more visible.
To set you into the right direction, however, I want to note a couple of writings by people who have toplevel physical input. This is one reason I want Jackson OUT. I wrote on this matter while Dharma was still
in total disbelief but she wrote it anyway while suggesting that THIS TIME, I had gone too far out on that
limb.
PULSE BEAM “SURGERY”
The Southern Brigade of the Dixie Land Band have gone just about as far as they can go. You will note
another Arkansas Congressman dropped out yesterday. You have real Southern hospitality at work,
brethren. They sheared off an apartment building wall like cutting with a butter knife, in New York City a
few weeks back. You now see what pulse beams can do—PRECISION DESTRUCTION. No fertilizer/fuel oil bomb can act with such precision as on that building in Oklahoma City. The idiots couldn’t
even get the TIME for the action, right. And worse, by boggling the timing they got too many people. The
explosions were to take place earlier to miss the people at work. Idiots couldn’t even read their watch and
clock changes. Now WHO do you blame for all those incapable minds at work?
The Tungushka explosion way back long ago in Russia is a prime example of the SAME MALADY! The
massive blast was to have tipped the planet. All the work had been done and the calculations for thrust and
timing were perfection. But somebody forgot the time zone changes. [Editor’s note: This was a stupid
shenanigan by the Elite in approximately 1907 utilizing secret technology not available to we-thepeople.]
You can see from the pictures of Oklahoma City that the thrust of the bomb was from above. It is also
quite clear that there were a minimum of two and perhaps more SEPARATE blasts felt on the scientific
seismographs. And what about those bombs lying about in various locations within the building that had to
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be defused?? People, WAKE UP! This was an INSIDE JOB.
Babies killed? OF COURSE, how else do you get a hardened world of violence-trained people to pay
attention? You have to be more violent and more terrible than all the OTHER usual blood and gore—to
get your attention and cause you to demand the government incarcerate YOU—for your OWN GOOD!
[Editor’s note: Considering the timing-error point Commander just made above, this paragraph
probably implies that, even if the detonations had occurred at an earlier time, some people, including babies, would have been present among the early to work ones at the building. It just wouldn’t
have been so many as suffered from the actual later-time blasts.]
America, America—land of the FREE? So be it.
I was handed a few writings from Jackson and Grandma this morning and they both tell it like it is. If you
can’t believe me—try the “INSIDER REPORTS”. I can guarantee that such as Bo Gritz, Larry Nichols,
Terry Reed, plus those who head the Government, ALL KNOW EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED. This
was to bring Martial Order through the new head of the Domestic Violence Department (JANET RENO)
into full-blown Executive Order (Clinton) POWER. Well, it remains to be seen if it will totally backfire.
How many of you noticed your new King and Queen Billiaries make their grand entrance to the Monarch’s
tune yesterday to meet a nothing head of state from Brazil? That repulsive show was one which should go
down in history as one of the blackest moments in America’s history. The blowing up of innocents in
Oklahoma was the jewel in the crown for the coronation. May you turn to GOD for help, CITIZENS, for
you are to the end otherwise. You had better pay close attention to the Satanic Holiday calendars I offered
you a couple of issues back. May First [May Day] is the big day for Satan worshippers and WITCHpractitioners. You are in the most crucial WEEK of your lives. Can you not make it the week that EVIL
IS SHOWN FOR WHAT IT IS?
May Day is also the biggest day for Communist Bolshevik (MISHPUCKA) CELEBRATION of power
and evil. It is also the very symbol of panic-time trouble (May Day, May Day) as your ship goes down.
Well, let me share Ronn’s message on the 18th (three days ago). In fact, let me offer you several of Ronn’s
recent messages. You are going to have to start listening to the ones given to KNOW, readers. Dharma
and I cannot do it all—we have to begin to turn the helm over to the persons trained to lead so that you
have tangible parties to take the show.
“Another large train, loaded with ‘Soviet Tanks’ and ‘Heavy Armament’ is going through Canada,
headed westward, for delivery in the western United States. The invoices state that those pieces were
purchased by an ‘Arms Dealer’ in Washington State. Now, my fellow Americans, let me tell you who the
real owner of those pieces is and what they will be used for. The owner is the ‘United Nations’. They will
be painted white with the ‘U.N. Logo’ on the side and they will be used in this country against you!! When
will you get it through your thick, complacent heads and understand—your government has sold you down
the river!! [H: Note this is prior to the cute little bombing escapade and the lull in the Simpson
trial.]
DOLE OUT THE TREASON
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“P.S.: We paid for those vehicles and armaments that will be used against us by our government!!!!”
To those who will be wondering about the writings of Jackson that talk about bank accounts, etc., I can
remind you of the CONTACT THAT, YEARS AGO, mentioned how the Doles were paid off for treason,
among a lot of others. The payoff at the time was 2 million $$, either each or jointly as I don’t remember.
Further, Dole sold you citizens out less than two weeks into this last election. He also allowed these new
Executive Orders to all come into law. You STILL think that there is a difference in the Republicans and
Democrat-rats?
MORE THAN CORN IN
OKLAHOMA
Now onto Oklahoma: You have to know that Oklahoma is a MAJOR center for all sorts of BLACK
OPERATIONS by government thugs and hidden agendas. It is no accident that that place was chosen,
citizens, but it is only a START!
Let’s see what Ronn says about this.
[QUOTING:]
April 20, 1995
It has now been proven beyond question that the United States Government was directly responsible for the bombing in Oklahoma City. What our Federal government must do is create fear and then
they feel that you, the Sovereign State Citizen, will acquiesce to their every wish. Because of the caliber of
people that our government hired, the needless deaths occurred. The bombing was scheduled to happen
before people came to work. However, due to poor planning, many mistakes were made. Government
is attempting to hide their unlawful and unconstitutional deeds. The United States Government is responsible!
Think about this: If this was caused by a “car bomb” as the media is reporting, then why are the rescue
workers finding unexploded “bombs” inside the building and are having to stop their efforts until bomb
squads can defuse them?
[AND, a bit later in the day:]
MY FELLOW AMERICANS, DO NOT BELIEVE WHAT IS BEING REPORTED ON
THE MEDIA!!
Two people within the Justice Department have come forward and ADMITTED THE
GOVERNMENT COMPLICITY in the “Oklahoma City” bombing. The purpose is to create
fear so that when government installs Martial Law, you will believe that act was perpetrated by
extremists or terrorists.
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PAID FOR THE BOMBING; SUPPLIED
THE EXPLOSIVE AND, AS USUAL, BUNGLED THE OPERATION CAUSING THE NEED11

LESS DEATHS OF OUR FELLOW CITIZENS.
[END OF QUOTING]
Prior to any contact with Jackson, Grandma also came forward with some very interesting information.
Do I believe her? Of course I believe her—I have no pick with Vina—she had a pick with me! I am
pleased to see that her intelligence reaches beyond the mundane squabbles of that which is unimportant. I
thank her for contacting CONTACT. What she thinks of me will work itself out in time. All of you have a
lot of problems with what you think of me, which also is none of my business.
When the heart is confused and people are working you over with lies and deception, it is very difficult to
think clearly—especially about possible frauds, agents, complicity, greed and other “reasonable sounding”
input. I have plenty of time, which you don’t have luxury of wasting.
Since her whole letter is worthy of offering I ask that we share it all as she has sent it for same:
[QUOTING:]
April 20th, 1995
To: Contact Inc. News
and
FAX NETWORKS
Dear Readers;
First, I must offer my heartfelt condolences to the Richard SNELL Family. What has happened is
most assuredly classified by AMERICAN STANDARDS as: UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES, WHEN
AMERICANS CAN BE MURDERED BY THE PARTIES WHO COMMITTED THE CRIMINAL
ACTS.
In these times in America, it is the MOB RULE of our CORPORATE AMERICA which is IMMUNE
TO THE LAWS. THEY CAN COMMIT THE CRIME and someone else DOES THE TIME, or loses
their lives.
Secondly; I have been reading Mr. Malloy’s articles [H: I am not “sure” but I think she may be
referring to “Maholy’s” writings. I am not aware of a Mr. Malloy but it certainly may be so.] and
it is time I shared a conversation held between RUSSELL E. HERRMAN/HERMAN, AKA “THE BLACK
PANTHER” aka “OSCAR” as he was known in the BUSH “CIA” GROUP. Russell was a COURIER
for monies which were distributed to Guatemala and Honduras during the CONTRA AFFAIR.
July 21, 1994: Russell asked me to come and sit on the side of his hospital bed which was carefully
placed in the living room in order that he could be an active part of the ongoings of daily routines.
I complained, as the bed-rail was uncomfortable, but I sat there anyway and listened to his story. The
story is as follows:
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“Back in the 1980s, I (Russell aka Oscar, aka Ricky, aka Rusty, aka The Black Panther) was
asked to courier some money down to Guatemala and to Honduras for GEORGE BUSH and the
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY for the ARMS DEAL and the OVERTHROW OF
THESE COUNTRIES.
“The trip, the money, and the arms were delivered by submarine. There were barges and
other river craft to take the ARMS up-river and into the interior of these countries.
“When I delivered the GOODS, I was taken by truck back into the countryside. When we
arrived there were STACKS OF BODIES, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, STACKED LIKE
CORDWOOD. Caterpillar tractors were grading huge pits into which to shove the bodies. If a
woman was pregnant, the woman was gutted and the unborn child was KILLED. When “I”
objected and protested, I WAS THROWN INTO JAIL IN TAPACHULLA FOR SEVEN
MONTHS AND TORTURED WITH BEATINGS, KICKINGS, AND WAS BURNED OVER
MY TORSO WITH CIGARETTES. HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR THE MEXICAN INDIANS,
I WOULD STILL BE IN THAT PRISON LIVING ON BREAD AND WATER.
“These things are happening right here on our nation’s back doorstep; they are coming this
way, and the American People are going to suffer the same fate if this is not stopped. This is the
reason my WILL is the way it has been written. THIS MUST BE STOPPED, AND THE ONLY
WAY I KNOW TO STOP IT IS TO CUT OFF THEIR MONEY LINE, TO CUT OFF THE
MONEY LINE IS LIKE CUTTING OFF THE HEAD OF A SNAKE”.
Russell continued:
“The Contra Moneys are in the ANSCHBACKER account in the Guernsey Islands, and in
several other accounts. He named the accounts, gave the numbers, and subsequently these were
forwarded on to INTERPOL.”
Several of the people involved are as follows:
OLIVER NORTH aka John Casey, John Cassie, John Cappy.
GEORGE BUSH aka ZAPPATA, ZAPATA and AMADEAUS.
D. GREGORY aka DR. “Q”
J. AQUISTO aka THE FAT MAN
There are many, many more—and these have been deposited in safe keeping.
Someone should review the CONTRA HEARINGS and take a careful look at the BALCONY—at
the MAN DRESSED IN “BLACK”—and hear what that man had to say.
On the two prior Fridays, prior to Herman’s DEATH, Greenspan, Bush, and North, all three, were at
the MARION FEDERAL VETERANS HOSPITAL in Marion, Illinois trying to get Herman to sign
off on the Certificate, and to record his voice. THE ANSCHBACKER ACCOUNT IS CONTROLLED BY “VOICE ACTIVATION” AND FINGER PRINTS.
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Not even “HAMMERHEAD” aka Judge Hammerick with DELTA FORCE could activate that
account.
On August 29th, Russell E. Herrman/HERMAN of the “OSI”, “CIA”, WAS MURDERED BY
“MORPHINE INJECTION” AND “VITAL BODY FLUIDS WERE EXTRACTED WHILE
HE WAS STILLALIVE”.
Nothing this FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DOES ANYMORE SHOCKS ME, not even the BOMBING OF THEIR OWN PEOPLE as is evidenced in Oklahoma City—which probably happened, or
could have happened—as all the evidence pertaining to the “WACO MASSACRE” was housed in that
Federal Building—including the “PERPETRATORS”.
What better way to get rid of the EVIDENCE and the WITNESSES??
GRANDMA
aka
Mrs. Russell E. Herrman/HERMAN, Widow.
[END OF QUOTING]
She goes on to draw her signature “face” stating that “The Estate is Real”. Dear one, the fact of the Estate
being REAL is not in question and has never been “here” in question. The government’s NOT HONORING certificates and the full-blown efforts of getting it away from you by any means possible—IS WHAT
IS REAL. If we fail to look squarely at TRUTH and FACTS, there can be no way out of this plague of evil
come upon your world. It is a time of absolute truth without misunderstanding and grenade tossings. This
move has to reach beyond the personal and reach out into the encompassing KNOWING. I, child, have
never lied to you or insulted you—nor would I. You are free to feel, think, grieve, or blast me—it is not my
business. But please, see clearly WHO ARE YOUR FRIENDS and WHO are your enemies. IT MAKES
A GREAT, GREAT DIFFERENCE! I, Hatonn, AM HERE regardless of who likes it or does not. I have
a mission of which any God-respecting entity may well be a part. I AM WHO I SAY I AM and I back off
for no man, WOMAN or child. We can, together, accomplish the impossible but the flailing and cursing at
one another will only DESTROY. Russell came to know it and he became too weak and sick of body to
carry forth It doesn’t mean that he has GONE ANYWHERE SAVE TO WHERE HE CAN GET HIS
“REAL” JOB FINISHED. You ones are going to have to STOP assuming that with DEATH OF THE
BODY some great loss is accomplished for those who SERVE GOD. Hell hath real victory over the
Satanic beings of DARKNESS, however.
May we all pull this load together, join with those who are now coming together and work in unification in
awakening our brothers and sisters. Let us not in-fight lest we destroy the very mission at hand. God bless
you who are BIG ENOUGH to rise above the petty things to allow our work to flow. There is so much
you ones have no idea or privy-to information regarding the Hermans that it is all but blind reading. To
bring more pain and sorrow OR LOSS upon this “patriot” is not and never has been any intent of mine. So
be it.
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CHAPTER 2
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., APR. 22, 1995 7:42 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 249
SAT., APR. 22, 1995
MIND CONTROL U.S.A.
If you think this Oklahoma insanity to not be government—then you had best go back and read, read,
study and learn. You are being fed the garbage about the “Patriots” being involved in the bombing. Yep,
THEY ARE! This new breed of driven men and women who are totally programmed to do whatever their
MASTERS and HANDLERS order. ANYTHING! This is WHY we have offered volume after volume
on the subject of mind control. Everything from the reports of “17 CHILDREN” killed (right off the bat)
to the blast and the support team destruction.
There may well have been some demonstration planned and even some violence—but this was as beautifully an orchestrated operation of top Elite level as I have ever witnessed—and I have witnessed a whole
bunch.
All the insiders and SPECIAL FORCES KNEW THAT WACO WAS A PLANNED AND STRUCTURED OPERATION OF MK-ULTRA. THE FACTS ARE THERE, THE “ADMISSIONS”
ARE THERE, KORESH WAS HAULED OUT BY HELICOPTER AND THERE WERE MANY
WITNESSES TO THE FACT. CITIZENS, EITHER WAKE UP OR CONTINUE SLEEPING;
IT IS YOUR BUSINESS. I ASK THAT GOD’S PEOPLE WAKE UP, HOWEVER. WHY?
BECAUSE YOU MUST MAKE YOUR DECISIONS ABOUT JOURNEY AND PASSAGE—
NO MORE AND NOTHING LESS. YOU MUST KNOW TRUTH AND WHAT IS HAPPENING. DOING VIOLENCE AND MOVING INTO WAR IS NOT ACCEPTABLE. JUST STOP
BURYING THE SENSING PARTS OF YOUR ANATOMY IN THE MUD PITS. THIS GOVERNMENT IN WHICH YOU ARE NOW TRAPPED PLANS TO TAKE OUT, INCARCERATE OR
GET RID OF: MILITIAS AND PATRIOTS.
AND, YOUR NEIGHBORS AND FELLOW-CITIZENS WILL SEE THAT THE JOB IS ACCOMPLISHED!
There have been many calls received by the police as radical groups “claim responsibility” for the acts in
Oklahoma City. That is all part of the game BUT you will notice the “big boys” had a pre-drawn description of the culprits and knew exactly where to go while totally IGNORING ALL INPUT FROM ANY
OTHER SOURCE. THIS IS A GOVERNMENT OPERATION—WORSE THAN ANY WAR
ZONE!
RUSSIAN ARMS AND EQUIPMENT
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The U.S.A. is FULL of strategically placed equipment—shipped right out of Russia, paid for by the U.S.
Citizens and now being painted or restored to represent the United Nations “Peace Keeping” Forces.
Whole trainloads have come into the Northern U.S. through the Canadian Border. Whole convoys have
moved into the U.S. through Mexico—YOU HAVE BEEN INVADED AND THE OCCUPYING ARMY
IS IN PLACE, U.S.! One of the main centers for painting and organizing is right at China Lake Depot in
California. There are others all over the map. One of the most effective TRAINING CENTERS and
Special Forces Mind-Control Centers is right there AT OKLAHOMA CITY.
WHILE THE CAULDRON BOILS
WAND BUBBLES
How many of you are paying attention to the Government’s other methods of shutting down land use,
ability to gather as in the case of Bo Gritz’s community, etc.? While you don’t notice, great chunks of lands
are being taken all over your nation and within the nations all over the globe. You in the U.S. can better
notice what happens HERE because of the “ENVIRONMENTAL” battles over everything from wolves
to fleas of endangered species to common disease-carrying vehicles on two or four legs. MAN IS THE
ENDANGERED SPECIES, DEAR ONES!
Let us look at just one spot for a minute before we move into the actual facts about Vince Foster’s demise.
Coming from AMERICAN ENVIRONMENTAL FOUNDATION, INC. in Florida:
Lifting of Idaho’s injunction:
“In January a Federal Judge from Hawaii filed an injunction to halt logging, mining, and grazing in 6 national
forests in Idaho. [H: Please go back and read that sentence and see how many blatant questions
you can find.] The injunction was filed by Pacific Rivers Council, Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and
the Wilderness Society requiring that the forest service consult with National Marine Fisheries Service
on how those activities will affect the salmon that was recently listed as threatened. Even though that was
actually being done, the paperwork did not reflect that it was. The ultimate result was a possible 18,743
direct and indirect jobs lost.”
Ah wait, it gets more interesting:
“On March 2nd, the US Forest service and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) completed the
missing paperwork. That should be reason for the people of Idaho to celebrate but that is not the case.
“During the afternoon March 8th, calls were received from sources at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (BATF) suggesting that they had been called on alert to respond to ‘a dangerous situation in the
area’, related to the results of the Biological Opinion used to lift the injunction. A “Freedom Convoy”
scheduled to leave the capitol steps in Boise, Idaho and travel to central Idaho (set up by blue Ribbon
Coalition and Boise Chapter of People for the West) is being ‘MONITORED’ by BATF and FBI agents
as a band of ‘armed crazies’ plotting harm to Federal employees.”
This may not SEEM to have much connection but I can promise you that it is ALL CONNECTED to the
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land grab and the negating of your abilities as citizens to use your land—across the width and breadth. It
is happening as we speak in Utah, Texas, Arkansas, Idaho, Kansas—even in the growing fields. You will
find that land will be called “flood plains” (WET LANDS) where they deliberately flooded out the citizens
and HAVE BEEN TAKEN BY FORCE by the government. ONLY THE MAJOR INDUSTRIAL
GROWERS WILL BE LEFT TO WORK ANY MAJOR FARMS.
Grazing lands used for all prior generations are now being declared “Wilderness” areas and not only will
grazing be stopped but all roads within the areas will be closed—except for POLICE PATROL TRAVEL.
Have you noticed, any of you, that the “government” or community politicians CAN cut off your water,
your electricity or your gas for any reason they choose—BUT YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO FURNISH ALTERNATIVE FUEL (save fireplace, if you can afford the wood which is also regulated), dig a
well on YOUR property or make your own electricity—within controlled districts. THEY can also seize
any or all of your property for “unpaid taxes”. I remind you good citizens that IF YOUR PROPERTY
CAN BE TAKEN FOR ANYTHING—IT IS ALREADY NOT YOUR PROPERTY.
Fight over this circumstance? How? Do you think your pop-gun can outshoot the howitzers? You CAN
NEVER WIN through violence. You may well be ready and willing to DIE FOR YOUR COUNTRY OR
YOUR RIGHTS—BUT, ARE YOU WILLING TO LIVE FOR EITHER?
You may well think you are fighting for the “freedom you have”?? You have NO FREEDOM—LOOK
AROUND! YOU ARE CONTROLLED BY MISHPUCKA ROBOTS! THEY ARE TOTALLY
PROGRAMMED TO SERVE THE GOD OF EVIL—SATAN.
You can, citizens, do that which you will. BUT DO NOT GO FORTH AND SAY THAT WHATEVER
YOU CHOOSE TO DO IN VIOLENCE SOMEHOW COMES FROM THIS RESOURCE. I ADVOCATE NO VIOLENCE, NO INSURRECTION, NO SUBVERSION (EVEN AGAINST THE
TREASONISTS). THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN EVER HAVE FREEDOM IS TO RECLAIM
CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER AND LAW! It now appears the odds are so oppressive that you
cannot manage against such power. Yes you can but it is only through ballots in TRUTH and no longer with
a long-rifle.
TV NO ACCIDENT
It seems really nice that Wolf Dancer [Kevin Costner] is doing a long series on the 500 NATIONS about
“Indians”. These people about whom the series is focused are certainly not even “Indians”. What in the
name of whatever are you seeing when you watch that series? Are you thinking “how sad”, “how miserable”? Dear ones, THE ELITE are showing YOU HOW FUTILE your silly sticks are against the
ARMIES OF STEEL AND LASERS. What is more important—THEY ARE CORRECT! You cannot
battle as savages and win anything. There are but few honorable men in the halls of Justice. You as people
are going to have to win by brain, not brawn, if you are to win at all. Once you are already dying of “lead”
poisoning, it is too late to use lead to strike back.
FLUORIDE TOOTH PASTE
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I am reminded here about a question (very serious indeed and I accept it that way) asked of me, “Why
would you ever advise us to take FLUORIDE tooth paste—fluorine is poison.” I said “FLUORIDE”
TOOTH PASTE, number one and secondly: it REQUIRES fluorine in the FLUORIDE form to counter
aluminum and lead in the body. There is a reaction between these substances which tends to neutralize the
lead and aluminum (and some other very toxic metals). I do not nor would I ever suggest you go inhale
fluorine or eat FLUORIDE. There is a minute amount in tooth paste (don’t go EAT IT!) which will help
keep the body cleansed of the toxic metals as mentioned above. There is actually a beneficial element to
the use of same in mouths wherein you have all those nice mercury-silver fillings in the teeth. Not for the
reasons of non-decay—but to help offset the damage of the mercury. You simply DO NOT know anything about chemistry, physics or even “explosives”.
What was INTENDED as a demonstration at best, turned into a deadly holocaust in Oklahoma City—
BECAUSE THE ELITE DO KNOW AND HAVE ALL SORTS OF BACKUP DESTRUCTIVE DEVICES TO MAKE SURE A LITTLE DEMONSTRATION WITH FERTILIZER ENDS UP IN MASS
DESTRUCTION. LOOK AT THE BUILDING AND TELL ME HOW YOU SEE THAT A COUPLE
OF “PATRIOTS” COULD BREAK DOWN THAT FEDERAL BUILDING WITH ONE LITTLE FERTILIZER BOMB ON THE STREET? DO NOT BE RIDICULOUS! THAT BUILDING WAS
SHEARED OFF BY A PULSE LASER BLAST AND YOUR GOVERNMENT STOOGES ARE
RESPONSIBLE. STOP LYING TO YOURSELVES IN FALSE SHOW OF “DISBELIEF” THAT
THEY COULD OR WOULD DO IT. THEY CAN AND THEY DID AND THEY HAVE ONLY
JUST BEGUN.
HEADS UP—ONE MORE TIME:
NOW, TO MAKE IT AS CLEAR AS I CAN: IF YOU TAKE UP ARMS AGAINST THIS MOB
OF SATANISTS—YOU WILL BE KILLED BY THEM! YOU DO WHAT YOU WANT TO
DO—BUT YOU HAVE NO WEAPONS AVAILABLE WHICH CAN COUNTER WHAT THEY
CAN AND WILL BE BRINGING AGAINST YOU. EVIL RECOGNIZES NO BOUNDARIES.
A question for the morning? “Would the Billiaries stop this incredible nonsense for Chelsea?” NO! The
mental set of Satanism and Witchcraft is a full-blown sacrifice mentality of the group as trained. Chelsea is
only a sacrifice if necessary—and at best, one set aside to later “control” through her own power as
centered through the Elite teachers. If you think Hiliary to be “hard and cold”—wait until you see Chelsea
grow into a mature TRAINED entity.
Look at Janet Reno and see if you can find a shred of compassion or love in that demeanor. Clinton is just
a “pretty” puppet. “Janet” knows exactly what he/she is doing and she is paid by the United Nations
International Monetary Fund to GET IT DONE! Moreover the entire financial and economic system of
“money” is run out of the same system. The head of the Treasury is none other than a One World International Monetary Fund EMPLOYEE!
Readers, when you have the money supply and economic structure and the LAW tied up—you don’t have
much left with which to work, do you? Oh, citizens, “they” surely do want you to “act up” and especially
“act up” with GUNS AND WEAPONS SO THEY CAN JUST KILL YOU OFF OR LOCK YOU
AWAY.
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The Simpson TRIAL is going right along with the show-and-tell. You haven’t seen anything YET—you
just stay tuned.
Back now to Vince Foster—we have to look after Larry Nichols as best we can and the only way to do
this is to make PUBLIC THAT WHICH WE CAN.
You will note that all this uprising is being also focused on Richard Snell? Don’t be blind, little lambs.
We will begin this morning with the letter from Dan Burton, Representative, 8th District, Indiana who is/
was on the Foreign Affairs, Post Office and Civil Service, Veterans Affairs Committees and Chairman of
the Republican Study Committee, Vice Chairman Congressional Auto Caucus and member of the Human
Rights Caucus, etc., etc., etc. Representative Burton used his Congressional Letterhead Stationary and
the address is House of Representatives, Washington DC, 20515-1406, Washington Office: 2411 Rayburn
Bldg., Washington, DC 20515-1406, Tel: (202) 225-2276, District Office: 8900 Keystone at the Crossing, Suite 1050, Indianapolis, IN 48240, Tel: (317) 848-0201, Toll-Free: (800) 382-6020, 436 E. Main
St., Suite J-3, Greenwood, IN 46124, Tel: (317) 882-3640, Toll-Free: (800) 678-3642.
He wrote the following letter on August 9, 1994 TO: HONORABLE KENNETH W. STARR, Independent Counsel, Two Financial Center, 19825 Financial Center Parkway, Suite 134, Little Rock, Arkansas
72211 (Re: Whitewater Investigation.)
And, if you still think that a network of shipping of drugs, etc., out of Arkansas is out of the question, please
remember that Wal-Mart and Tyson Chicken have INTERNATIONAL networks for the very purpose of
DISTRIBUTION of goods. Both are THE major producers not only of Arkansas but NOW of your
nation in their selective products and stores. You can’t LOSE if you are THE INSIDER CHOSEN, can
you? Oh well-!
[QUOTING:]
August 9, 1994
Dear Mr. Starr:
Congratulations on your appointment as Independent Counsel in the investigation of Whitewater Development Company/Madison Guarantee Savings and Loan. We have every confidence that you will
conduct a thorough and impartial investigation.
In that spirit, we would like to urge you to reopen some sections of the investigation already completed
by Mr. Fiske, particularly the investigation into the death of Vincent Foster. A thorough review of Mr.
Fiske’s report reveals numerous inconsistencies and a failure to pursue a number of important pieces of
physical evidence that may give us important information about the circumstances surrounding Mr. Foster’s
death.
The following is a summation of some of the most glaring deficiencies in Mr. Fiske’s report:
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The Confidential Witness (C.W.)
In a sworn deposition, the confidential witness—the man who discovered Mr. Foster’s body—has
said that his statements to the FBI were misrepresented in the Fiske report. C.W. states emphatically that
when he found Mr. Foster’s body, the hands were at his side, the palms were up, and there was no
gun in either hand. He said that he came within 24—30 inches of the head, bent over, and looked right
into Mr. Foster’s face, studying the body for approximately two minutes.
When the F.B.I interviewed C.W., they refused to show him photos of the body or the hand with the
gun in it. When he was later shown the photo by Congressman Burton, he reacted angrily, and insisted that
the hand was NOT in that position when he found the body.
In addition, C.W. has stated consistently that when he found the body, the head was looking straight
up. However, the blood stain on Mr. Foster’s right cheek indicated that his cheek had come into contract
with his right shoulder. Mr. Fiske’s report deals with this inconsistency by assuming that one of the emergency medical services personnel or police officers who arrived at the park moved the head. This is not
possible, however, because C.W. was the first person on the scene, and the head was already looking
straight up. A copy of C.W.’s sworn deposition is enclosed.
The FBI and Mr. Fiske state that they find C.W. to be a very credible witness. If C.W.’s statements
are accurate, then someone had to move at least Mr. Foster’s right hand and head, if not his whole body.
(Notation in margin: Why did Fiske omit C.W. description of hands & NO weapon if credible as a
witness?)
Also troubling is that C.W. stated in the deposition that he observed a wine cooler bottle close to Mr.
Foster’s body, which was not found by the Park Police. He also stated that the vegetation at the bottom
of the berm was heavily trampled. C.W. said to me in his July 20 deposition that, “at least 24, maybe 30
inches wide, that everything was trampled flat. Every twig, every leaf.” The Fiske report is completely
silent on these two observations. [H: Anything starting to remind you readers of the O.J. Simpson
case?]
Hair and Carpet Fibers
The F.B.I. laboratory report noted that “blonde to light brown head hairs of caucasian origin” that did
not belong to Mr. Foster were found on his t-shirt, pants, belt, socks and shoes. Despite that fact that Mr.
Fiske could not account for Mr. Foster’s whereabouts from 1:00 p.m. on July 20 until the time of his death,
no efforts were made to match these hairs to anyone known to be associated with Mr. Foster. In a
remarkable statement to Robert Novak, Mr. Fiske said, “While we have not concluded where the blonde
hair came from, there is no evidence to suggest that it provides any evidence of circumstances connected
to his death.” [H: It has since been REPORTED that the hair may well have belonged to Hiliary
Clinton and that Vince Foster did indeed have a “meeting” of some sort with his old partner-inaffair, Hillary. early in the afternoon. Remember also, there was semen found indicating an
immediately-preceding-death, intercourse or, at the least, ejaculation.] How Mr. Fiske expected
this physical evidence to not yield any information about Mr. Foster’s death without any investigative
follow-up is unknown to us. A copy of Mr. Novak’s column is enclosed.
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Along similar lines, the F.B.I. lab report noted that “carpet fibers of various colors” were found on Mr.
Foster’s jacket, tie, shirt, shorts, pants, socks and shoes. Again, no effort was made to match these fibers
to the carpets in Mr. Foster’s home, office or car. Also, red/dark pink wool fibers were found on Mr.
Foster’s clothes. Why would the F.B.I. make no effort to identify the origins of the hair and the carpet
fibers before categorically stating that these pieces of physical evidence had no bearing on the case? [H:
Hurrmuph, uh hmmm—It is established that Mrs. Clinton was wearing PINK that afternoon.]
Fingerprints
No fingerprints were detected on the gun found in Mr. Foster’s hand. The Fiske report suggests that
the heat destroyed the fingerprints. However, an older fingerprint inside the gun-grip was not affected.
Also, no fingerprints were found on the note (torn into 27 pieces) found in Mr. Foster’s briefcase six days
later.
The Coroner
To great extent, Mr. Fiske bases his conclusion that Mr. Foster killed himself at Fort Marcy Park on
the opinions of four highly qualified medical examiners. In fact, he devotes 70 pages of his report to the
curriculum vitae of these four physicians. While the credentials of these medical examiners are indeed
impressive, it should be noted that they did NOT perform an autopsy OR even see the body. Their
opinion is based entirely on the work of Fairfax County Coroner James C. Beyer. Dr. Beyer’s finding in
cases of apparent suicides have been harshly criticized in the past.
We are enclosing several newspaper articles concerning two apparent suicides in which Dr. Beyer’s
findings have been disputed by outside experts.
Tommy Burkett: In this 1991 case, Dr. Beyer ruled that the cause of death was a self-inflicted
gunshot wound to the head, according to the Arlington County Journal. Dr. Beyer did not take
x-rays of the head. At the family’s request, the body was exhumed. X-rays taken at the second
autopsy revealed a fractured lower jaw, other skull fractures, and bullet fragments remaining in the
skull. In addition to these omissions, Dr. Beyer had failed to note a bloody and disfigured ear,
indicating a struggle, according to the New York Post. The Justice Department is reportedly now
reviewing this case.
Timothy Easley: In this 1989 case, Dr. Beyer ruled that the cause of death was a self-inflicted
stab wound to the chest. A second medical examiner who reviewed Dr. Beyer’s reports and the
physical evidence determined that Dr. Beyer had the victim’s hair color wrong and failed to report
a clear self-defense wound on one hand, according to the Washington Times. The second examiner stated that it was very unlikely that the chest wound could have been self-inflicted. Mr.
Easley’s girlfriend later confessed to the murder.
In two different places, the Park Police report not only states that Dr. Beyer says he took x-rays of Mr.
Foster’s skull, but that these x-rays led him to conclude that there were no bullet fragments in Mr. Foster’s
head. Later, Dr. Beyer stated that he had taken no x-rays because the x-ray machine was broken. (Note
in margin: “In Beyer’s T.V. Testimony before Congress he made false statements regarding the functions of
his x-ray equipment—i.e., partially working. My x-ray specialist says his testimony is untrue—[H: We
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have no reference as to who is writing in the margins.])
Other Inconsistencies
There are a number of other inconsistencies in Mr. Fiske’s report that call into question his conclusions. While any one of these might be reasonably explained, taken as a whole, they raise doubts about the
conclusions drawn by the report. These inconsistencies include:
* Five trained security guards working at the Saudi residence, some working within roughly 100 yards of
the second cannon at the park, failed to hear a gunshot.
* Despite a brief search by the Park Police and a much more extensive search by the F.B.I., the bullet that
killed Vincent Foster was not found at the park.
* Despite a thorough search by F.B.I. investigators, no skull fragments were found in the vicinity of the spot
where the body was found.
* None of Mr. Foster’s teeth were broken, as is customary in a self-inflicted gunshot wound through the
mouth.
* Mr. Foster’s shoes and clothes were clean, with no coherent soil or grass stains detected.
* Fairfax County emergency services officer George Gonzalez, in an interview with House Government
Operations Committee staff, said that he found it odd that the body was laid out so neatly, with arms and
hands laid neatly at its side, after a suicide. In his seven years with Fairfax County, he had responded to
other suicides involving gunshots. “This one was different,” he said. “The placement of the body made it
different.”
All of these questions and inconsistencies have raised serious doubts about the thoroughness of Mr. Fiske’s
report on Vincent Foster. In order for the public to have complete confidence in your office’s investigations, we believe that you should consider reopening the investigation into the death of Vincent Foster to
attempt to resolve these discrepancies.
Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely
(Dan Burton)
[END OF QUOTING]
Editors, please print in the paper and journal the following 6 pages of diagrams as offered in The Intelligence Files. [See journal #134 last chapter.]
Dharma, please close out THIS writing. We have just received a FAX which I have been awaiting. I
apologize for the poor quality of the copy but we will do the best we can with it. Ask E.J. to see if the office
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at CONTACT can get us a better copy as some words at the left of the document are totally illegible and
COPY should be accurate to the very best of our ability to present it. Do not try to simply offer the
document as is for the process would simply worsen the imaging. It is excellent in content and we will
present it as the lead on the next writing.
I want readers to continually check our TIME LINES because it becomes important for YOU TO REALIZE that we do not have these documents when we sit to write so Dharma has NO SUCH INPUT at the
beginning of our writings. You keep looking for confirmation—use the data, please. The document which
will be used arrived in Dharma’s hands at 9:53 a.m. as we were wrapping up writing number one for today.
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CHAPTER 3
REC #2 HATONN
SAT., APR. 22, 1995 10:28 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 249
SAT., APR. 22, 1995
OKLAHOMA CITY REPORT
The message which will be presented here comes from (through) a Fax Network so I am not sure where
it originated. However, it is most certainly worthy of offering to you.
Please understand that when I offer something of this nature it is because I am in the midst of work and we
have so few hands and SPACE to offer everything worthy that comes through the lines.
I, further, like to offer information produced by others because it is imperative for you readers to know and
understand that we are in no way fortune-tellers, psychics or any other type of religious or non-religious
anything. After efforting to decipher the dates and times at the heading of this very poor copy document,
I give up. There seems to be some “time” listed as 15:14 and another at 13:50 and a couple of varying
dates and names along the line of Fax”ing”. The best I can offer you is that it came to us a bit before 10:00
a.m., Sat. April 2, 1995 and we copy it at exactly 10:34 (on this same morning—whatever that might mean
to you.) Since you won’t get it from this keyboard for several days—I wonder what we are actually
“doing”. I do appreciate the dating, however, for it is useless to get information which cannot be told one
from another and is often some century away from the original document.
The IMPORTANT THING TO KEEP IN MIND IS THE FACTUAL INFORMATION AND HOW
NICELY IT FITS IN WITH ARKANSAS!
[QUOTING:]
OKLAHOMA CITY WAS AN INSIDE JOB
(No pun intended)
The University of Oklahoma’s seismograph recorded “two events, seconds apart” shortly after 9:00
am April 19, 1995. There were actually TWO explosions, the “truck bomb” blew first (for cover) outside
the building and then a string of charges wired together that were physically placed in some of the building
columns at ground level detonated seconds later. The second blast was set to cause maximum structural
damage. (An eyewitness would perceive one continuous BLAM.) [H: This is only the second step,
friends, the blowing of the columns. The major FORCE was exerted from ABOVE the building
so as to collapse the entire section on itself. This “above” blast was to insure damage—the
inside detonations were to insure knock-out of the structure as would happen in demolition of
implosive action as buildings are deliberately torn down for clearing, etc. There “HAD” to be a
forced pulse laser beam blast to simultaneously bore a hole for the receiving of the pancaked
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building and the force required to dump the building on itself.]
The truck bomb could never have caused the pattern of damage that was evident from the newspaper
photo. A truck bomb charge immense enough to break, from a distance, those reinforced concrete columns, would certainly blow out the exterior curtain wall at ground level on the opposite and undamaged
side of the building. There is no such damage on the opposite side exterior wall, which is intact.
The pattern of blown columns is not close to being circular as would be expected if the blast emanated
from one origin. As we know, the power of a detonation diminishes proportionately as the distance (in
[all] the directions, i.e., circular) is increased. However, THIS pattern of destruction is essentially linear,
except for one indentation that should have been, but is not, directly opposite of the ground crater.
Unbelievably, the truck bomb was parked in the wrong spot. Most incredibly, there are intact windows closer to the center of the ground crater than are the missing concrete columns. (At the World
Trade Center bombing, the truck bomb, much larger than this one, while parked in the garage right next to
a support column, failed to take it out.)
The debris is blown out of the building as one would expect from an interior blast. An exterior blast
would blow debris into the still standing interior of the building. In summary, this linear pattern is totally
indicative of high brissance charges placed directly ON the columns. The 1200 lbs. of ammonium nitrate
(a slow-‘burn explosive) reported in the press COULD NOT HAVE CAUSED THIS KIND OF
DAMAGE TO SUPPORT COLUMNS FROM THAT DISTANCE, NO WAY. Those who pulled
off this disgusting criminal deception ARE RANK AMATEURS. [H: Indeed, ask any Special Forces
trained SEALS or demolitions team-members. This whole thing would be totally laughable if it
were not so insipidly evil and sad.]
Analysis:
Individuals were given access to the interior of a federal building who then set
charges in an incorrect pattern to simulate the effects of an exterior blast.
The detonation was intended to create the political climate necessary to pass the
unconstitutional Biden-Shumer “Terrorist Bill”.
The perpetrators sacrificed fellow federal workers and their children to accomplish
this, The most monstrous political crime in the history of the Republic?
Larry Nichols, on the Jazz McKay Show, WWWE, 1100 AM, Cleveland, identified one of the suspects from the artist drawings as either Brown or Boyd of MENA,
ARKANSAS!
“GOD SAVE THE REPUBLIC, AND BROTHER WE NEED HIM NOW!”
[END OF QUOTING]
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Sorry, good readers, God will see to it that you get the TRUTH; if there is any “SAVING” to be done you
citizens are going to do it! But, yes, I would certainly suggest that you do actually need HIM now!
God has sent US; I wonder when you will accept that “possibility”? How many have to perish before you
understand your PLIGHT and what you have to do in order to change this spiraling out-of-control octopus-viper? When will your possible leaders realize their opportunities to visit with ME are more important
than just about anything else they can possibly BE SCHEDULED to do? When will you of our readers
MAKE SURE THESE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT EVEN KNOW OF US—BECOME INFORMED?
Larry Nichols is in near shouting distance of our location and yet no one seems to be able to CHANGE A
SCHEDULE to get him into my conference range. The place where he is speaking and others are scheduled is one of the heaviest surveillance (by the Government) centers around—FOR THIS MEETING IN
POINT.
I even asked that my people NOT GO—and damn it, several WENT anyway. I don’t know what I have
to do to get your attention. How many of you are going to screw up before you learn? I am neither
amused nor entertained by it. Some are speakers—others are not—ALL ARE FOOLISH and I don’t
want to hear, “Well, you could have told us SPECIFICALLY!” I was explicit as to the danger and where
are you going to be when Dharma is not there to print your messages? You wanted to go, you went, and
I haven’t decided how much cover I will give. If you don’t know your own importance—then why should
I try to convince you of it? A REAL MESSAGE COULD HAVE BEEN STATED BY NOT ATTENDING THAT MEETING. YOU ALL “FLUNKED” THE COURSE IN PROTECTION OF OUR WORK.
Dharma, take a break, please.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., APR. 23, 1995 8:53 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 250
SUN., APR. 23, 1995
OVERLOAD
While your nation destructs I am amazed at our own people who ask the most remarkable questions of
me—to explain things, which literally have no reasonable explanation or, in fact, reason. I am further most
fascinated at the content of some of the questions asked of Dharma. Why do you continue, as you see
your plight, to ponder and quibble over the most irrelevant points?
RONN JACKSON
So, since we have a meeting this afternoon perhaps we can touch on a few questions which continue to
arise as to MY input and, then, Ronn Jackson’s input. I don’t speak for Ronn Jackson. I think in many
instances you set yourselves up for GREAT disappointment as you find that Jackson is not some kind of a
“savior” either. Some of you attribute great and wondrous things to him which ARE NOT SO. I don’t
have to remind a lot of you that Jackson, so far, has produced almost nothing which he says he can and
will. Perhaps the error is in the fact that he never shall! I do not say he won’t or can’t; I am telling you
readers to stop the nonsense. There are any number of you who could present the SAME insight as Mr.
Jackson, simply from reading CONTACT. Does that mean a negative input—NO! It DOES, however,
mean that you can’t dump your responsibilities off onto anyone, living or dead. Not him, not me—NOT
GOD! You CAN share your burden and problem WITH GOD and ask for insight—and you SHALL BE
SHOWN THE WAY, IF INDEED, YOU WANT TO FIND “THE WAY”.
OKLAHOMA CITY BOTCHERY
Another question which I am told by our Editor-in-Chief is causing problems is my statement that somehow seems conflicting regarding the idiots who set off the bomb “untimely” and got a bunch of people
unintendedly killed and then later said about the children that “they have to kill some children...”, etc.
There is NO contradiction. The original programming called for detonation BEFORE nine a.m. by at least
a half-hour to an hour. Why? To get a few of the children who would be, as is always the case, dropped
off prior to the day’s work beginning for the parents. The child-care area was on the second floor just
above the string of detonations.
You are dealing with Satanic beings and how better to celebrate your “religion” than by SACRIFICING
children? I am not going to hold your hand and spell these things out for you—I have written on Satanism,
Mind Control and the One World Order until we are all SICK TO DEATH OF IT.
You are AT the holiest Satanic Day of the year, MAY FIRST, for the likes of Clinton and Billiaries in
general. All of the arrangements smack full-force and full-disclosure of the players involved and WHY!
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Clinton has got to get rid of some truth-bringers one way or another or HE IS GOING TO GO DOWN—
HARD! He is already “leaking” to the news media the information that Larry Nichols is a close relative of
the “Nickols” brothers now under arrest. Well, I don’t know how either is spelled or actually if there be a
relationship. But, you can bet every last farthing you have that there is NO CONNECTION at all but a
dandy way to suck in your enemy. Larry Nichols is ONE PERSON WHO HAS FACTS FROM THE
VERY INSIDE OF HIS OWN OPERATION WITH CLINTON, LASATER AND THE ARKANSAS
CRIME SYNDICATE. HE HAS FULL KNOWLEDGE OF THE DIXIE MAFIA AND BUSINESS
MISADVENTURES AND TOTAL CRIMINAL CONTROL OF THE SOUTHERN STATES BY THE
INSIDE DEALERS. THERE ARE OTHERS WHO HAVE OTHER INFORMATION MORE FULLY
DOCUMENTED THAN LARRY’S AND THAT IS HOW IT IS SUPPOSED TO WORK—WITH
MANY WHO KNOW AND NOW SPEAK OUT AND FURNISH DOCUMENTATION. THEY
HAVE STASHED THE DOCUMENTS EVERYWHERE AROUND SO THAT THERE IS LITTLE
POINT IN DENIAL—SO, “USE BRUTE FORCE” IS THE NAME OF THIS GAME.
SNELL
It is said this is hooked to Snell. How, pray tell? Mr. Snell was executed later in the day of the Oklahoma
incident. Seems a bit like perhaps the big boys were afraid of a death-bed STATEMENT? There was not
even allowance for this man to say “good-by”. It will all come out anyway so the attempts of the stupid
“dealers” only leave more confirmation to you-the-people.
And the “outrageous” group Snell belonged to?? The Christian Ministries. But he had seen drugs being
offloaded at other places than Mena or Little Rock (sinful).
YOU are the ones set up, Americans, for the FALL. I would hope that even Ronn Jackson understands
my urging NOT TO CALL YOURSELVES PATRIOTS! Today? It IS certainly a valid term—it is,
however, now a battle cry against citizens. It is, again, that “dead right” issue. What SHOULD BE and
what IS, are two different things. You don’t need to be a “patriot”, all you need to be is an honorable
CITIZEN. You don’t even have to be a citizen to be a goodly person accepted within the citizenry.
WORSE BEFORE BETTER
Oh, this is going to get worse and worse until all force can be brought against you. I personally would not
want to work in any “official” building of any kind. Just as you actually have “breeders” in the covens for
Satanic and Witchcraft “sacrifice”—the best place to go for your “statements” is to YOUR OWN. Kill
your “own” and nobody will believe the truth about it. If you think I jest, just hang around long enough and
this is going to backfire on the Beast. It only takes a few good men to tell truth—but it takes a LOT of men
to BELIEVE it and take action.
I personally am ready to get out of your stench, for evil has taken your place and as you grovel at the feet
of the evil cowards sucking the blood of life from you, I can’t stand much more, chelas. The evil is
everywhere—even within the very ones who CLAIM TO KNOW BETTER.
Each day’s paper is completely filled with the lies. I note as Dharma is offered the paper for some name
spellings that there is a note on the front page about the goodly court system in Kern County, California.
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The JUDGES (unnamed of course) claim that they don’t allow such antics as are taking place in Los
Angeles in the Simpson trial. They claim that they can wrap up a case such as a double murder in about
two weeks or less. Ah indeed? Perhaps. But it does make it seem strange that in the case of the Ekkers’
loss of all property—and this in direct rulings by JUDGES—that it is taking EIGHT-PLUS YEARS to
finalize the case when the subject was “no public sale” and there is documentation and witnesses that no
sale took place. In addition, the questions now in quarrel are about corporations of which the Ekkers
HAVE NO INPUT AT ALL!
I will also note, on this same subject of JUSTICE, that Simpson’s lawyer John Cochran is joining a rally for
a new hearing for a prisoner WRONGLY convicted of a murder in 1968 for which he has/had proof he
was not involved. The “authorities” all KNOW Pratt is innocent but, after all, he was a black leader. Of
course this is Los Angeles County in point.
PARASITES
Here is one you had better pay attention to because it is AMERICA—U.S.A.:
Bay Area alerted to tainted water: Sunday, April 23, 1995.
[QUOTING:]
SAN FRANCISCO—State health officials have asked three San Francisco Bay Area counties to determine whether anyone became ill from drinking water that may have been contaminated with an intestinal
parasite.
Routine tests by the Alameda County Water District from March 20 to March 23 found unusually high
levels of CRYPTOSPORIDIUM, A SINGLE-CELL MICROBE THAT CAN CAUSE LIFE-THREATENING CHRONIC DIARRHEA IN PEOPLE WITH AIDS.
[END OF QUOTING]
Sorry to further bring you pain but those little “microscopic”-sized parasites CARRY the AIDS viruses.
These little buggers are not cleansed out of the water supply unless there is other than usual water treatment. Ozone can do it but is not usually used correctly and most often DOES NOT and in most places is
not even used for treatment.
I can only urge you nice readers to attend yourselves for NOBODY is going to do it for you.
WHILE YOU AREN’T LOOKING
How many of you are up on the gas threat at Disneyland? How many of you have any news at all except
what “they” want you to have? What ELSE was taking place while his hi-nass was showing his face and
tell to you, his subjects?
Here is one:
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[QUOTING:]
CLINTON’S REMARK ON GAS
THREAT DOWNPLAYED
President praised FBI for thwarting attack at Disneyland, but incident just a hoax.
N.Y. Times Service, Bakersfield Californian, April 23, 1995 (Sunday):
WASHINGTON: Administration and law enforcement officials Saturday played down a suggestion by
President Clinton on Friday that the government had thwarted a terrorist attack involving the release of
deadly nerve gas at Disneyland during the crowded Easter weekend.
The officials said the incident had actually been a hoax involving a crank telephone call, the sort of routine
false alarm that Disneyland and police departments around the nation handle all the time. They said that
although Clinton had not misstated the facts of the affair, he had mischaracterized it and had inflated its
significance.
At a news conference Friday after the arrest of the first suspect in the Oklahoma City bombing, Clinton
referred to the rapid deployment of government health and safety experts to avert a “possible terrorist
incident”.
Officials said Saturday that the president was referring to a telephone call received at Disneyland reporting
that Japanese terrorists were planning to release nerve gas at the California tourist attraction over the
Easter weekend.
Responding to a question about whether Washington should now review its readiness to combat domestic
terrorism, the president sought to reassure the public that the government WAS ALREADY MAKING
GREAT EFFORTS TO DO SO. Groping for a specific illustration, he appeared to think twice about
describing the incident, but then went ahead.
“There’s been a lot of activity that the public does not see, [H: Boy, that is an understatement.] most of
which I should not comment on, but let me give you one example,” he said. “There was one recent incident
with which I was intimately familiar, which involved a quick and secret deployment of a major United
States effort of FBI,” and emergency, health and Army forces.
“Because we had a tip of a possible terrorist incident which, thank goodness, did not materialize,” the
president added. “But we went to the place and we were ready, we were ready to try to prevent it, and if
it occurred, we were ready to respond. So we have been on top of this from the beginning.”
White House officials said Saturday that Clinton’s comments were not meant to alarm the nation but were
intended to reassure citizens that the government had constantly monitored potential threats.
A senior federal law enforcement official who spoke on condition of anonymity said Saturday afternoon
that the hoax alarmed some officials because of a videotape they received that showed people wearing
rubber gloves and mixing chemicals. The FBI is seeking those involved in the hoax. [H: Well, why don’t
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they look in the White House among the other skeletons?]
Compounding the problem, the White House declined to deny a report in the Baltimore Sun saying
Clinton had been referring to a decision by federal authorities to detain two Japanese men at Los
Angeles international Airport shortly before the Easter holiday and found instructions on how to
make sarin, the highly toxic gas used in the terrorist incident in the Tokyo subway system last
month. [H: How many of you actually believe this garbage?]
The Sun reported that officials said the men were members of the Japanese cult suspected of being
involved in the Tokyo subway gas incident and that the officials had found a videotape containing images
about a planned attack.
But a Justice Department spokesman, Carl Stern, said Saturday that the report was “completely inaccurate”, that no men were ever held and that the authorities had simply responded to a crank call that was first
placed to Disneyland, who then called local authorities. [H: Wouldn’t it be fun to track the caller?]
[END OF QUOTING]
This is all the mode of operation for the entire history of mankind at the hands of the MISHPUCKA! I
weary of you ones acting like it is a big surprise.
You had better pay attention to this next also. It speaks about the deadly viruses about to plague you. I
suggest that you get a good big supply of Colloidal solution for when a lot of these buggers hit, there isn’t
any “cure”. I, further, KNOW that you need a colloidal trace of gold and iridium/rhodium. What does this
mean to you? I don’t know anywhere else than from Gaia where you are going to be able to get it. It is like
stated now by even Dr. Merkl and his magic crystals. You have to have the living cells if you are to have
contained and continued results from the Chondriana (his “Life Crystals”) or Gaiandrianas. We have
always offered that and in total legal and secure product.
OxySol will give you the things you need and the colloidal silver with trace gold in colloid form—will give
you the rest. I make no claims about it but it has been found that, so far, all viruses are terminated at
contact. Remember, viruses are basically manmade and programmed crystalline structures so you have to
“hit” them with something which disrupts their programming. We have no big industry here and we offer
nothing which is anything save organic food substance. I am continually intrigued, and offended, at the
massive piles of money spent and time wasted—doing NOTHING, by your researchers and SCIENTISTS.
Let me share with you one more article from the Sunday supplement to the local paper today:
From Parade Magazine, April 23, 1995, pg. 10:
[QUOTING:]
THEY TRACK THE DEADLIEST VIRUSES
A select team of medical detectives is working to seek out and stop the world’s most dangerous killers.
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A disease that’s in a faraway place today may be in our own backyard tomorrow,” said Dr. James
Hughes in his office at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta. “We’re certainly
not immune.”
A few years ago, that statement would have surprised many Americans. The advent of “miracle” drugs
and vaccines that conquered such plagues as polio, smallpox and even measles led many of us—including
some scientists—to believe that the age of killer diseases was coming to an end.
The AIDS epidemic changed that perception, of course, and the current best-selling nonfiction book
The Hot Zone graphically illustrates how an exotic killer called the Ebola virsus—carried into Virginia in
1989 by 450 imported research monkeys—came close to breaking loose in this country. [H: No, the
incident was from stupid technicians releasing the viruses—which had to be blamed on something!] In the hit film Outbreak, Dustin Hoffman plays a doctor battling a deadly virus that neither medicine nor the U.S. Government can handle. [H: Well, one is just as stupidly inept as the other.]
I visited Dr. Hughes—the director of the National Center for Infectious Diseases at the CDC—to find
out how realistic those scare stories might be. The first thing I learned was that the threat of new diseases
is real. “I firmly believe we will continue to be surprised and challenged by microbial agents,” said Hughes.
“It’s difficult to predict what will happen next.”
The CDC was created as the Communicable Disease Center in 1946 to combat malaria. It became
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 1992. For nearly 50 years under different names, the
CDC has worked with the Food and Drug Administration, the National Institutes of Health and other
agencies to face a host of challenges, ranging from Legionnaire’s disease to toxic shock syndrome. Together, their experts have helped to control outbreaks before they could become epidemics. Dr. Hughes
told me about the newest and perhaps most dangerous virus his agency is dealing with now:
“In 1994, a physician in Gallup, NM, was called to care for a man who had collapsed at a funeral,” he
explained. Soon, the doctor found that several others in New Mexico had suffered similar symptoms.
They went into sudden respiratory failure, and most died. The physician called on state health authorities
for help. When they couldn’t identify the disease, they notified the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. “We had to move rapidly to discover the cause of this fatal illness,” Hughes added.
As victims contracted the disease, they went from seemingly perfect health to flulike symptoms to a
horrific state where their lungs began to fill with blood. Most of them died. Within days, dozens of CDC
personnel were working on the case. Doctors collected specimens and took histories of everything the
victims had done in the days before they fell ill. Researchers went through data-bases and medical references, struggling to identify any infectious agent that might cause this disease. In Atlanta, scientists took
blood and tissue samples into the Bio-Safety Level-4 laboratory, where every worker dons a space suit
with its own air supply and no one can enter or leave without passing through a series of airlocks and a
chemical shower that kills any microbial agent.
Not knowing where to begin, the scientists tried everything at once—testing the victims’ tissues for any
bacteria or virus remotely capable of causing such havoc. “The search for the agent involved looking at
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roughly 25 different groups of potential pathogens as candidates,” Hughes noted. “It also involved getting
a little bit lucky.” In a few weeks, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention gave a name to this
strange killer: Hantavirus—a rodent-borne organism that had infected many GIs during the Korean War
and killed hundreds. But the Korean type of Hantavirus causes death through kidney failure. Somehow
the Hantavirus had found its way to the U.S. and mutated into a virus that invades the lungs.” [H: Son of
a gun! Those magical little hoppers are really something, aren’t they? Of course the government’s SPRAYING program underway at the same time surely couldn’t have anything to do with
this problem? This is WHY YOU ARE GOING TO DIE of these things, readers—because you
believe any stupid story they tell you. If it is Hantavirus it acts like Hantavirus—so you obviously have, in this instance, a mutant (manmade) organism of the original presenting (also
manmade) crystalline robot synthetic organism. The virus had to be tested in New Mexico
where the Native Americans could be used as the receivers. The carrier had to be established
and New Mexico is the area where the creation happened.]
“From what we knew of the Hantavirus, there was likely a rodent reservoir,” Hughes said. “So we
sent people to trap rodents and found that the deer mouse—Permonyscus maniculatis—was the primary reservoir of the virus in New Mexico.” Since it could take years to develop a cure, the solution was
to stop the organism before it spread. After assembling a team of experts in public health, infectious
diseases and rodent behavior, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention began an education program, teaching people how to rid their homes and workplaces of rodents and their droppings. As a result,
the Hantavirus outbreak in New Mexico was controlled. [H: Sure!]
There have been isolated outbreaks of related Hantaviruses in New York and Louisiana, but Hughes
stressed that there was no need to panic. Good rodent-control techniques and avoiding closed, unventilated
areas where rodents may live will minimize the risk of infection.
[H: I think it interesting that the deer mouse is a close cousin to the kangaroo rat and both live
side by side in many states, but abundantly in California—where you get a $100,000 FINE PER
MOUSE OR RAT for killing one of the little critters. Does “something” seem wrong here?
They both live on the same land as the ground squirrels which are equally protected from mankind’s
gentle touch. People can drop like flies from pneumonic plague and still you get fined for trapping the little fellers. For example, at any time of the day in Tehachapi, California in Dharma’s
backyard you will see a minimum of 50 to 70 of the little Mojave ground squirrels. This is fine,
we love them and love watching the children come out to play in the Spring. The POINT is, what
have you come to, America, when you can’t protect your species from even the rats?]
Dr. Hughes related another case from a few years ago that illustrates why researchers at the CDC
must be experts on diseases usually found in other countries: “A fellow from West Africa who lived in
Chicago returned to Africa for a relative’s funeral. Shortly after he came back to Chicago, he went to an
emergency room. The man was suffering from high fever, internal bleeding and severe pain. The local
physician got a travel history and isolated him immediately. He then called in the Centers For Disease
Control and Prevention, which identified the man’s illness as Lassa Fever, one of the deadliest diseases
known to medicine.”
Lassa Fever is an infectious, contagious disease that causes massive internal bleeding and frequently is
fatal. The Chicago man succumbed to the disease quickly. [H: Just like he was supposed to.] “Luck33

ily,” said Hughes, “there was no transmission to health-care workers or people he came in contact with
after his return to the U.S.” Hughes and his colleagues knew that if a Lassa Fever epidemic was allowed
to develop in Africa, it would soon find its way into this country. “We notified health authorities in West
Africa and sent people over to assist them,” he said.
“They discovered a large outbreak of Lassa Fever.” Through proper sanitation, quarantine techniques
and public education, the outbreak was stemmed before it became an epidemic.”
On my visit to Atlanta, I also met with the associate director of the CDC, Dr. James Curran. He has
been involved in the fight against AIDS since 1981. “The first five years, through 1985, was the age of
discovery,” he recalled. “We discovered the global extent of the epidemic, the virus, antibody tests, AZT.
It was an exciting time, but when it ended, half-a-million people in the U.S. already were infected.
Today, Dr. Curran said, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s response to the aids EPIDEMIC HAS CHANGED. “WE’RE TRYING TO HELP THE COUNTRY EVALUATE THE BLOOD
SUPPLY, DEVELOP TEST KITS AND WORK ON PREVENTION AND COUNSELING STRATEGIES,” CURRAN TOLD ME. “INFORMATION ALONE ISN’T SUFFICIENT. WE HAVE TO
FIND WAYS TO CHANGE BEHAVIOR—ESPECIALLY IN YOUNG PEOPLE, WHO SOMETIMES
THINK THEY’RE INVULNERABLE.”
[END OF QUOTING]
You have all you need to know about this article. READ WITH INTELLIGENCE. First of all, through
the entire article there is deliberate referral to the CDC as “Centers for Disease Control AND PREVENTION”. Say what? When did prevention get on the label? There is no intent to lessen diseases, readers—only keep a good supply available out of the reach of “cure” or “control”. The effort, further, at
“control” is to make sure all helpful treatments are banned. YOU ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE!
EVERYDAY IN THE PAPERS
OF YOUR NATION
Every day in your papers there is a plethora of material which could bear our lingering over. There is even
a cooking page with some recipes for having “fake” sandwiches (without bread). The inquiry was from a
grandmother, Rebecca Garrett, Greensboro, N.C.:
“My granddaughter and I have a food allergy and cannot eat wheat, oats, rye or barley because of
an inability to digest them. This means no bread—but we miss sandwiches. Please help us with a
solution.”
Well, how do we get to these nice Garrets? The response was for purely corn tortillas, fried potato
pancakes, cucumber instead of bread, and sprouts on a rice-cake.
No one suggested such ridiculous solutions as SPELTA from which there are no KNOWN allergies OR
fixing the allergy!
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My goodness, was Hosea ever right! “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge.” (Hosea 4:6)
If you don’t know your enemy—it will always be SELF. When you look at self and then in TRUTH look
at circumstances, you will recognize the ANTI-CHRIST enemy set to take your world by any means
possible.
I realize that you still consider me to be anti-Semitic. I find that as interesting as anything you conclude,
since I am Semitic in origin. Not Jewish!, Semitic. You are fed lies and then when the sword falls as it now
is falling, you still don’t get the picture. Clinton, for instance, is not Judean—but he sure is a Jew by the
proper definition as in the Jewish Encyclopedia. The hour grows late, readers, and the most important
pathway to insight in TRUTH is to awaken to the LIES. The real descendants of israel must awaken to
their identity; to how, as a people, they have been betrayed by impostors—and to their mortal danger.
You all, Christians of all creeds, must realize that, unknowingly, you have been targeted for destruction by
dedicated, patient, persevering enemies, FOR CENTURIES. This hostility is now coming out into the
open, throughout the world. In war, if one is to defeat an enemy, one must know who he is, where he is,
and something of his objectives, and modus operandi.
YOU MUST LOOK AT “ALL”
With the Satanic Holiday of May First, the incidents around the world, the new thrust and saturation of
Holocaust films, etc., must allow you to see what is taking place to insure you fit into the corrals being laid
forth for your placement. You are little lambs marching to the drumbeat of Satan and moving right to the
slaughter.
Your President, for instance, is a TOOL PUPPET OF THE NEW WORLD, ONE WORLD, ORDER.
OKLAHOMA WAS NOT A PATRIOT SHOW-AND-TELL—IT WAS AN INCIDENT TO BE USED
LIKE THE OTHER “LIES” TO CAUSE YOU TO DEMAND YOUR OWN ENTRAPMENT BY
THE FEDERAL UNITED NATIONS ENFORCERS. If that is what you want—fine. My only suggestion is to look at facts and see for sure, that THAT is what you want.
We certainly do not write for the purpose of persecution or finger pointing. Ours is to present, and
represent, truth. This is done publicly in this forum for the possible healing of nations as mankind awakens.
Truth hidden is no good, it must be KNOWN if it is to offer “freedom”. Satan HIDES; GOD REVEALS.
My own task is to do the revealing as best I can through ones on your place and plane. What you do with
it is your own choice and is not my business. I can show the “way” but I will not DRAG you there. Salu.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #1 HATONN
MON., APR. 24, 1995 7:34 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 251
MON., APR. 24, 1995
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
c/o CONTACT
THE PHOENIX PROJECT
P.O. Box 27740
Las Vegas, NV 89126
MON., APR. 24, 1995
To: Governor of Nevada
Parole Board, State of Nevada
Dear Governor and Parole Board Members:
I am petitioning to be heard, please. I am somewhat of a Spokesman for, certainly a contributor to, a small
Nevada Newspaper which is now the most READ document in the world today.
First, let me assure you that there is not represented here a group or single organization. There are many
people who do read this paper, however. The Phoenix Project is not an organized ANYTHING. It is for
the purpose of looking at information in TRUTH as presented in an effort to rally the citizens to attention as
to LAW, honor and integrity. There is only ONE intent and that is to honor the laws of God AND Nation.
This is a time of total panic and uprising of the people of this nation. They are being worked into a frenzy
for blood of the Elite who have basically stolen the nation. Militias are in arms and there is, further, a
massive split in the military and intelligence services. Half working for the Elite government which has
taken the nation, the others silently readying for rebellion. I take no favor for any such action. The PEN is
quite sufficient as TRUTH in the hands of the people will allow a judicial resolution to the political problems
for there is sufficient information, documentation and truth available, AND PUBLIC, to pull down the
criminal participants. I do not need to lecture OR write a book on the subject at this petition. God does
actually work in most unusual and mysterious ways HIS wonders to get performed.
The citizens are angry for the entire episode in Oklahoma is NOW PROVEN to be an act of the Administration and colleagues of the New World Order—Clinton even spoke of the incident (bombing) to his
Secret Service on the 18th, BEFORE THE ACT. The whole of the action was taken to bring down
enforcement on the restless society and bring in the United Nations arms and troops for “Peace Keeping”.
With a government headed by the worst criminals on the globe as puppets for the World Elite, you have
problems as a nation—as a world. VIOLENCE WILL NOT SOLVE THE CIRCUMSTANCE; IT
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WILL ONLY WORSEN THE CONFLICT. YOU ARE ON THE BRINK OF REVOLUTION WHICH
NEED NOT HAPPEN FOR THE WEAPONS OF WAR ARE SO BRUTAL AND DASTARDLY AS
TO INSURE A DEMISE OF FREEDOM. As of this act (Oklahoma City Bombing) alone, there is no
longer freedom but, rather, enforced restrictions on EVERYONE.
I am not here to assure you your Constitutional rights as outlined, those are not being practiced because of
resolution by Executive Orders. Note, please, that your national Attorney General and Treasury Secretary, etc., are NOT American Citizens serving your nation. THEY ARE EMPLOYEES OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, PAID BY THE FUND, AND WORK FOR THE UNITED
NATIONS ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT. This is not my point in this writing, either. It is simply
something you may check out for your confirmation that I speak truth.
Mr. Clinton issued orders and signed a law which allow unlimited search and seizure against all citizens. To
enforce that law passed THIS YEAR is a House Resolution which places THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
JANET RENO, in CHARGE OF ALL DOMESTIC INCIDENTS! Every citizen and ALL government
AT ALL LEVELS will and do NOW come under the orders of Janet Reno. This includes all prison
personnel at all levels of authority and ALL police and military used in Domestic situations such as might
happen.
THIS is the reason that the citizens (Patriots) act in such frustration and desire to take up arms and form
military guards. This is laughed about and then action is taken against innocent parties. I would only ask
hearing, for what is about to happen CAN BE AVOIDED.
You have a person for parole consideration on Tuesday, April 25, 1995: Ronn Jackson. This man is not of
particular value to you who incarcerate him nor will you find his “crimes” to be of any measure at all. You
have not only been careless with his case records but have seen fit to merge two persons into one case and
violate a lot of the Constitutional Rights of this individual.
That be as it may, we have no intent to lengthy pursuit of right or wrong in this instance. We do, however,
take note that Mr. Jackson has an incredible capability to have the PEOPLE HEAR HIM. We do not
here discuss plausibility of such leadership—IT SIMPLY IS!
Mr. Jackson considers himself a “patriot” but NOT as is being identified or defined today. He asks for
Constitutional rights to be observed and desires to bring the politicians to accounting—in the courts of
law—not at the end of a rifle by lynching mobs. There are thousands upon thousands who will and DO
listen to wisdom in intent and action. There are more thousands who will LISTEN TO ME in the same light
of freedom WITHOUT violence. We petition that NO VIOLENCE, no armies (save the army of truth
seekers finding that TRUTH in the legitimate course of LAW—NOT DIS-ORDER) BE GATHERED.
This wondrously blessed nation was built on a foundation of GOOD LAWS and equal rights. It has been
lost as the greed-mongers and Mishpucka elements have taken unlawful CONTROL OF THE GOVERNMENT. That be as it may, we have no interest in their Washington District of Criminals. Citizens
STILL have the Constitutional Right to Government of the People, by the People and for the People—
WITHOUT VIOLENCE OR FEAR.
Can this be achieved? It remains to be seen. If we have opportunity to INFORM the public of non-violent
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alternatives to war, we will have had possibly the opportunity to save much bloodshed and pain for a
nation.
Mr. Jackson has the ear of some 31 million citizens. He works WITH ME and therefore I can take
responsibility for his intentions and actions—AS IS EXPECTED BY THOSE 31 MILLION CITIZENS
AND GLOBAL “WATCHERS”.
You might wish to check out his past for he was of high ranking involvement in “that” government from the
inside where the dastardly plans for such as Oklahoma City are made. His stature or status is not in point
here as consideration is given to the element of release for Mr. Jackson. However, THE PETITION IS
FOR RELEASE.
There are now 31 million citizens who stand ready to take responsibility for his actions and his parole
guidelines.
It is a time for great strength, ladies and gentlemen, as this nation readies for great insurrection BY FULL
INTENT. YOU are citizens and I appeal to that status.
Restitution can be made for any property in point of Mr. Jackson’s indiscretions—if there were such. I
further believe the citizens who support Mr. Jackson can also guarantee that restitution. If Mr. Jackson is
guilty of other indiscretions or petty criminal actions then I suppose the citizens will be quite sufficient to
attend his actions from this day forward as 31-plus million people focus upon him and what he does and
says.
If there is necessity of employment, it can be offered through CONTACT which is a Nevada Corporation
and a respected newspaper. Many of the people who write and serve the paper abide in California so
there are alternatives to meet whatever needs you might have.
We would welcome the monitoring of the content of the paper and journals offered here for the total
assurance of ONLY peaceful and lawful presentation of available news for the CITIZENS who do not get
NEWS otherwise. Since so little TRUTH is offered on the Mishpucka-owned and operated and controlled media there is no way for TRUTH to reach the people that actions can be taken THROUGH THE
COURTS.
If Mr. Jackson breaks his parole guidelines by offering any form of armed violence, I shall be among the
FIRST to report it. VIOLENCE AND INSURRECTION ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE EVEN IF THE
GOVERNMENT BE HORRENDOUS. CITIZENS DO, HOWEVER, HAVE THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO RECLAIM AND REBUILD THE REPUBLIC—WITHIN THE LAWS OF
THE CONSTITUTION AND WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD.
Please consider my petition and the petition of all the citizens who participate in this move to freedom
through TRUTH and release Ronn Jackson. It is quite obvious that he is rehabilitated if that be the intent,
indeed, of the prison system.
Thank you for your RIGHTFUL decision and resolution. We shall respond in any manner appropriate for
your needs in order to release this person.
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Yes indeed, the people listed below know ME very well. I have yet, however, to have them offer that
shocking admission. I represent a problem to the holders of One World Government under Fear and
Force for I represent GOD of freedom and wisdom through intelligence in knowledge.
I further note that you people never looked beyond the point of “PLAUSIBLE DENIAL” of Mr. Jackson’s
position prior to your meeting him in a State court dispute. He needed the SECURITY of your encampment. We now need him OUT, please. We want NO TROUBLE of any kind—we do, however, wish to
continue our efforts toward peaceful and orderly return to stability as a nation and to continue to offer
TRUTH in public forum. The VOICE of the people shall and will be heard far louder than the noise of guns
and swords. “Give me liberty or give me death” may have been a great speech but silly in concept. This
nation needs LIVING leaders, NOT more sacrificial martyrs or mystics.
We ask that wisdom be your guide for the nation is in turmoil and we need some wise directions to be
offered rather than call to arms.
In respect for your just decision,
Cmdr. Gyeorgos C. Hatonn
IGFF-PSC, Phoenix Project
cc: William Clinton, President
Janet Reno, Attorney General
Warren Christopher, A-5, Cmt.16, Sec. of State
Sir James Goldsmith, A-6, Cmt. 16
State and National Senators and Representatives of the
State of Nevada.
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CHAPTER 6
REC #1 HATONN
THU., APR. 27, 1995 6:46 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 254
THU., APR. 27, 1995
IT’S HAPPENING!
You have been “In It” for a very long time but the things which are happening to strain your emotional
stability are unthinkable to the ordinary human being. You see your President weeping and praying with
you so “How could she not be goodly? And him, more caring and loving?” Easy, you have a handful of
evil people who will stop at nothing to cover their misdeeds, stay in power—OR, get into higher power.
There is blackmail fodder enough to go around! We also have the information with which to pull the Elite
down but they have the power of the judicial system (through blackmail and bribes) and ARE the networkers
of the very terror and crime operations. The Satanic (generic term) elements have taken control and are
now struggling to maintain control.
MILITIAS
I DO believe in militias! Why? Because the Constitution says you have a RIGHT to have one, even
perhaps, a duty to have them all over, anywhere—for protection and defense. No other reason! It is your
RIGHT that I defend—NOT AN ARMED FORCE. Being in or with a belligerent armed force who
speaks and advertises violence or mercenary war is not of God and will do nothing more than bring
enforcement down on everyone around.
If you can’t restructure your nation according to goodly LAW and order, you might as well have continuing
chaos—for under one military force is as bad as under another. You might well say, “Yes, but this one has
good intentions—” Indeed? Until THEY get in a position of power and then the spoils again go to the
ones in power—it is the way of armed conquerors. Playing at making bombs is fun and games and
defends “freedom” until one blows up in your hands or starts killing people—then you undo all the work
accomplished for freedom of actions and peaceful reconstruction.
PATRIOTS
Patriots are like “militias”—the definition of two beautiful, peaceful things of national pride have become
the battle cry for recognizing the enemy—to the One World Order. It is much as the term “Christian”
which no longer means anything except an organized MAN’S organization of doctrines which are voted in
and out like the town Mayor. It is worse with the “Jews” for there is the anti-Christ element, the Zionist
Mishpucka, which IS the One World Order and has nothing to do with original Judaism. Then there are
the totally “Constitutionalists” who think they defend the Constitution of a nation—when they can’t recite
more than two Amendments of your Bill of Rights—”carry guns” and “right to speak anything, including
hate” and that hardly is THAT FOR WHICH THE CONSTITUTION STANDS! Armed rebellion is
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REVOLUTION which produces chaos and WAR. It destroys—it never builds.
JUDICIAL SYSTEM
The judicial system is that which ALLOWS the criminals to maintain CONTROL. Until you can clean out
the corrupt lawyers and judges—you cannot maintain law and order—for the criminal will always go
unpunished if the criminal be in the high-rank district arena. If he be in “competition” with the bigger
criminal elements he will be smitten, but if he is the controller hired by the High Crime District political
hierarchy for protection he will be blessed. This will happen because of the line up and down of the money
conduit. Just try to find a lawyer to help you without pay! The HIGHER you go up the ladder the less the
“law” works and the more the money is absorbed, i.e., O.J. Simpson. You can then get the “best” but
what have you got? You don’t get LAW—you get case study, tedious readings while the lawyers and the
judge have a game of show and who can get away with what. The jury is locked-up while the actual
criminals in the case (lawyers and judges) go free to spend YOURS and the victims (O.J.’s) money and get
fame and fortune. THIS is a fair trial? Come on now, Ito is run like a clockwork key. The rest are
basically Mishpucka games-players. Facts have very little to do with anything—but the hapless victim is
caught, isn’t he? If there is any emotion on the part of anyone at all it is for “self” interest.
WORLD IS A STAGE
The ENEMY of God and Peace KNOWS what he is doing, friends, and DOES IT VERY WELL. Until
you know what is hitting you over the head, you can’t do anything for you weep with the very enemy who
just damaged you. In this category the Academy Awards are given for best screenplay, best director, best
actor, etc. Now, you can’t tell the actor from the real character. The “reality” of character is always
obvious by its actions but very private and invisible in its presentation. Why? Because you are ALL
“actors” on a stage within a working screenplay. The producer and director become very important under
these circumstances because THEY are the controllers. Mankind learns to live on the edge and chaos
becomes the thriving factor, with violence and degradation of morality becoming the frosting on your cake.
This in turn allows goodly men to actually minister in the so-called laws of God in the morning and play
war-games in the afternoon and call it “defense training”. If everyone just simply lived within the very few
small good-for-all instructions of God in goodness—you wouldn’t need either. Well, that makes ME
about as unpopular as anyone can get—BECAUSE WITHIN THE HEART AND SOUL OF MANKIND BEATS THE TRUTH AND, KNOWING THAT, I AM RIGHT AND VIOLENCE, FORCE
AND WAR ARE WRONG!
You might consider this, however: After the play closes—where go the actors and yea, even the
directors and producers? And by the way: HOW MANY OF THE SUCCESSFUL ONES GET
TO TAKE IT WITH THEM WHEN THEY LEAVE THE “BIG STAGE”?
Perhaps we are now starting to look at the facts which pinch the toes? Often you cannot “see” that which
causes a shoe to hurt the feet! Nonetheless the toes know they are hurting!
CLINTON AND LAW
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The news spews out that there have been indictments of Hillary and Billiary and thus and so. Is it true? I
am not a fortune teller; however, there were news bits a few days ago in the midst of the incredible
distraction of one of the big-boy’s bombs that said: “Mr. and Mrs. Clinton were questioned about the
Whitewater incident for some two hours each, about their participation, by (???)” There IS an investigation reopened, in case you neglected to realize it. Wouldn’t it be lovely if the truth is brought out in even
one tiny segment? HOWEVER, THE FACTS CANNOT BE REFLECTED—BUT, there are now
KNOWN AT LEAST 38 murders to silence the “knowers”. ONE OF THEM WAS THE PRIOR
“BODYGUARD” OF CLINTON’S WHO WAS GOING TO TESTIFY AGAINST BILLIARY,
BUT DIED IN THE OKLAHOMA CITY BLAST. THERE WERE ACTUALLY TWO WHO
PERISHED IN THE BLAST.
SECOND SUSPECT
John Doe #2? Who is he? He is a man by the name of Pummer who is from Florida. He is a paid militia
infiltrator. But, interestingly enough, you have the same problem here as with the real “friends”—if you can
tell on the top bananas, you get deaded. Perhaps when these youngsters get sucked into the trap—they
just don’t recognize purpose or position. Well, the Mishpucka wants to get rid of competition in the form
of such as the Dixie Mafia (Clintons) for Billy served his purpose for the moment, made the inroads and
can now take the “fall”. The big drug dealers and One Worlders will get rid of the little Skull-and Bones
players who smuggle drugs in cow bellies and frozen chickens. The cute joke among the “dealers” out of
Arkansas is that they can “sell the chicken AND the pot to cook it in along with the fuel to fry it!” (WalMart Distributors, Tyson chickens, and brain-frying cocaine and other drugs.) This same little band of
providers can get you a “cook” and a child for after-dinner entertainment with the director and producer
working for the Wizard of Oz!
Pummer, however, is a dead man walking around. The big boys have already covered his MURDER by
stating that he was “probably blown away at the scene”. These Big Rats play hard-cheese.
Will you listen in time? No, you didn’t!
Let us see how quickly we can get the actual “book” and tape available, team. I can’t wait for that
finalization for getting the information out because Nichols needs help and publicity NOW. Perhaps in
return he and some of his buddies can start advertising CONTACT and the Journals to help pay for the
costs involved of getting their work OUT THERE.
FIREBALL OVER RUSSIA?
A popped gas line? Oh, I don’t think so, not for a minute. You had better start watching your “other”
news! You have some REALLY HEAVY-DUTY stuff going on while you aren’t looking.
HYPOCRITE HYENAS
YOUR GOVERNMENT CONTROLLERS BLEW UP THEIR OWN BUILDING—JUST AS THE
MISHPUCKA HAS DONE FOR MILLENNIA—SO YOU WOULDN’T SUSPECT THEM. AND
IT WORKED! IT ALWAYS WORKS FOR THEY THINK EXACTLY OPPOSITE TO GOOD MEN
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AND WOMEN. THEY DO THE HEINOUS BECAUSE YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BRING
YOURSELF TO BELIEVE IN SUCH EVIL. THEY WEEP FOR YOU IN PUBLIC—BUT DOUBLE
OVER WITH LAUGHTER AT YOU IN PRIVATE.
In case we can ever have opportunity of being of service in the Clinton matter, we will assist Larry Nichols
in getting his story as widely spread as possible. He is “after” the Clintons’ backsides because of personal
entanglements—but it is the facts he knows which do the trick you need turned, citizens. He doesn’t call
it being a “patriot”. He calls it Nichols vs. Clinton at “High Noon” at the “bilious” corral.
Call yourself by the identification (theirs) brands and you can’t survive. Struggle within the laws by no
identification they recognize and you stand to meet another day and another WAY. You don’t need to
ADVERTISE GOD, for GOD is everywhere—and IS quite free of charge. His fringe benefits
are also quite valuable.
I am appalled that on the super-highway of computer information networks you have “How to
Make a Bomb” and fail to present the REAL weapons and ammunition of THIS KIND OF
TRUTH WHICH CAN TOTALLY DESTROY YOUR ENEMY OF FREEDOM AND TRUTH.
MAKE PUBLIC THE LIES, THE CHEATS AND CAUSE THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM AND
PLAYERS TO OPERATE IN THE FULL LIGHT OF PUBLICITY—AND THEY WILL BEGIN
TO GAIN HONORABLE-MENTION RIGHT FAST. WHY BREAK THE LAW AND GET
SILENCED? TRUTH IS BOMB ENOUGH!
As we present this, Dharma, just copy it as nearly as you can, EXACTLY. We are not interested in format
or grammar. We will effort to correct any recognized or apparent typographical errors—however, as with
our work, we are in a hurry—not a writing or journalistic contest. The typewritten information for copy
here is directly from original handwritten notes and will be used in the same format.
NICHOLS VS. CLINTON
THE FINAL CHAPTER, PART 1
by Larry Nichols
This is offered from the Plaintiff’s Exhibit Book (which goes along with a video tape).
[QUOTING:]
THEORY OF CASE:
Bill Clinton was first elected Governor of the State of Arkansas in 1978.
After one term, he was defeated (1980).
After regaining the governorship in 1982, Clinton vowed to never again be out-financed, and/or outfinessed. He never has been.
CLINTON CAMPAIGNS
Bill Clinton, by 1984, had established a network of financial resources including movers and shakers
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of Arkansas industry, bond firms, banks, saving and loans, various associations and organizations. Contributions by various individuals, businesses, corporations, and their leaders including, but not limited to, Dan
Lasater, Sidney Weniger, Rocky Willmuth, Don Tyson, Jackson Stephens, and hundreds of others, to
Clinton personally and to his campaign, are prime examples of how there was a quid pro quo in most of
what Clinton did. These and many other people who stood to gain from state largesse and by simply
having the state regulatory agencies “look the other way” delivered millions of dollars to the Clintons and
their cronies.
OPERATIVE FACT
Most of these contributors made their contributions through “straw men”, some of whom didn’t even
know they were supposedly making contributions, e.g., one Mr. Peacock, the son of a Madison Guaranty
employee and supporter of Clinton supposedly made a $1,000 contribution, but he states he never made
any contribution.
LEADS
1. Determine from Arkansas Democrat Gazette newspaper the names of Peacocks, father and son,
and interview them both regarding the contribution made by the father in the name of the son, when the son
had no knowledge of such contribution.
2. Determine during the interview of Peacock, Sr., who was present at the party given to raise funds
for Bill Clinton’s campaign and if he knows of anyone else who made contributions with the assurance that
their money would be refunded. (Note that Don Denton, S&L employee, verifies that this was the modus
operandi for fund-raising at Madison Guaranty.)
OPERATIVE FACT
Signey Weniger, from New York City, who came to Little Rock to make real estate investments, put
more than $30,000 of traceable funds in Clinton’s 1984 campaign.
LEADS
Correlate 1984 and subsequent contributions from Freeway Medical Towers, $1500, James Garcia,
$1500, Royal Chalet Apartments and Vantage Point Apartments, Arkansas Facilities Corporation, Facilities Planning Corporation, General Guardian Corporation, Atlantic Planning Corporation, Atlantic Research Corporation, etc., to Weniger. Also introduce documents showing Arkansas Development Finance
Administration (ADFA) financed the state purchase of Freeway Medical Towers.
OPERATIVE FACT
This was the same year that Clinton personally contributed $120,000 to his own campaign (See
Campaign Report showing Clinton contributed $24,000, filed for record 10/8/82, and $96,000, filed for
record 12/2/82, and $50,000 filed for record 12/6/84.) (Sic)
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LEADS
1. Develop information about the source of these funds....Where this came from....No subsequent
reports were ever filed disclosing the source of these funds. If it came from personal finances (note this
was 1982, when Clinton was in his early thirties), where did he make it? Attempt to get his and Hillary’s
income tax files by Subpoena, if necessary. If it came from a loan, who made the loan and at what terms
and was it ever paid back and if so to whom and in what manner?
OPERATIVE FACT
Hillary Clinton represented Madison Guaranty for some 15 months at $2,000 per month because
Governor Clinton had told James McDougal, head of Madison Guaranty that they were in “financial
need”. Show that Hillary, through the Rose Law Firm, represented the Federal Government against Frost
and Company, who audited Madison Guaranty funds and settled that case for $400,000 (which, point out,
just happened to be the amount of the fee the Rose Law Firm got for settling the case). Webb Hubbell,
also a Rose partner, shared in the $400,000 windfall. Hillary represented Madison on the one hand and
the federal government against their auditors on the other hand.
LEADS
1. Review the records to find the exact terminology used by Clinton and co-counsel in justifying the
compromise of the case. (Note: They used an audit of Madison Guaranty to show that the audit of
Madison was deliberately fraudulent. Shortly before they had used that same audit to prove that Madison
was solvent.)

OPERATIVE FACT
The Clintons got David Hale’s loan company, which was funded by the federal government to make
loans to the socially and economically disadvantaged, to loan them some $300,000. ?????
LEADS
1. Determine how this was paid back, if it was. What was Clintons’ source of money, if they paid it
back ???? Subpoena Duces Tecum for David Hale to bring his records concerning Clintons, Madison,
Lasater, Weniger, etc.
(NOTE: CONSIDER THIS POINT WHEN PICKING THE JURY. VOIR DIRE TO DETERMINE
IF POTENTIAL JUROR HAS EVER RECEIVED ANY LARGE LOANS FOR THEMSELVES OR
THEIR OWN BUSINESSES. MOVE TO EXCUSE ANY WHO HAVE BEEN GIVEN LOANS ON
THESE TERMS)
OPERATIVE FACT
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Dan Lasater (See later references to his conviction with his two partners, George Edward Locke and
David Arthur Collins, and Roger Clinton for conspiracy to distribute cocaine and possession of cocaine
with intent to distribute) who admitted to being “hooked” on cocaine threw lavish parties and entertained
many of the Clinton “elite”. Cocaine and young women were plentiful.
Point out in testimony that Lasater and his partners were “giving” cocaine away. Contrast that availability with the usual sale by others. Since they pleaded guilty in federal court there should be some
reference to their supplier or suppliers.
LEADS
1. Who delivered that amount of cocaine to them? (So much they could afford to give it away.) How
much did they pay for it? Cash, check or money order? How did their suppliers ship the money out of
Arkansas? Were any shipments made by air? Did they transport any cocaine on their company jets?
(Note: They made application to Federal Aviation to fly directly from overseas to Arkansas without stopping at U.S. Customs.) Was this permission ever granted? What was the need for this?
2. Confirm from Patsy Thomasson that she, Lasater, and others took a flying trip to South America
where they met with a United States Ambassador, ostensibly for the purpose of buying a horse farm. (See
Arkansas State Police Intelligence Files from CID investigators. Develop the fact that these were top flight
cops.) Roger was Dan’s chauffeur. Show through Roger, via newspaper article, Arkansas Democrat
Gazette, that Dan “bailed out” Roger on a narco debt.
OPERATIVE FACT
Kenneth Shemin, a Rose Law Firm partner, in 1993 incorporated Southeast Investments, Inc. and he
is the agent for service. Deeds and mortgages in Saline County, Arkansas and Perry County, Arkansas
show that Southeast, Inc. purchased, from International Paper Company, over 7,372.58 acres.
LEADS
1. Develop testimony that Dan Lasater runs that “tree farm” which “they” call Cockspur. (Also
develop testimony that International Paper Company is the company from whom Whitewater was “purchased”.)
2. Subpoena International Paper Company files regarding this property and any that may be connected with another Lasater operation, Oxley Lumber Company, Inc., which was incorporated by another
law firm close to Lasater. Determine how much of the $2,250,000 purchase price (from March, 1993)
has been paid. How much timber has been cut off this property? Determine from Shemin who the silent
partners are in this shell corporation, what interest these individuals have and what was the quid pro quo,
what did the other parties contribute to the corporation?
OPERATIVE FACT
Dan Lasater made large contributions by way of “straw men”, e.g., Andy’s of America, Dixie Man46

agement, Inc., Lasater Farm, etc.
LEADS
1. Determine if this is the same Dixie Management that got an ADFA loan.
2. Verify $1,000 contributions by Dan Lasater, David M. Lasater, John E. Lasater and Richard T.
Lasater, reported in Campaign Report filed for record 10/12/84.
OPERATIVE FACT
John Y. Brown, former Governor of Kentucky, (and Phylis George’s husband) who contributed $1,000
to the Bill Clinton 1984 campaign, (filed for record 10/12/84) was “bailed-out” by Dan Lasater in about
1993 or 1994 when Lasater withdrew over $300,000 from a Kentucky bank to help pay a purported
narco debt for Brown. (Lasater, it was reported in the article, refused to sign the more-than-$10,000
“cash transaction notice” required by the feds.)
OPERATIVE FACT
Lt. Carl Kirkland, Arkansas State Police, head of Governor Jim Guy Tucker’s Security Detail, was
promoted to Lieutenant in complete disregard for Arkansas State Police personnel policy which required
that to be promoted from Sergeant to Lieutenant you had to stand for oral exams by at least two committees. (Review state police policies attached.)
LEADS
1. Review State police policies attached. (Note requirement of various interview panels required by
policy.)
2. Interview Lt. Carl Kirkland regarding any contact he had with various pertinent individuals in the
state police and/or Washington regarding his promotion. (Note that President Clinton “called” the Arkansas State Troopers offering jobs to them on or about September 1, 1993, and Kirkland’s promotion came
on or about September 20, 1993.)
3. Interview Tommy Goodwin, Former Director, Arkansas State Police, regarding his conversations
with various White House personnel concerning the promotion of Carl Kirkland to Lieutenant. Confirm
with him the existent policy for promotions and determine if there were any valid reasons for variance from
these policies.
4. Interview the three cooperative state troopers who say that Kirkland told them on numerous
occasions that he had taken Hillary Clinton to the Rose Law Firm Hideaway to meet Vincent Foster.
[END OF QUOTING]
Let us take a rest break and then move directly to PART 2.
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CHAPTER 7
REC #2 HATONN
THU., APR. 27, 1995 12:35 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 254
THU., APR. 27, 1995
KEEP “CLINTON” UPPERMOST
IN YOUR MIND
I am going to digress here to offer some input on the Oklahoma City relationship to the “crime bills” of the
Clintonista. Why? Because the whole terrible thing in Oklahoma City was to BRING YOU UNDER
TOTAL CONTROL ACCORDING TO THE RULES LAID DOWN BY MR. CLINTON, THE ONE
BIGGEST CRIMINAL AROUND THE NATION.
When you actually ask “How?” or “Why?” the government would pull such horrendous acts against the
people and their own buildings—CONSIDER THE GAIN BY THOSE SELF-SAME ENTITIES. This
is a modus operandi of evil operators since the beginning of time.
You all know about the recent Bill 666 which sets the stage and the Bill which places Reno in charge of all
Domestic Terrorism and allows calling in of United Nations forces to control such acts?? Well, does it not
follow that you have to have some incidents happen to cause YOU to want to impose more restrictions on
yourselves for your protection? The idea works every time, i.e., if you want to shut down ice-cream
parlors you have to have ice-cream incidents to get a law passed against them, don’t you? So here comes
the campaign propaganda and here you have it laid out nicely in The Orlando Sentinel of 4/21/95.
However, please note that the story is from WASHINGTON DC, released for international distribution by
the NEW YORK TIMES. This is the desired routing for all DESIRED propaganda.
[QUOTING:]
The Orlando Sentinel, April 21, 1995
From: NEW YORK TIMES release
TERRORISM BILL MOVES VERY FAST
WASHINGTON—On Tuesday, the Omnibus Counterterrorism Act of 1995 was on a slow track in
Congress and the subject of a lively debate as to whether it would violate some fundamental civil liberties,
including the right to confront one’s accuser.
Now, after the Oklahoma City bombing, there are few surer legislative bets in Washington. Democrats
and Republicans issued news releases Thursday calling for the bill’s quick passage. [H: In other
words, no matter WHO might accuse you of something, you won’t even have a right to defend
self. You have just removed another constitutional right to face your direct accuser. Now, you
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can be accused and convicted BEFORE THE FACT, arrested and property searched and seized
without warrant or appeal. Indeed Oklahoma points it out to perfection—exactly as intended to
make you and your already “fixed” congressmen override anything you might actually want to
have happen with these bills. You will have no recourse even as voters or citizens. Worse, you
will, in your heat of passion instead of wisdom—ask for the restrictions and loss of rights. Since
the government did the act in the first place and now will enforce your inability to question
them—WHERE DO YOU NOW STAND?]
The proposal that has attracted the greatest opposition is its provision to allow the use of evidence from
SECRET SOURCES in deportation of proceedings for aliens suspected of terrorist involvement.
The government would not have to disclose the source of the damaging information to the person whom it is trying to deport. [H: Or convict, if domestic.]
Sen. Joseph Biden Jr. of Delaware, the ranking Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, introduced the
bill ON BEHALF OF THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION in February.
Under the measure, if classified information is used to charge an immigrant, legal or illegal, with involvement
in terrorist activity, the person would only get a summary of the government’s case.
ANOTHER PROVISION WOULD MAKE A PERSON LIABLE FOR CONTRIBUTING TO
AN ORGANIZATION DEEMED BY THE PRESIDENT TO BE INVOLVED IN TERRORISM, EVEN IF THE DONATION WAS FOR A NONTERRORIST ACTIVITY.
[H: All the while KEEP IN MIND that placing Janet Reno (Attorney General of the U.S.) in
charge of domestic “anything” is placing an ALIEN EMPLOYEE over domestic citizens. JANET
RENO IS HIRED AND PAID FOR BY THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
FUNCTIONING UNDER THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER. I further wish to point out
that the President is considered, as we write, for Impeachment because of CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES, MURDER AND DRUG CHARGES. HOW BETTER TO GET RID OF YOUR WITNESSES? PEOPLE, IF YOU DON’T WAKE UP YOU ARE GOING TO BE IN EVEN DEEPER
YOGURT!]
[END OF QUOTING]
Let us move on with Larry Nichols. By the way, consider WHY the President and gang members want to
push through these bills!!! Hard evidence is available which is going to judicially pull down these perpetrators of both the terrorist acts and the criminals so, when in doubt—PASS LAWS WHICH PRECLUDE
TOUCHING ANY OF THE GUILTY SNAKES.
[QUOTING:]
NICHOLS VS. CLINTON
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THE FINAL CHAPTER, PART 2
by Larry Nichols
OPERATIVE FACT
Betsy Wright, one of Governor Clinton’s most trusted associates has a history of defending Bill Clinton
when he has been accused of “womanizing”. She has, in the past, said that Bill Clinton had not womanized,
and that he had told her that “it wasn’t so”.
LEADS
1. Interview the several women who have now come forward, Sally Purdue, Connie Hamzy, Paula
Jones, and others. (If she denies then develop introduction of her comments in a recent book relative to
her discussing with Clinton, in 1988, his “womanizing” and her advising him to not run because of an
impending scandal.) (Have David Mariness on hand to testify that she related this to him for publication.)
2. Interview the three state troopers who have come forward to confirm the issue. (The Los Angeles
Times reported 59 telephone calls made by Clinton to one of the women named by the Troopers.)
3. Interview pertinent people at The Arkansas Democrat Gazette newspaper who reported on July
16, 1989, that Bill Clinton made 11 calls to another of the women named as being a Clinton lover. (If
necessary subpoena additional two troopers who originally stepped forward, and who then collapsed
under pressure.) Subpoena the eleven identified ladies, plus the five troopers, plus Lieutenant Carl Kirkland,
ASP, plus Barbara Williams who is a confirmed Clinton associate.
OPERATIVE FACT
Bill Clinton, the presidential candidate, pledged that he would not allow his friends to cash in on their
friendship with him.
LEADS
1. Interview Betsy Wright. Is she still lobbying even though President Clinton pledged that his friends
would not cash in on their ties to him? Determine if it is true, as reported by the New York Times News
Service, that Betsy, “was able to lobby first lady Hillary Clinton personally for the... who wanted to make
sure that their services were covered under the Clinton health-care reform plan. They were...”, according
to the Times. Show that the same article indicated “when the American Forest and Paper Products
Association was having trouble getting a meeting with a senior White House aide, Wright made a phone
call. The meeting was arranged,” according to the Times
OPERATIVE FACT
Patsy Thomasson, who is now a top White House Aide (and the person who went into Vince Foster’s
office to get ten boxes of files) was a “right hand person” to Dan Lasater’s Bond Firm. She was given his
power of attorney when he went to federal prison to serve his term on various drug charges.
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LEADS
1. Interview Thomasson relative to her knowledge of Dan Lasater’s bond business and its connection
to ADFA, Clinton, Weniger, Madison Guaranty, Bank in Illinois (?). Begin with her being given power of
attorney over Dan Lasater’s affairs after he went to federal prison; her being appointed to the Highway
Department Commission, by Governor Bill Clinton; her being appointed to a top level staff position in the
Clinton White House, and her subsequently invading Vince Foster’s office the night he died. (It has been
admitted that she and Nussbaum and Hillary’s chief of staff, Maggie Williams, did go into Vince’s office
and get files which they took to the Clintons’. What was in those ten boxes of files?
2. Determine from interview her knowledge as to what she went into Vince’s office to retrieve and
have her compare what she got out of the office to what was turned over under subpoena to the Department of Justice. Determine if she knew the significance of the files and on whose orders she was acting.
Determine when she knew that Vince had died and what was her reaction and that of others who made the
decision to go into that office. Determine who ordered the Park Police to remain outside while the office
was being “cleaned”.
MAKE SURE TO POINT OUT THAT “THEY” CLAIMED THAT THEY WENT INTO VINCE’S
OFFICE IN THE INTEREST OF NATIONAL SECURITY....POINT OUT THAT THOMASSON
DID NOT EVEN HAVE A SECURITY CLEARANCE. (And at that time, more than one-third of the
White House staff also did not have a national security clearance.)
STEPHENS CONNECTION
OPERATIVE FACT
The State of Alabama Securities Commission investigated a $25 million profit-rigging scheme where
insiders sold their stock for $22 per share and outsiders later sold their stock for as little as $5 per share in
a bond issue where Stephens, Inc., a Clinton insider, was the underwriter for that bond issue. (They
loaned Clinton’s presidential campaign some $2.8 million dollars to get it back on track in 1992.) Stephens,
Inc. agreed to pay these “outsider” stockholders some $10 million to drop their case against the firm.
Preston Bynum, a Stephens, Inc. lieutenant, recently pleaded guilty to bribery, a felony charge, in the
State of Florida. He bribed one of the commissioners in a bond deal. Bynum paid loans made by this
Florida resident from Worthen Bank in Little Rock, in which the Stephens owned controlling interest. It
was reported that he used Stephens’ money to pay off the loan. He is now still working at Stephens, Inc.
1. Subpoena Bynum and interview regarding his involvement with regulatory agencies in the State of
Arkansas. Determine how many of these regulators have loans at Worthen Bank, then determine if these
loans are timely. Have payments been made on them in a timely fashion? Have there been any write-offs
or losses?
OPERATIVE FACT
William H. Kennedy, a partner in the Rose Law Firm, should have information concerning insider
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trading in the stock of Arctic Alaska Company. This was a takeover target of Tyson Foods, owned by
Don Tyson, of Springdale, Arkansas. The Rose Law Firm processed the applications and regulatory
submissions in connection with the takeover. Using this insider information, Kennedy and others traded in
the Alaska stock. In April, 1993, small fishing outfits in the northwest complained, according to the
Arkansas Democrat Gazette newspaper, that Tyson’s relationship with the Clinton Administration was
one reason the government reversed course and instituted rules that would allow Arctic Alaska and other
big trawlers to dominate the nation’s $100,000 Whiting catch.
According to a Packers and Stockyards investigations report, Tyson executives conceded they manipulated live chicken weight, affecting five growers in the so-called Delaware, Maryland and Virginia
Group having contracts with Tyson. Tyson officials said the federal investigation found no laws broken and
that three growers who were shorted production bonuses had been paid.
1. Determine the results of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s investigation. Determine if
there was any undue influence in this matter, the level of participation of others in acting on this information,
how much stock was bought and sold, at what price, and the profit factors on all trades.
2. Determine who else knew of this information and who else acted on it, in violation of the insider
trading prohibitions of federal law.
OPERATIVE FACT
Hillary Clinton in one day made $5,000 in cattle futures. She made almost $100,000 in one year
dealing in cattle futures. The person who handled that account for her was James Blair, Chief Legal
Counsel for Don Tyson’s Foods. She first said she did the trading, but then admitted that she never
entered any trades on her account. She made 9,987% profit on her “investment” of $1,000. (Tyson’s
Food has, in the past, been declared to be a “family farm” saving them some $24 million per year in taxes.)
Clinton’s broker, “Red” Bone, who once worked for Don Tyson for 13 years, was shortly thereafter
suspended from commodity futures trading for a period of three (3) years for the manner in which he
handled trades and margin requirements. He was charged with and convicted of waiting to see which
trades made money then he could assign the winning or profit-making trades to any individual he wished.
Depose “Red” Bone to determine the manner in which he handled Clinton’s account. Follow all trades for
the period in which he handled her account. Assume that he had other clients who were willing to take a
loss so that the first lady could take a profit. Specifically ask him if she wasn’t in violation of margin
requirements on her first day of trade.
1. Identify and interview an expert witness who can testify as to how a broker can allocate profits to
particular individuals and losses to others.
2. Interview James Blair to determine the extent of his involvement in the transactions which resulted
in “Red” Bone being suspended.
3. Interview “Red” Bone regarding his actions concerning the Clinton account. Determine if he was
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acting on his own account or at the instructions of others and if so, who were they, what was the quid pro
quo regarding these transactions, i.e., what would be gained out of letting Hillary Clinton profit approximately
$100,000 while someone else who traded with him had to lose that amount? Determine if James Blair or
anyone else in the Tyson group traded with him and, if so, did they generally lose, gain or break even.
OPERATIVE FACT
Hillary Clinton, in 1984, put $2,014 into a partnership investment with David Watkins, a Clinton friend
and a top White House official (who would later resign because of misuse of the presidential helicopter).
They won a federal cellular-telephone franchise. Hillary’s return was almost $46,000.
According to Business Week Magazine Hillary earned some $200,000 for being on four company
Boards of Directors during the time her husband was Governor of the State of Arkansas. Two of those
four companies steered nearly $1,300,000 in legal work to her firm, Rose Law Firm, while she was on
their boards.
LEADS
1. Interview David Watkins regarding his motivation to include Hillary Clinton in a venture of this sort
where she stood to lose only $2,000 and stood to make $46,000 which she subsequently did. Determine
from him if she ever made any losing investments with him and/or his partnership.
OPERATIVE FACT
Skeptics early on said that Rose Law Firm was shredding documents related to Whitewater and other
Clinton affairs. Everyone involved said this was not true. Later, various press releases indicated that
admissions had been made that it was true.
LEADS
1. Identify and interview the two Rose Law Firm clerks who told the Arkansas Democrat newspaper, Little Rock, that they had been shredding documents.
OPERATIVE FACT
Bill Clinton, as Governor, pushed for the passage of legislation to spend more than $30 million for a
communications system for the Arkansas State Police. His friend and benefactor, Dan Lasater, sold those
bonds and made $750,000 in commissions. Motorola installed the system. Who sponsored the legislation
authorizing the system? Were bids taken and were those bids free and clear allowing all communications
companies to freely bid on the system? Did any of the principals have stock in Motorola?
LEADS
1. Identify and elicit testimony from various state police about the effectiveness of the system. Elicit
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testimony from various persons in Communications at State Police to determine if the best possible system
was installed. Depose Tommy Goodwin, the former director of the Arkansas State Police to determine if
he had any input into the choice of systems and/or the drawing of the specifications for the system. Determine if he knew who had stock in Motorola Corporation.
OPERATIVE FACT
The Arkansas Employment Security Division forgave more than $5,000 in interest charges and penalties for late payment by the Bill Clinton Presidential Campaign for withholdings from employees’ pay. The
law allows for waiver of penalties but not interest and penalties on that interest. One of the “steps” taken
by the Department according to William Gaddy, a Clinton appointee who headed the Department, was to
request that the Arkansas State Police investigate how the Clinton Campaign received a waiver and “who
violated the department’s confidentiality requirements by releasing the documents.”
Gaddy and a long-time employee of the agency resigned after the Arkansas State Police investigation.
It was reported, according to the Arkansas Democrat Gazette newspaper, that the present governor,
Jim Guy Tucker, was “furious” about the leaks. The same person who reported that said that the State
Police had concluded that there was evidence of criminal wrongdoing on the part of one or more ESD
employees.
LEADS
1. Interview William Gaddy regarding his actions as stated above. Was he acting upon someone
else’s orders or was this his own idea? Was he familiar with the policies of his own agency since he had
been there through four administrations? Who furnished the money to pay the $5,351.62 paid to the
agency?
2. Determine during the interview of Peacock, Sr. who was present at the party given to raise funds
for Bill Clinton’s campaign and if he knows of anyone else who made contributions with the assurance that
their money would be refunded. (Note that Don Denton, S&L employee, verifies that this was the modus
operandi for fund-raising at Madison Guaranty.
OPERATIVE FACT
Sidney Weniger, from New York City, who came to Little Rock to make real estate investments put
more than $30,000 of traceable funds in Clinton’s 1984 campaign.
LEADS
Correlate 1984 and subsequent contributions from Freeway Medical Towers, $1500; James Garcia,
$1500; Royal Chalet Apartments and Vantage Point Apartments, Arkansas Facilities Corporation, Facilities Planning Corporation, General Guardian Corporation, Atlantic Planning Corporation, Atlantic Research Corporation, etc., to Weniger. Also introduce documents showing Arkansas Development Finance
Authority financed the purchase of Freeway Medical Towers and later financed it for state purchase from
the RTC who had taken it into foreclosure along with millions of dollars of other property owned by Sidney
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Weniger.
OPERATIVE FACT
This was the same year that Clinton personally contributed $120,000 to his own campaign (See
Campaign Report showing Clinton contributed $24,000, filed for record 10/8/82, and $96,000, filed for
record 12/2/82, and $50,000 filed for record 12/6/84.) (Sic)
LEADS
1. Develop information about the source of these funds. Where this came from? No subsequent
reports were ever filed disclosing the source of these funds. If it came from personal finances (note this
was 1982, when Clinton was in his early thirties) where did he make it? Attempt to get his and Hillary’s
income tax files by subpoena, if necessary. If it came from a loan, who made the loan at what terms and
was it ever paid back and if so to whom and in what manner.
[END OF QUOTING]
We will pick up with OPERATIVE FACT, Hillary Clinton representation of Madison Guaranty.
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CHAPTER 8
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., APR. 28, 1995 7:16 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 255
FRI., APR. 28, 1995
ON A CLEAR DAY
YOU CAN SEE FOREVER!
Dharma assures me that this is not, then, a clear day. So, let me help dissipate, not “disseminate”, the fog.
Here is a good example of wording. The two words fit—the definitions, however, are not the same. The
reason I speak here is because this is the way we write. I dictate, she translates and she translated the tone
into “disseminate” as my first meaning and it had to be corrected.
Usually I work to not have to “correct” translation because it is difficult enough to do the work and much
the more when you have a nit-picking speaker who refuses to do his own work! However, language and
communication is the most dreadful weapon used in your day of experience. “Disseminate” means to
“scatter about” if explicitly used and “dissipate” may well begin as scattering—but the ultimate goal in
definition is to dissolve, clarify, make transparent, etc.
Dharma is then caused to lose a lot of sleep as I, as a teacher, make efforts to bring understanding and not
simply disseminate the fog factors.
OUR MISSION
Because we write on so many “patriotic” issues and bring to your attention the causes of chaos and
downfall of your governments and nations does NOT mean that we intend any interference UNLESS the
WARS move into the Cosmos.
I will continue, forever, teaching and expressing while showing you what is afoul in prevailing thoughts,
actions and direction. I have not come nor have I been sent from anywhere to go to battle with guns and
swords for ANYTHING. THAT is never a solution to ANY problem.
Does that mean that I am content with the way God’s people move or desire that nothing be reclaimed, but
that mankind actually “only” survives? No, “content” is another very ambiguous and inarticulate word. IF
YOU RESORT TO BLOODLETTING AND MURDER AS IN “WAR”—THEN YOU HAVE MISSED
YOUR GOAL—IF INDEED, THAT GOAL WAS TO LIVE WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD.
In the end, as a teacher, more than HALF my task is to cause you to see in each example the alternatives
and how well deceit, war and chaos DO NOT WORK.
OKLAHOMA CITY
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The Oklahoma City bombing is one of the most clearly exemplified offerings I have yet to see. What is
LAWFUL is up for consideration in EVERY instance. However, bombing buildings and killing people is
NEVER within my arsenal for consideration—NOT EVER!
The hapless victims who perpetrated what was an original thought to make an “example” and “statement”
were USED to pull off the coup of the century as to bringing governmental control and enforcement on you
the people. Frankly, what would YOU do if you were in the position of most Congressmen as a nation
demands PROTECTION? Terrorism is heinous—perpetrated by anyone anywhere in any way.
Your government is certainly responsible BUT you have provided them with the people, the “cause” and
the scapegoat. You have again allowed the “enemy” to act in secret and the blame be cast upon the halfinnocent. Half? Yes. You go play with AK-47s and threaten and shoot up the targets and pretend they are
Clinton or Bush or whoever—and call it DEFENSE or “DEFENDING OUR PROPERTY AND CONSTITUTION”. Do you not see that you simply wave the red flag in the face of the raging bull? That is as
foolish as moving onto the enemy’s side and shooting your own people to appear a patriot. You are not
acting in wisdom—you are acting in rage while giving the very ones you “fight” the REASON to shoot you
dead.
Your domestic militias may well be Constitutional and rightful but you are acting as terrorists by any
definition. Your enemy knows he deserves to be shot so he prods and picks until one of you shoots—and
WHAM, the entire militia is eliminated!
These infiltrators or participants are sucked into, or are infiltrators who are angry, uninformed, brainwashed and programmed. They end up leading the sleuths right to the door of you innocent well-MEANING citizens. And how sad a statement to have to make, that a 27-year-old boy is a sacrificial lamb on the
evil altar. But is he guilty and, if so, of what? Insurrection, intent to commit mayhem, considered treason,
murder and chaos. Did the act, which may well have been intended to make a statement about misdeeds
of the ATF at WACO, solve anything? No—except for the government who needed to have a big honking
incident through which to pass the slave laws! YOUR PATRIOTS PROVIDED THE “REASON” YOU
NEED MORE LAW ENFORCEMENT—EVEN IF IT KILLS YOU ALL.
You may well have not “contributed” in hardware—but you certainly gave the Elite all they needed to
SHUT YOU DOWN AND TAKE FREEDOM FROM EVERYONE IN A VERY SPEEDY WAY!
Linda Thompson offers to defend McVeigh without cost? Good for her—the government can now get rid
of two possible threats to their plan of One World Order.
WHAT KIND OF WARRIOR AM I?
Col. Bo Gritz wrote in rage to me and shouted, “What kind of a warrior are you?” I am a warrior who
wins!! I do not appreciate any of YOU botching my win by your silly games of sticks and stones. You
should have outgrown that mode of play in the caves but, alas, over and over and over again you ABANDON REASON for the toy guns and snake rattles, mysticism and illusion—while, of course, sacrificing
through bloodletting. I always note, however, that the sacrifice is always the ones who are weak enough
for the sacrificer to murder. Babies make the best sacrifice because they are totally helpless and without
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ability to do anything and that is what you act like. You with your toys are like gnats against an elephant.
THE BIBLE(S)
I am continually amazed at the “ministers” of God who head these militia groups and carry the forefront
GUN. What in the world have you actually come to? A totally misinformed and ignorant people who act
without concept that perhaps that book of instructions WAS WRITTEN BY YOUR ENEMY TO ENSLAVE YOU OR DESTROY GREAT MASSES OF PEOPLE!! Why would your enemy NOT USE
THE WEAPONS OF RELIGIONS AND WAR? THE BIBLE IS FILLED WITH THE BLOODY
ENCOUNTERS WHICH YOU CALL “HOLY”. THERE IS NOTHING HOLY IN JERUSALEM,
MY FRIENDS—EVEN IN THE WORD “JERU—SALEM”. THE CITY OF CHAOS UNDER THE
FALSE-JUDEANS. The very term “Salem” MEANS: gathering place of the “witches” and sorcerers,
and who might the witches be? The Mishpucka Khazarians. And where do these Mishpucka Khazarians
come from? A galaxy called “Hades” (Hell). They took up the Judean religion because they could fit in
among the mercenaries and merchants in a truly physical plan to take the physical world in which YOU
experience. I am here to suggest that they have done a very good job at their task and they “will eat your
lunch”!
WHAT IS WRONG?
Are the evil mongers who would rule, your enemy? No—YOU are your enemy. You have considered it
better to “find yourselves” and be “individual” and “experience your right to luxury and ease without
labor”. YOU have become the focus and the brain-dead. YOU have raised the children to have no
respect—especially for selves. The only EXAMPLES they are given are your frustration, lack of responsibility and your moaning and groaning because you then are annoyed that they “act up”. So be it—the
harvest is always that which is sowed. YOU ALLOWED THE EVIL RULERS INTO THEIR POSITIONS—YOU VOTED THEM INTO THEIR HALLS OF OPPRESSION WHILE YOU THOUGHT
YOU WERE GETTING THAT “FREE LUNCH”. The piper is always paid, one way or another.
“SO, WHOSE SIDE AM I ON, ANYWAY?”
GOD’S!! When you realize that GOD is not on your side simply because you pronounce His name
“incorrectly”—you had best think again—CAREFULLY. And, furthermore, when you use your newlyfound “place” HERE and act in all-giving, all-loving, unconditional love—you lie to self and everyone
attached to you! GOD HAS CONDITIONS!! If you think you find ME as an extraterrestrial who is
going to entertain you with silver ships and dreams of accomplishing perfection without effort—you are not
looking at ME! What YOU want is someone BIGGER to come and blow away your enemies!! At least
your enemy is HONEST in his evil—HE KNOWS WHAT HE WANTS, AND POWER AND GREED
ARE HIS MOTIVATION TO REACH HIS GOALS. YOU want a RAPTURE “just for being”! It
simply doesn’t work that way and you get angry with me when I mention it.
WHAT DO YOU REALLY WANT YOUR GUNS FOR? Hunting? Say what? Again? I don’t really
like THAT answer any better than the honest reason: for possibly killing what you perceive to be YOUR
ENEMY—AND DOING IT IN THE NAME OF GOD. NO THANK YOU!
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You “patriots” who train your children to shoot and train them to defend their property—are worse than
the honest criminal for the lesson learned by the child is worse. It says that it is alright to break the laws of
GOD and man—whether you call it patriotism or religion.
HIGH HOPES
I had hoped that enough of you would SEE and HEAR the truth of it to bring back through BUILDING
and THROUGH LAW a REPUBLIC in which citizens could function, experience and have JUSTICE.
Most, however, are not BRAVE ENOUGH TO MEET THAT CHALLENGE—IT IS EASIER TO
PICK UP GUNS AND KNIVES AND GO KILL SOMETHING AND CALL IT RIGHTEOUS. I
WOULD NO SOONER WISH TO LIVE UNDER THE HAND OF THESE PATRIOTS THAN UNDER THE FOOLS YOU HAVE PUT OVER YOUR GOVERNMENT AND ALLOWED TO RULE
YOU. THEY ARE BUT THE PUPPETS OF HIGHER GROUPS WHO CONTROL “THEM”. IN
FACT, THE “PATRIOT” IS FAR MORE DANGEROUS TO FREEDOM THAN ANY CLOWN YOU
CAN VOTE INTO THE IDIOT HALLS OF KING-DUMBS.
YOU DON’T LIKE WHAT I SAY?
Well, it may greatly surprise you to find that I don’t care what you DON’T LIKE! My mission is not to tell
you what you LIKE TO HEAR. My mission is to tell you TRUTH about YOURSELVES so that you can
have WISDOM of SOUL. My task is certainly NOT TO FURTHER the LIES. I can offer you “THE
WAY”. I will travel it WITH you—I will not do it FOR YOU.
Ones of you who think you can RULE and LEAD and yet feel that your personal lack of integrity in all
things will be somehow overlooked—THINK AGAIN. IF YOU HAVE NO INTEGRITY WITH SELF—
HOW MUCH WILL YOU BEAR IN LEADERSHIP? Games are fine—just understand the losing and
winning stance at the game’s ending.
Further, you who gullibly go forth into anything and take up a cross or a cause—had better be very
discerning on all counts. Know that God’s greatest asset is being able to present YOU WITH HARD
LEARNING EXPERIENCES! IF YOU CANNOT PASS THE MOST PERSONAL TINY JUDGMENT THEN YOUR ACTIONS WILL ALWAYS BRING YOU DISAPPOINTMENT AND PAIN,
EMBARRASSMENT AND, OFTEN, SERIOUS DIFFICULTY.
You who want ME to discern FOR YOU are going to be wiping a lot of egg from faces, most especially
your own. Games are one thing—maturity and integrity are quite another—you CAN have BOTH! And,
when BOTH reside in the same capable being, you have POWER!
Those who would “con” you and play you for the fool while you sit and WAIT for their “somehow”
magic—end up themselves, in MY GAMES, THE KING FOOL! Ones like to test me, play, think they
hide and so on with the childishness. Nope, it doesn’t sell, friends—action and presenting of the “goods”
sells to me; nothing else. When you THINK yourself indispensable—YOU ARE! Ponder it. When you
“fool” all the people—remember something—far more important: you are NOT fooling God! A commitment built upon a “word” that holds no integrity and pushes “the envelope” is no better than the bucket
filled with holes.
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I hope all of our readers look at this information VERY CAREFULLY. Can a man or woman BECOME
worthy from a foundation built on sand? Of course, and if you learn TRUTH and wisdom—he/she has
served well AND WILL FIND THE WAY TO BE PRODUCTIVE AS PROMISED. If you are easily
manipulated and “conned”—perhaps the “con-person” is not the problem?? What is it that you want—
something for nothing? Think upon these things for any time you set another above you as the leader—you
are ASSUMING THAT YOU ARE NOT WORTHY OF THAT POSITION OR, YOU DON’T WANT
TO ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY.
The face has a large hole at its lower part—it is called a mouth—and within that hole is a tongue which
works with a flapping set of lips—WHICH, IN CONJUNCTION, ONE WITH ANOTHER—IS THE
MOST DEADLY WEAPON, OR TARGET, ON THE FACE OF YOUR PLANET—BECAUSE IT
ALLOWS YOU TO EXPRESS IN LANGUAGE OR SOUND THAT WHICH THE FOOLISH BRAIN
PRESENTS. ACTIONS STILL SPEAK FAR LOUDER THAN THAT MOUTH!
SURVIVAL?
What do you consider to be “survival”? I consider that which serves to keep body and soul in some sort
of growing toward balance, order—as the only ACCEPTABLE “survival”.
When things are in disaster around you—you need things with which to literally “survive”. Those things
must have preparation against the days when you have little or none from other resource. Other “survival”
modes are OPINION and PERCEPTION.
A Shaman may well survive on air—in a cave. Can you? Can an infant survive as well as a well-trained (in
survival modes) adult who knows how to grow, put aside, purify, etc.? I speak here of body, not SOUL,
for obviously the baby already has earned the soul survival without doing ANYTHING.
Now let me tell you the TERRIBLE PUNCH-LINE, the BOTTOM-LINE: YOU CAN SURVIVE
WITHIN ANY SYSTEM OF POLITICAL ORDER OR DISORDER. The BEAST is after your SOUL
while he gains all the property of the physical plane. He, however, is not privy to taking your soul if you
attach it to GOD. Moreover, he will HELP you as long as you stay within that shield of safety. He is
always so cocksure that man will NOT move to TRUTH that the “WORD” does not actually represent
any great threat to him for there are so few who will UNDERSTAND. So, does that not mean he “wins”?
No, for the game is over SOULS and he can only destroy the physical—so he can have the illusion but in
the ending he has nothing but the destruction—for ONLY GOD CREATOR CAN CREATE. YOU
choose your own desired “side”, no more and no less.
COME OR GO
I find it most interesting that ones come here, for example, and then go for one reason or another. The
interesting part is that the game continues as BLAME is placed for your actions. It will be “well, if so and
so hadn’t...” or ,”I thought, but so and so got...” or, “I’m a far better manager than worker...” and always,
“nobody appreciated my superior position and intelligence...”. Sorry, good people, YOU MADE YOUR
CHOICE, NO MORE AND NO LESS! There is, I repeat, NO magic about this place, just hard work,
little with which to WORK and, if you expect status—DO NOT COME HERE!
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I am continually amused by such as Green and his brood who call this a cult. There isn’t even a remote
relationship to even an organized anything. This happens to be where I write and anyone is welcome to
share. I do, however, get weary of ones thinking they somehow have a RIGHT to come and go freely
THROUGH my property without respect and honor. There is certainly NO membership either required
or desired. We don’t hold anyone to anything. In fact, some who don’t “fit” and are unhappy—WON’T
GO NO MATTER WHAT WE DO!
Some who wanted magic and mysticism and psychic something or other—will only find Truth in the wondrous “mystery” of life—here and “there” and an expectation of SELF RESPONSIBILITY. If you perceive “failure”, surely you must learn to look at SELF for only YOU can cause failure of self.
Oh, you might well say that “Well, God expects too much!” Oh, and what do YOU EXPECT OF GOD?
Do you actually want God to give you what you want and expect for self—OR, do you desire, as your lips
will speak, Him to give you what is HIS WILL? When you ask for your relations, which is all EXCEPT
SELF, you might find the glory returning to self.
God is not going to give you back your Constitution. It wasn’t YOURS to start with and, still, YOU
GAVE IT AWAY. Besides, good friends, it didn’t do much for the people (natives) from whom you stole
the nation. Get out of your FANTASY and you just might make it.
DEMOCRACY
You say you just want your Constitutional rights and a democracy. No, you don’t; YOU HAVE A DEMOCRACY which is nothing but MOB RULE! You simply make choices and decide you would rather
have a “patriot” with a gun pointed at you than the ATF or a gang member pointing a gun at you while
demanding your service or your “things”. Remember something pretty important, citizens: the militias have
no use for you if you are not willing to take up arms and “defend”, or “offend” the other side. If I would
phrase any WISDOM in perception for your consideration it would be: “God save me from MYSELF!”
How many people build a bomb to blow up their own house—unless, of course, it is for insurance money?
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE FOOLING? TO LIE TO SELF IS THE WORST KIND OF
DECEPTION!
THEN WHAT DO “WE” DO?
Whatever you want to do—is THAT WHICH YOU WILL DO! The hope is that you will take wisdom
and TRUTH and then act responsibly so that you do not have to cause another to suffer or “get you out of
your own mess” for acting in foolishness.
If you find crime and criminals—cause both to be seen in JUSTICE. THAT is accomplished by the pen in
TRUTH. If you BECOME the same as the enemy—then you ARE the worst of the enemy for YOUR LIE
IS BIGGER!
DON’T LIKE WHAT I SAY?
So be it! Neither do the other thieves, crooks, liars and pretenders to goodness. GOODNESS IS! God
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has a “boot camp” too! Will YOU pass? Am I a strong enough TEACHER to help you pass? Yes, but
not by “bending” truth to make you further entrapped within the lies.
Dharma complains that the opinion of the “management” here is not necessarily the opinion of the “secretary”. Ah, but she is WRONG! It is exactly the opinion of the “secretary” or she wouldn’t be here doing
this work. She is still recovering from the military and secret order attack on her day before yesterday.
You think I jest? No, the jets came and everybody saw them, then the helicopters and an actual laser blast
hit the house and her, taking out momentarily all electronic equipment and she was so confused she couldn’t
remember her name. Why? TO TEST ME! They did and found me quite impossible with which to deal.
They came again yesterday—to apologize!
The enemy will devour itself and there are laws made by man which serve man—and you can use them. It
is your responsibility to use them and use them wisely. Yes indeed, you need goodly LAWS—but whatever “laws” you have, if they be not in opposition to God’s laws, are quite suitable for one as well as for
another. If you have so little wisdom as to not see same—you have the problem, NOT ME. Just because
a man calls himself “patriot” does not get my respect. One thug is no better than any other thug. I don’t
want any THUG aboard.
What Dharma feels is the total exasperation of having done nothing save SERVE and still, after all the
goodly works, she is still a literal physical TARGET with lasers, pulses and guns. NO, what she misses
entirely is the fact that she is still quite well, quite clear and is beginning to KNOW TRUTH. GOD
RESPONDS WITH HIS ARMIES WHEN YOU CALL IN TRUTH! THAT does NOT mean that you
won’t get a headache! To die for a cause is stupid AND COWARDLY—TO LIVE FOR TRUTH IS
GLORY! AND “GRACE” IS THAT WHICH OFFERS THE KNOWING.
RONN JACKSON
What have YOU learned from one Ronn Jackson? Not much, actually—but you SHOULD HAVE
LEARNED A LOT ABOUT SELF! And so should Mr. Jackson—about you and, yes, ME. Mr. Jackson
has DONE NOTHING to merit your loyalty or your trust. He is nothing—JUST AS I AM “NOTHING”.
YOU ARE WHAT HAS MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE. YOU HAVE BEEN WILLING TO MAKE
A THING WORK AND SERVE THE GOAL OF TRUTH AND RIGHT-NESS. EVERY PERSON
MUST HAVE A FOCUS AND REALIZE SUCCESS IN THAT WHICH YOU ASPIRE TO BECOME.
All of you did not rally to a Ronn Jackson—YOU RALLIED IN HOPES OF FINDING SOME LEADERSHIP WHICH IS VISIBLE AND PHYSICAL. YOU RALLIED, HOWEVER, BECAUSE OF
GOD AND OUR PROJECT—NOT A MAN IN PRISON FOR DOING RATHER DUBIOUS, AT
BEST, THINGS.
BUT, THE BEAUTIFUL THING IS THAT THE MAN CAN BECOME WHATEVER HE CHOOSES
TO BE—A CRIMINAL OR A SAINT! Some make gurus of a shrewd operator in perception that that
one knows, somehow, more than you and must, therefore, have psychic qualities. You come to trust the
information—which may or may not have any validity at all. As with Ronn, certainly NOTHING is proven
by his actions. Will it be different when he is free and working? Ah, the question!! If you hang your souls
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and freedom on MAN, you err! YOU are your freedom and have responsibility to your soul.
You have no right to dump your responsibility on one Ronn Jackson even if he accepts the load. He is just
exactly like YOU; he can’t even sort out his personal life, much the less your moral codes. He hasn’t
claimed to be saintly—just willing to make a drive for Constitutional law. He is capable and shrewd, no
more and no less, and upon that stance does God recognize a man—through INTENT, not past actions.
It is as important to me that Mr. Jackson understand who AM I AND WHO ARE YOU, than what he may
think about his own position. It is a humbling experience to meet GOD. If he is REAL he will come forth
and perform according to his promises—if not, he won’t. Now, what is hard to understand? He CAN so
let us hope he WILL. If, however, he works in my crew—he will do it GOD’S way—not his. This is the
FIRST LESSON “WE” ALL LEARN ON THIS TEAM. It seems most wondrous to have such experience as to be able to use that which was not too worthy toward something wondrous and WORTHY.
Things are simply things—utilize them well.
I don’t want any of our team in any prison or incarceration center. There is no merit in such a thing. You
are given the way to manage within the society as established and build a better way. I am not impressed
with Joan of Arc—she was a foolish warrior. To lead an army into a bloody massacre is STUPID.
So, I return the question to Col. Gritz: “What kind of a false warrior are you?” A COWARD or A TOOL
PUPPET stands behind a gun FOR HIS POWER RECOGNITION. A true MAN OF GOD stands as a
CREATOR of his passage!
May God “grant you ability to change the things you can, accept the things you cannot change and the
grace and wisdom to know the difference!” B.S.!! There is NOTHING you cannot change and you had
BETTER know the difference between won’t and do. “Can’t” has NOTHING TO DO WITH IT. The
evil workers are going to show you what I mean. They will work and pull you in if you allow, to gain one
above the other in destruction and death. Watch, for the show has begun.
Thank you for your attention. Salu.
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CHAPTER 9
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., APR. 29, 1995 8:36 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 256
SAT., APR. 29, 1995
CHAOS AND CONFUSION?
It seems that just when you have things figured out, the stuff hits the fan and you realize your calculations
are all incorrect, under suspicion or you get confirmation that some of “us” are “right-on”.
Let us try for this NEW Robert McNamara. If you nice people will recall, we did a series on the USURPERS [starting with June 28, 1994 issue of CONTACT and continuing on a weekly basis thru August
23, 1994] of which McNamara was listed right up near the top of the list. It would be good to go find
those journals and reread the information NOW in light of what McNamara, himself, is telling you about
the life and times of Vietnam and his political perceptions. It COULD mean, readers, that we have been
RIGHT about a lot of things other than Robert McNamara.
OKLAHOMA CITY
Now we receive new input which would seem to bounce off the walls in total foolishness—but, does it?
Could it be that things happen which are so outlandish that they cannot help but be true? You DO have a
lot about Vietnam, Korea and Japan in the daily news—but THIS rendition of the Oklahoma City bombing
is interesting.
Our job is to give you POSSIBILITIES—in journalistic effort to hear whatever is “breaking” into public
attention at the very grass-roots level. The only way we can do this is to offer those things which come
from ordinarily reliable sources and allow the information to take its place in the puzzle or prove to be a
misfit. Often it will be found that there is, at the least, partial truth which later gives perfection to solution of
the puzzle.
SPOTLIGHT
Before we offer this information, however, I want to give one more caution to you and offer the WHY of
things which so many of you have found objectionable.
CONTACT has been petitioned over and over again—for the running of advertisements. People look and
see that CONTACT is so widely read as to be a gold-mine of advertising money which could keep the
paper well funded along with the journals. We have refused to advertise anything except products or
publications in which we have input or production or find to be worthy of attention. Why? Because of
EXACTLY WHAT IS NOW HAPPENING TO SPOTLIGHT AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS WHICH
ARE LESS THAN CAREFUL IN BOTH PRINTED CONTENT AND ADVERTISEMENT.
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SPOTLIGHT is now NAMED as one of the major offenders. And, I would say the attention is merited.
They took advertising money for all manners of atrocious war toys. They have been in battle over Liberty
Lobby and the ADL. They are a fine paper but now are being UNDONE because of the advertisements
utilized. This SHOULD not have anything to do with anything—BUT IT DOES, do you see? WE ONLY
PRINT THAT WHICH IS OFFERED WITH SOME COMMENTS, SO, SINCE WE HAVE
NO “LOBBY”, NO ADVERTISEMENTS, NO PAID JOURNALISTS AND DO NOT ADVOCATE ANYTHING EVEN REMOTELY SUBVERSIVE, WE MIGHT WELL HAVE PROBLEMS, BUT THEY WILL NOT STAND IN A COURT OF LAW AS EVEN BORDERLINE.
WE ARE NOT IN FAVOR OF ARMED MILITIAS (ARMED WITH TRUTH IS SUFFICIENT)
AND WE DO NOT ADVOCATE OVERTHROW OF ANYTHING (WE ADVOCATE RESTRUCTURING ON THE FOUNDATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—PERIOD.) WE
ADVOCATE BALLOTS—BUT WE ADVOCATE HONEST BALLOTING (WHICH, YES, IS
DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE IN ANY SOCIETY) AND WE ADVOCATE CITIZEN RESPONSIBILITY.
CONTACT receives so much mail and inpouring of “faxes” as to bury the entire staff. Dharma can’t even
longer “see” all of it, much the less allow for my observations regarding the information. However, we
seem to get enough to overfill minds as well as publications.
STAFF AT CONTACT
Rick Martin, for instance, has turned over the News Desk to Phyllis Linn who is doing a superb job—but
she is already overburdened in layout and structure, with Claudia who presents a final version of layout of
which any MAJOR publication can stand proud.
Dr. Young has to go over and write information regarding MY writings in order for them to have any
“sense” to you readers in most instances for I take no time for catch-up or background. There is simply
NO TIME LEFT for anything!
Rick Martin is overflooded with actual contact with people “out there”! Brent Moorhead is with him in
every spare minute from his own accounting load. They are both in Nevada, as we write this morning.
Earlier in the week, I along with them, attended Ronn Jackson’s parole hearing in Nevada. The following
day the idiots in charge of getting rid of Dharma did, in fact, make a try for it. We are all weary and sick of
ALL of the subjects about which we have to write. You have to understand something, readers: NOBODY HERE EVEN KNEW THERE WOULD BE A PAPER OR JOURNALS WHEN THEY CAME
HERE. Dharma, for instance, had never heard of “Hatonn” as late as Summer of 1986 and wrote nothing
for sharing until 1989. All of the work has come since Fall of 1989. However, along with the publications—came the biggest problems of all. So, it has been a long and arduous time of production while
relying solely on me and my own team for confirmation, information and “tribulation”.
They can now see that we used wisdom in the myriad of fragments which could bring down the sword onto
your heads. But we have kept it clear and clean so that you do not have to fear for subscribing to anything
we present. We meet all regulations and violence is NOT EVER an alternative suggestion to anything.
Even things which have seemed so atrocious against the Ekkers, for instance, are proving to be points
which can now be turned around and, through perseverance and persistence, are proving the day. Such as
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things from US&P and the truth of OUR writings to the recognition of the lies of Rayelan Russbacher who
has actually cost Dr. Ede Koenig her reputation. We have, through working together, gotten John Schroepfer
his retained freedom and the probability of getting return of his property. IN OTHER WORDS, READERS, THROUGH PATIENCE—THE TRUTH IS COMING FORTH—ON ITS OWN MERIT AND
THAT IS THE ONLY WAY TRUTH CAN BE RECOGNIZED AND REMAIN SOUND. The old
proverb about kissing a lot of frogs to find the prince may well be utilized here. We have had to take a lot
of blows to strengthen the body and head to withstand the assaults and remain intact. Perhaps we should
change the name of CONTACT to INTACT!
We make no effort to ever HURT anyone but we TELL TRUTH at every juncture and if the
opposition comes against us with LIES, they shall be disclosed. What others choose to believe
is none of our business.
My point here is to give recognition to the team that puts these writings to press and their willingness to
work under the most difficult of circumstances with very little of anything upon which to have security or
wherewithal—and EVERY task is a study in EXCELLENCE. Most of that work is done between court
attacks, struggling to survive and keep a roof over the heads AND meeting the complaints and misunderstandings of ones who have a lot of suggestions but very little “do”.
SUPPORTERS
There have been so many who have supported and helped, from direct help to Dharma and E.J., to
supporting the paper to allow it to be continued. Subscriptions do not nearly cover postage alone. But, by
doing it this way—it can stay in press for the law finds nothing for which to come against us.
God has provided us with product information through which, with working day and night, we have been
able to sustain while keeping costs to absolute minimum—actually, for such product as can be obtained
NOWHERE ELSE and would, therefore, bear the “highest” cost. Our intent is to finally balance out—so
costs are even more minimal.
THERE IS NO REASON, SAVE EGO URGINGS, TO EVER HAVE TO CROSS THE ENEMY.
THE ENEMY PROVIDES US WITH ENOUGH LAWS FOR SERVING SELF—TO ALSO SERVE
US—IF YOU KNOW HOW TO USE THEM AND KEEP OUT OF COMPETITION. WE DO
NOT SEEK TO TAKE THE WORLD FOR THAT WOULD BE REPLACING ONE FORM OF
TYRANNY WITH THAT OF ANOTHER. GOD OFFERS FREE-WILL CHOICES. WE ONLY
POINT OUT ALTERNATIVES AS WE BRING THE TRUTH OF CIRCUMSTANCES. If you
want Gurus and fortune-tellers, then go to Ramtha, Mafu, or the Swami in New York, or the Shaman in the
Amazonian jungle. However, you are going to find most of them a bit “shaded” in both accuracy and/or
factual knowledge.
NOW FOR THE “FAR-OUT”
VERSION OF OKLAHOMA!
There is so much truth in this writing and it comes from very authentic resources. However, all of you will
be able to see the flaws in possibilities. But, again, realize that you know so little of the underground goings
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on as to be all but blind to actual conspiracies at work. Remember the Cambodians and Vietnamese who
have been brought into your country—AND NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF THE INTERNATIONAL INTRIGUE GOING ON AS WE SPEAK. I only ask that you take IN all the information offered and then,
only then, will you be able to piece together the final truth in probable presence.
I have almost no comment to make about this information but it is flowing over the FAX lines and it is
interesting, at THE VERY LEAST!
[QUOTING:]
FROM: HQ Mich Militia/Alanson Armory.
NORMAN OLSON, COMMANDER, MICHIGAN
MILITIA CORPS
TO: THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
PLEASE REFAX ACROSS AMERICA: OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBER EXPOSED!
ATTENTION: CITIZENS OF AMERICA
UNDECLARED WAR EXISTS
The wrath of the country has been directed toward the brave men and women of the Michigan Militia
Corps. Now the Truth! On April 19, 1995, a day that will live in infamy, the government of Japan, in
retaliation for the U.S. gas attack on the subway there, blew up the Federal Building in Oklahoma City.
[H: Before you toss this paper, I suggest you look at the rest of this document.]
The Japanese attack was reported to Sarah McLendon (also spelled McClendon), McLendon News
Agency on April 18, just hours before the destruction of that building.
FBI employee Robert Goetzman (operating out of the executive office of the Bush presidency, and
having “dual agency” status with CIA), CIA employee Wes Thomas and U.S. Intelligence employee,
James Cofield, were hired by the Japanese Embassy at the beginning of the Clinton presidency to bug the
executive offices of the President. These men had lost lucrative programs assigned to them by Bush and,
although not out of work when Clinton became President, they were out of funds. (A great deal of money
had been deferred while under Bush, to their own private accounts, to the extent that they were setting up
their own private companies.) Once bought by the Japanese, these men were paid through MCA/UNIVERSAL (owned by the Japanese) to provide intelligence information gathered from the surveillance
devices and bugs Goetzman had installed inside electronic devices (computers, faxes, etc.) in order to win
the Japanese trade war going on at that time. The U.S. and Japan had completely lost cooperation on the
trade talks and threatened sanction deadline against Japan. Japan retaliated by devaluating the dollar
against the yen, which was trading at its lowest amount ever recorded on the day of the subway attack.
Walter Mondale gained knowledge of the espionage activity on Sept. 27, 1994, the day before sanction deadline and attempted to have the matter investigated. The source of this information contacted
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William Perry for protection and assistance after learning of Justice Department employee Paul Coffey’s
attempt to kill the investigation. CIA Director, John Deutch, was in charge of the investigation into the
matter.
In retaliation of the attack against the dollar, the U.S. Government gassed citizens of Japan to discredit
the government. The Japanese government, not willing to reveal their own espionage, blamed the act on a
religious cult with a massive disinformation effort. In retaliation, the Japanese destroyed the Federal Building in Oklahoma City. To further embarrass the President, a copycat bomb was used so that the Arab
people would be blamed by U.S. Citizens. With anger growing toward the Mideast, the Feds had to find
a quick scapegoat, so they triggered CNN and ABC (both CIA AGENTS) to blame the bombing on the
Michigan Militia Corps: They were visible, there were many of them, and a recent “non-incident” had
occurred in Michigan involving “Rambo” talk about blowing up some junk Russian armor. It was the Feds’
only card to play. Surely someone could be found inside Michigan to hang. But this is where they made
their mistake, AMERICAN PATRIOTS IN MICHIGAN DON’T KILL PATRIOTS IN OKLAHOMA!! Their intended sacrificial lamb climbed off the altar and became a Wolverine.
The actual target of the Japanese was in fact the senior Secret Service agent (whose widow and
orphaned child sat behind Clinton and Hillary at the memorial service) who was “in the loop” was Goetzman,
et al. He had been transferred to Oklahoma City only months earlier. His death was a symbol that the
President and the nation are “touchable”.
The President KNEW, Janet Reno KNEW, William Perry KNEW, Mondale KNEW, Stephanopolus
KNEW, Panetta KNEW, CNN KNEW, ABC KNEW, the CIA KNEW, the FBI KNEW. And now the
American people KNOW the truth.
The top five conspirators are: Robert Toetzman, Dan Starkey, Wes Thomas, Paul Steel, and Jim
Cofield. Peter Stanley and Walter Mondale did all they could to stop it, but no one listened and those who
listened could not talk.
President Bush’s CIA controls the presidency. To make that point CLEAR to Clinton, the CIA hit
Vince Foster as a reminder of who really runs the roost. The war between agencies has escalated into
undeclared war between Japan and America. The American people are paying the price. Expect
blackmail actions by Japan. The governments of both countries may soon collapse under the weight of
their own corruption.
Signed: Brigadier General Norman E. Olson, Commander, Michigan Militia Corps.
Esther 7:10 — “So they hanged Haman on the gallows that he had prepared for Mordecai. Then
was the King’s wrath pacified.”
NEVER CHASE A WOLVERINE—
YOU MIGHT CATCH IT!
[END OF QUOTING]
There are some things here that you had better consider very carefully. One is the overall PUSH at all
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costs toward gearing up the troops and passing terrorist laws. Don’t think the intelligence agents are going
to do anything as stupid as sending Mr. Nomasaki to detonate anything. Your government is behind this
action just as surely as you live and breathe—it is only that you don’t know your government from the
Russian Government from the Bush Shadow government to the Dixie Mafia.
Could this be “why” Jackson suggested something that a lot of you may have misunderstood: Get out of the
stock market and disconnect all connections to the Federal Government?
I’m sorry, readers, the thrust has already been, through total mind-instructions, to terrorize the POSTAL
SERVICE—in order to cause employees to live in terror and, finally, disrupt the flow of communications
through the mail service. The next is to take out Federal institutions to further the terror of participation and
cause demand for military presence. THIS TIME THE ADMINISTRATION AND INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND EMPLOYEES (SEC. OF TREASURY & ATTORNEY GENERAL) ARE
SCARED SPITLESS! THE ATTACKS MAY WELL BE QUARRELING OVER SUCH AS THE
“PUEBLO”-TYPE INCIDENTS AND WAR TALE REVISIONS—BUT THE MAJOR SHOW
AND TELL WILL COME RIGHT THROUGH CHINA.
The game plans are working, citizens, as you watch it unfold—for there is always a bigger fish to eat the
smaller and on down the line. The little fish always pay the highest cost while the big fish struggle to have
it all.
Everyone in the “conspiracy” is at fault but how can they just come forward and tell you truth? Through
blackmail you might well get confirmation of the rot in Vietnam by McNamara, Johnson, etc., but how can
you be expected to ever figure out the massive intrigue?
Even the Asians are not out to get Americans! They are out to get the nerdnik Mishpucka Khazarians who
declared themselves One Worlders and CREATED “Communism”. Those Bolshevik Zionist Mishpucka
One Worlders have taken control of the U.S.A. and plan to see that Asia (all of the oriental states) come
under CONTROL. You have entered the world of TERROR!
I remind you readers that you CANNOT WIN THROUGH VIOLENCE for you CANNOT KNOW
YOUR ENEMY! You are about to KILL your friends. There is not intended to be any clear and seen
danger—that is what terrorism is all about. The perpetrators of the terror will NEVER look like you
expect—for that is the point of the game so that you NEVER know who and what hit you.
The point must surely be to keep selves alive and do so to the best of your “quiet” ability. KEEP INFORMED so that you can know HOW to pick up the pieces, prepare for uncomfortable times, have
patience—AND STAY WITH GOD! THE EVIL PLAYERS WILL DEVOUR THEMSELVES EVENTUALLY—BUT THEY WILL TAKE A LOT OF THE WORLD WITH THEM. I can only petition you
to USE WISDOM in all things.
ARKANSAS NEWS FILTERING DOWN
I would also share another message with you, from Ronn Jackson:
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[QUOTING:]
April 26, 1994
My Fellow Americans:
My sources back East are receiving requests from government employees, to give me information
regarding illegalities in their respective agencies. I am not in favor of compromise! It is the Constitution
or nothing!
AN OPEN MESSAGE TO BILL CLINTON, ON HIS EFFORTS TO EXPAND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S ROLE IN CURTAILING OUR FREEDOMS: “Mr. Clinton, you
can kiss the federal government’s ass goodbye on your way to defend your wife on her recent
indictment.”
The House Judiciary Committee, on 4/21/95, took an unofficial vote that is not recorded in the
records on the impeachment of “Bill Clinton”. The vote was 13-2 to initiate proceedings.
The Governor of Arkansas was indicted on Monday of this week, and last week he permitted a man
to be executed because of the “good old boy network” that exists in this country. In plain and simple
language, the Government was hiding the illegal acts for which he was just indicted. Well, my fellow
Americans, another act of premeditated murder on the part of government!
The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or denied.
“1995” is the year of the Patriot and history will record that fact!
In Light and Freedom, R.J.
Ronn Jackson 33866, SNCC Box 100 1B5A, Jean, Nevada 89026.
[END OF QUOTING]
Again I am taunted by Mr. Jackson’s “Year of the Patriot”. Readers, Mr. Jackson can say anything he
wants to!! I prefer to think that it might be a year for the turning about into a REPUBLIC AND RECOVERY BY THE “CITIZEN”. Either or neither may end up “correct”. The point is that I can see farther
because I stand on the shoulders of the giants who came before me who no longer impact your physical
lives! Semantics are not important—KNOWING and ACTION IN WISDOM IS MOST IMPORTANT! Careful choices of “words” are simply a matter of stopping the labels placed upon ourselves by
the would-be-rulers.
WHAT ABOUT “RONN JACKSON’S
NEW REPUBLIC”?
What about it? It is none of my business any more than CONTACT is Mr. Jackson’s business. We can
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quibble or work as hard as possible TOGETHER to accomplish our goal which DOES seem to be, as far
as the nation is concerned, the same. Further than that, his actions are not my business—EXCEPT
WHERE THEY AFFECT ME AND MY MISSION. I will keep all commitments to him and I shall
expect him to keep commitments and promises to ME. This is the WAY life should work, friends—and
each commitment and promise must have integrity and validity lest you accomplish nothing more valuable
than the chaos and corruption already present.
We don’t need another “God”, people, we need some PEOPLE who are willing to live and work for
TRUTH and FREEDOM in which mankind can function and make his own choices. Each person, therefore, who would serve toward this goal—MUST COME TO KNOW WHAT IS TRUTH. This ALWAYS means that the individual EGO must become subservient to the GOAL IN FOCUS. Most people
cannot serve in such manner. Therefore, since actions speak far louder than do words—the watchers must
watch and actions judged while man is discerned in consideration of probable intent. Man, further, grows
through his own experiences as realizations begin to flow and directions are chosen. Impatience most
often presents “wine before its time”. A man unwilling to change and grow AND AWAIT HIS “TIME” is
a useless man to the cause of JUSTICE or TRUTH.
GOD has all the time in the universe. THEREFORE, YOU HAVE ALL THE TIME IN THE UNIVERSE—if you walk with God. The beast is already devouring itself for it must function within the
limitations of “time constraints”. As the play unfolds you will see and understand. If a man plants Spring
wheat in the late Fall, he will have no harvest if he lives in a place of “Winter”. If you know nothing of wheat
and planting—how can you ever hope to have a harvest of grain? Spelta, for instance, needs the time of
cold, if possible, to allow the maturation of the grain in the super-conductivity of cold or freezing temperatures. It is a flexible grain and can sustain in drought and warm climate—but the best perfection of the fruit
is an early Fall planting to allow the crop to “WINTER”. Then it needs to experience the “frequency
changes” of the Spring and Summer from the heightened sun rays. It may seem a bit awkward until you
understand and gain knowledge. Then, it is quite reasonable and recognized for its unique planting schedule. Information and knowledge are your most necessary TOOLS. Then, used and directed within the
Laws of Creator and Creation—there IS NOTHING WHICH CAN STOP YOUR JOURNEY. You
each do not have to know EVERYTHING—but you must be willing to hear and see possibilities so that
the WHOLE may be perfected.
Let us enjoy a break for breakfast and then we will return to Larry Nichols’ investigations of the Arkansas
web of intrigue.
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CHAPTER 10
REC #2 HATONN
SAT., APR. 29, 1995 2:15 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 256
SAT., APR. 29, 1995
MOVING FAST—CATCH THE CLUES
For you who think you are not in trouble with your lawmakers and lawBREAKERS I want you to pay
close attention. The SUPREME COURT gave a ruling AGAINST Clinton’s gun laws in individual states.
What is the Administration’s response? We will find a way around the ruling, we will find and “do an end
run around this law”. When will you have had enough?
BATF
Please note that word comes flowing in now that the entire staff of the ATF housed in the Federal Building
in Oklahoma DID NOT GO IN TO WORK ON THE 19TH. They were warned the night before to
stay away as the building was going to be blown. And, how is your day so far?
Dharma, let us get back to the Larry Nichols presentation, please.
[QUOTING:]
NICHOLS VS. CLINTON
THE FINAL CHAPTER, PART 3
by Larry Nichols
OPERATIVE FACT
Hillary Clinton represented Madison Guaranty for some 15 months at $2,000 per month because
Governor Clinton had told James McDougal, head of Madison Guaranty that they were in “financial
need”. (Show that Hillary, through the Rose Law Firm, represented the Federal government against Frost
and Company, who audited Madison Guaranty funds and settled that case for $400,000 (which, point out,
just happened to be the amount of the fee the Rose Law Firm got for settling the case). Webb Hubbell,
also a Rose partner, shared in the $400,000 windfall. Hillary represented Madison on the one hand and
the federal government against their auditors on the other hand.
LEADS
1. Review the records to find the exact terminology used by Clinton and co-counsel in justifying the
compromise of the case. (Note: They used an audit of Madison Guaranty to show that the audit of
Madison was deliberately fraudulent. Shortly before they had used that same audit to prove that Madison
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was solvent.)
OPERATIVE FACT
The Clintons got David Hale’s loan company, which was funded by the federal government to make
loans to the socially and economically disadvantaged, to loan them some $300,000. (?????)
WHOA!
[H: If some of these seem to be “repeats” it is because they are. We will not repeat the several
pages next because they duplicate those from the prior writing on this subject. We will move to
the last listed “Operative Fact” and close out this section of the book.]
OPERATIVE FACT
[H: This is also a repeat fact but it is so important that it bears repeating.]
The Arkansas Employment Security Division forgave more than $5,000 in interest charges and penalties for late payment by the Bill Clinton Presidential campaign for withholdings from employees’ pay. [H:
Very interesting way to pay your bills?] The law allows for waiver of penalties but not interest and
penalties on that interest. One of the “steps” taken by the Department according to William Gaddy, a
Clinton appointee, who headed the Department, was to request that the Arkansas State Police investigate
how the Clinton campaign received a waiver and “who violated the department’s confidentiality requirements by releasing the documents”.
Gaddy and a long-time employee of the agency resigned after the Arkansas State Police investigation.
It was reported, according to the Arkansas Democrat Gazette Newspaper, that the present Governor,
Jim Guy Tucker, was “furious” about the leaks. The same person who reported that said that the State
Police had concluded that there was evidence of criminal wrongdoing on the part of one or more ESD
employees.
The Prosecuting Attorney had not charged either Gaddy or the other individual.
LEADS
1. Interview William Gaddy regarding his actions as stated above. Was he acting upon someone
else’s orders or was this his own idea? Was he familiar with the policies of his own agency since he had
been there through four administrations? Who furnished the money to pay the $5,351.62 paid to the
agency?
CAVEAT/CAUTION
IN ORDER TO GET A FULL PICTURE OF THE NICHOLS VS. CLINTON-FINAL CHAPTER,
ONE SHOULD COMPLETELY AND THOROUGHLY REVIEW ALL THE DOCUMENTS IN THIS
THE PLAINTIFF’S EXHIBIT BOOK. WHAT YOU HAVE IN YOUR HANDS IS THE MOST POW73

ERFUL THING IN THE WORLD. YOU HAVE THE FACTS—NOT ALL, BUT ENOUGH TO CONVICT.
THESE DOCUMENTS ARE TO BE VIEWED WITH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT ALL THE INFORMATION CONTAINED AND OUTLINED HEREIN HAS BEEN PUBLISHED IN ONE OR
MORE DAILY NEWSPAPERS AROUND THE UNITED STATES AND THE WORLD AND CONSTITUTE INFORMATION ABOUT WHICH NO SERIOUS QUESTION OR REFUTATION HAS
ARISEN.
NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO COMPLETELY COVER ALL THE MATERIAL WHICH HAS
BEEN PUBLISHED.
ONCE YOU HAVE DISCERNED WHAT YOU BELIEVE TO BE THE TRUTH, ACT UPON IT.
THERE IS NO TRUER ADAGE THAN THE OFT QUOTED, “THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU
FREE.” AN INFORMED ELECTORATE IS THE GREATEST GUARANTEE OF FREEDOM AND
DEMOCRACY.
[END OF QUOTING]
Readers, as we look through the piles of document copies which accompany these outlined investigations
we do find them present and accounted for. We simply have no way to offer all in the paper. Worse, at this
time we seem to have no way to get the material published in time to have available at the running of the
prior material. Suffice it to say that Mr. Nichols HAS THE SCOOP AND THE BACKUP. YOU HAVE
A TOTAL CRIMINAL FOR A PRESIDENT ALONG WITH ALL HIS ATTACHMENTS! ALSO,
ARKANSAS HAS A CRIMINAL FOR A GOVERNOR.
It has been very difficult for Mr. Nichols to KEEP all these cases and documents clean and secure. We
have only copies and some of those are in poor condition. We just want our friendly protectors of crime
to KNOW that it is all available and all proof is here that is necessary to bring them to justice—along with
the judicial frauds who have protected them.
U.S. SECRET SERVICE
There is one document appended to a legal “brief” which deserves our effort to re-type. It was originally
transmitted in the typical government “teletype” style which is difficult enough to read before it is ever
copied and this one must have suffered several copyings. We will reproduce it as best we can.
[QUOTING:]
2551
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
M E M O RAN D O M
U.S. SECRET SERVICE
DATE:

7/20/93

22:01 pm
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REPLY TO
ATTN OF:
SA SCOTT MARBLE
SUBJECT:
DEATH OF VINCENT FOSTER,
DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND
DEPUTY COUNSEL (SEE ATTACHED)
TO:

SAIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ON 7/20/93, AT 2130 HRS. LT WOLTE, USSS/UD—WH3, CONTACTED THE ID/DD AND ADVISED THAT AT 2030 HRS. THIS DATE, HE WAS CONTACTED BY LT GAVIN, US PARK POLICE, WHO PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
ON THE EVENING OF 7/20/93, UNKNOWN TIME, US PARK POLICE DISCOVERED THE
BODY OF VINCENT FOSTER IN HIS CAR. THE CAR WAS PARKED IN THE FT. MARCY
AREA OF VA NEAR THE GW PARKWAY. MR. FOSTER APPARENTLY DIED OF A SELFINFLICTED GUNSHOT WOUND TO THE HEAD. A .38 CAL. REVOLVER WAS FOUND IN
THE CAR.
S2 TOM CANAVIT, WFO PI SQUAD, ADVISED THAT HE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH US
PARK POLICE AND WAS ASSURED THAT IF ANY MATERIALS OF A SENSITIVE NATURE
(SCHEDULES OF THE POTCS, ETC.) WERE RECOVERED, THEY WOULD IMMEDIATELY BE
TURNED OVER TO THE USSS. (AT THE TIME OF THIS WRITING, NO SUCH MATERIALS
WERE LOCATED.)
NO FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE.
INVESTIGATION BY US PARK POLICE CONTINUING.
(There is an unreadable list of persons notified via copy of the memo.)
[H: How many versions of Mr. Foster’s “suicide” do you suppose there are?]
[END OF QUOTING]
It appears that Governor Tucker has been hand in hand with the cover-ups of crime and even MURDER.
These are “death penalty” offenses. I wonder if the people will be able to execute these criminals like they
executed such as Richard Snell on the 19th of April, 1995? I shall enjoy watching you nail these men—for
IN ADDITION to these drug and business crimes, even the murder—THESE MEN ARE ALL GUILTY
OF TREASON TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!
It would appear that the politicians are just about ready to cement-boot the Clintons and the small-fry
politicians anyway—to protect their own fat assets. You-the-People can clean up the mess if you WANT
TO DO SO!
If you are interested in helping, even if only by recognition, Mr. Nichols, please send him your voiced or
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written support. If you wish to help get these documents and this last “chapter” and video tape to press
and print—please contact CONTACT. I believe they are trying to raise funds to get it to the printer.
I cannot ask Dharma to do any more sorting or copy work on this matter. It is all available as sent here so
please turn it all over to the staff and see if and what they work out with Larry. I must turn attention to
another priority writing.
America has reached an all-time low when such as these men and women become the LAW of your
NATION. THERE IS MUCH HOUSECLEANING TO BE DONE—BUT THE FIRST SWEEP WILL
GET A WHOLE BIG BUNCH OF THE THUGS AND LIARS. WHEN THE HOUSE OF CARDS
BEGINS TO TOPPLE FROM ITS FOUNDATION—THE STRUCTURE CANNOT LONG CONTINUE TO STAND.
However, “just” getting rid of Clintons will NOT do much because the REAL BIG GUYS HAVE ALREADY COUNTED ON THAT PROBABILITY—SO, YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO GO FOR
THEM ALL! The Bilderbergers and Trilateralists have just MET (22-26). Let us see what they decided
to do and what stance the REALLY BIG BOYS intend. At this writing, it looks pretty sad for Billy Boy
Bunny and his hopped-up twail fwends. It couldn’t happen to nicer criminals.
Just remember, readers, the placements of such as Reno are not necessarily going to go anywhere with the
demise of the Clintons. These high-ranking officials are not property of the President—THEY ARE
PROPERTY OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, UNITED NATIONS. Furthermore,
if the Presidency falls now it will likely fold the “government” and “economy”—on purpose—and be
picked up by the United Nations Charter for legal reference. This will be for the purpose of causing
patriots to do very stupid things—like declare WAR which will, in effect—declare war on yourselves. The
rock is now no more comfortable than that hard place.
WOULD YOU BE PROTECTED
BY YOUR OWN?
NO! It is now published that the results of the Marine Corps questionnaire asking about being willing to
shoot Americans states that “MORE THAN ONE OUT OF FOUR” soldiers would participate in
“non-traditional missions” and WOULD shoot to kill, fellow Americans, if necessary. Still feel
safe in “Little Town” America?
ISRAEL MAKING MONEY—TAX FREE?!?
Another nice thing has happened on your way to being the Israeli Homeland, America: If you contribute to
Israel—above and beyond the annual U.S. financial aid—you CAN CLAIM A TAX DEDUCTION!!
Let me use the same example others have offered in The Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. A
donation to any Israeli charity by a U.S. citizen can be deducted from that U.S. citizen’s federal income
tax.
Ah, but the plot thickens. Because Israeli charities are out of bounds for the IRS, a taxpayer could
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foreseeably lie about the amount of the donation, i.e., write off.
The magazine used an example of an American taxpayer who made a $100,000 contribution to a charity,
but asked it to credit him with a $1 million donation.
The option for the charity is to take the $100,000, or not. The Israeli charity is out of reach of the U.S.
federal government, so let’s assume they take the money and no one ever finds out about that lie.
After the millionaire writes off the donation, he could take a tax deduction of $320,000. Guess who has
to make it up?
“As far as we know, there is no way to prove fraud and put the swindler in jail,” the magazine said. “In our
opinion, everyone writing and passing that law belongs in jail.”
According to the American Jewish press, American Jews raise nearly $1 BILLION a year for Israel, in
addition to federal grants and not to mention the $3 BILLION CASH ANNUALLY. Ah indeed, the
Mishpucka is getting there, readers. But they are getting “there” on YOUR BACKS WITH YOUR
FREEDOM.
NEWLY ARRIVED MATERIAL
Well, around here you might well ask, “How new is new?” I would have to respond that “sometimes not
so new!” However, since the original of what I have to offer only arrived in Las Vegas at CONTACT’S
office to be sent to me for evaluation I would suggest that it is quite new indeed.
It started making its way to our hands some time ago and the cover letter reflects a date of February 1,
1995. There are few restrictions on use of the material for which I honor the sender and writer. Perhaps
we can keep the material “clear” of much input from us and help the man get his material to press. Even if
we can do no more than serialize it in the CONTACT.
The person doing the writing always refers to himself only as DEG. I would far rather recognize the man
for his work by other than initials since the work is so incredibly well presented. However, I bow to any
requests and to security to all parties willing to share and work with us. Perhaps a man is satisfied with
being able to continue his WORK in peace to some degree rather than to have accolades from the moment
of first offering. This person has written to us before and the work has been published. Therefore, I know
both the quality of the WORK AND THE MAN.
One of the Title pages reflects THE DARK SIDE OF THE FORCE, A Historical Overview of the
Occult Conspiracy. However, there needs to be sorting because the full volume of material reflects
several such Title Pages.
I believe that in order to have continuity of this material, I shall begin at the next writing to lay down the
requests and directions for use so that we can all realize our responsibility to as nearly meet the requests as
is possible with our limited personnel. I will work with Dharma in the body of the information and stay
exactly as to wording as is possible with only liberty of correcting typographical or spelling errors which
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appear to be only in error. We make no claim to being “smarter”, but we have some backup readers who
help catch same.
All of the comment I may have will be made as usual in brackets, i.e. [H: ]. Mine is not to correct or
change—only comment from time to time for THAT is why the work was sent to me. We are pleased to
be able to share with you readers in serialized format. This is OUTSTANDING MATERIAL AND WE
SHALL EFFORT TO SOMEHOW REFLECT WELL ON DEG’S TRUST.
We will, however, not begin this work today for it has been far too long a day for my secretary.
Thank you and may all of you readers accept these offerings as that which helps in informing you—never
to badger or bleat. The information is available if you have opportunity to find it.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 11
REC #1 HATONN
SUN., APR. 30, 1995 7:50 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 257
SUN., APR. 30, 1995
IS MY INTENT TO SCARE YOU?
YES!!! It is totally amazing to me how you can watch things taking place on a given pronounced Holiday
which has no relationship to the ACTUAL date of celebration.
In Los Angeles, and elsewhere where Hispanic people gather in great numbers—they are celebrating their
big May 5th holiday by the hundreds of thousands—ON APRIL 30 AND MAY 1. You have more
thousands upon thousands celebrating the memory of the L.A. Riots on a NEW holiday which is only in its
beginning stages brought forth by the “Women’s MOVEMENT” only some 2 to 3 years ago. This last
celebration is in Watts, predominantly, and then spread now across the nation—ON APRIL 30 AND
MAY 1.
And WHEN is the MASTER MAGICIAN doing his show? Ah, yes, MAY FIRST!! David Copperfield
DOES NOT MAKE MISTAKES OR HAVE “COINCIDENCES” WITH HIS MAGIC SHOW-ANDTELL—ESPECIALLY WHEN HE DOES THE FOCUS ON GHOSTS AND WITCHCRAFT. MAY
FIRST IS THE DAY!
WATCH YOUR CHILDREN
AND YOUR PETS!
I warn you readers and listeners—DO NOT LET YOUR CHILDREN OR YOUR PET OUT OF YOUR
EYESIGHT DURING THESE TWO DAYS. This year, 1995, is to be the TURNING AROUND
POINT WHEREIN THE PLANET IS TO BE CONSUMED BY EVIL—WHEN IT WILL BE PROCLAIMED THAT GOD RULES. THE ONLY PROBLEM IS THAT IT IS NOT GOD OF LIGHT
AND CREATION—IT IS THE KING OF DARKNESS. THE REST OF THE TRAPPINGS
ARE SIMPLY HORRENDOUS PEOPLE WITH THEIR FALSE EGO-POWER DOING HEINOUS THINGS. IT IS THE MOST SECRET OF HOLY DAYS FOR THE SATANIC CAUSE—
THE TAKING OF THE “NEW” JERU—SALEM! Tonight will be a night of terror and celebration
by sacrifice to evil (without shame), deviant behavior and new pledges to LUCIFER for total subservience. What is your best protection? LIGHT! LIGHT! LIGHT! KEEP ALL SECURITY LIGHTS ON
THROUGHOUT ALL THE DARK HOURS. AND, IF YOU ARE EVER GOING TO SIT WITH
YOUR GUN LOADED—TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT! Stay out of crowded places unless you have a
harness (that a child or pet cannot disconnect) ON THE CHILD AND LOCKED TO YOU. DO NOT
GO ALONE—ANYWHERE!
You can expect renewed memorials—especially TO THE CHILDREN slain in Oklahoma City. This will
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wrap up the final sacrifice for no more “miracles” are expected in the crush of the building. This is WHY
so many of the searchers are now sent back to their home towns—to tell the horrors. YOUR ENEMY
OF GOD DOES NOT MISS A THING!
There is another FAX here which I need to share a relevant portion. You will have more of this garbage of
the U.S./U.N. doing unthinkable things and blaming Religious groups who have been sucked into the trap
with “evidence” laid to the “kill” (for example, the subway gassing in Japan and the massive explosion in
Korea). These are U.S.-and-allies terrorist activities—always BLAMED on someone or something GOOD
or on GOD. The Japanese Kobe quake was MANMADE and PROVEN. When your own controllers
DO THESE THINGS—there is no where to run and nowhere to hide, readers—NOWHERE! YOU
INVARIABLY GO TO THE VERY ONES WHO DID THE DEED WHILE SEEKING PROTECTION FROM THEM.
EXCERPTS FROM A FAX NETWORK.
I am not going to offer numbers listed at this time because this man who originated the FAX is UNINFORMED and he wants to put Perot into office instantly because of rigged elections and appeals to Newt
Gingrich (whose name he can’t spell either) to DO SOMETHING. Do you really think if the counting be
correct that you can simply swing Perot into the hot-seat this afternoon? No, you have to go through
GORE who is equally high on the Witchcraft ladder as are the Clintonistas. SATAN HAS TAKEN
YOUR THRONE AND THIS IS CELEBRATION DAY!
[QUOTING:]
MEDIA RELEASE—APRIL 28, 1995
MIDWEST, USA: Following yesterday’s exposé that Japan fired the bomb on Oklahoma City and tried
to blame it on the Arabs, the peoples of Japan and the United States must reclaim the leadership of their
countries and throw the warring, corrupt officials out before more of us people die. [H: Well, firstly,
JAPAN did not FIRE the bomb. They may well have been “behind” the scenes somewhere—but
they are not stupid enough to light the fuse, good friends. Only God’s people seem to be simpleminded enough to believe such a thing. The GAME is confusion and NEVER DOING ANYTHING YOURSELF FOR WHICH TO BE “CAUGHT”.]
Americans apologize to the Japanese for the terrible deaths on their subway (and at Kobe where the
BOMB BLAST THAT CAUSED THE EARTHQUAKE WAS HEARD [H: AND SEEN.]).
[END OF QUOTING]
That is enough because the remainder of the FAX is pure drivel. YOU ARE NOW DEALING WITH
THE MISHPUCKA hierarchy and things up to now have been game-plan testing. You can now expect to
get down to the really DIRTY WORK.
So, what can you do? Well, if someone threw a war and nobody came—what would happen? I suggest
you keep security and STAY AWAY FROM THESE PLANNED GATHERINGS AND CELEBRA80

TIONS! In addition: KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN.
I want to share something else with you that tells so much more than you can imagine that “you can’t
imagine!”
MORMON CHURCH TO STOP BAPTIZING
HOLOCAUST VICTIMS POSTHUMOUSLY
WHAT would any church be doing attending that which is AGAINST THEIR STATED FAITH?? DO
YOU REALIZE THAT IN JAPAN THE VERY WORD “MORMON” MEANS SATAN (DEVIL)
AND THE CHURCH CANNOT EVEN CALL ITSELF THE “MORMON CHURCH” IN JAPAN? Why? Because the Japanese do not accept the Satanic principle and do not have freedom of
speech as in the U.S. which accepts every heinous thing around. The facts are, however, that the Mormon
Church was established for THIS DAY OF ACTIVITY. The Church was planned to evolve into a powerful structure which would have great control by the turn of the millennia. Fine, you do that which pleases
YOU. I make no comment about right or wrong—just fact.
The Mormon Church overstepped its bounds by binding dead “Jewish” persons to it, posthumously. The
MISHPUCKA did it, caused it to happen and, NOW, THE JUDEANS OBJECT.
I need to offer the write-up because it has happened in Salt Lake City but is now NEWS around the
world! In fact, this was released for “May Day” and hit the whole news network simultaneously. The copy
we have in front of us is the same as the original first writing but comes all the way from the Orlando
Sentinel.
[QUOTING:]
MORMON CHURCH TO STOP BAPTIZING HOLOCAUST VICTIMS POSTHUMOUSLY. (Associated Press) [H: They are your PLANT organization and work for Pat Robertson.]
Salt Lake City—The Mormon Church reached an agreement with five MAJOR JEWISH GROUPS
Friday to stop posthumous baptisms for victims of the Holocaust.
Baptizing for the dead is a central tenet of the Mormon Church, which believes the practice gives every
spirit a chance to accept or reject baptism in the “true Church of Jesus Christ.”
[H: Is this not an interesting contradiction in language terminology: “Mormon” means Satan in
the Asian Oriental language and yet it is here called “the true Church of Jesus Christ”. Note the
term “Jesus” as being predominantly stressed here as it is in the title of the Church in point:
“The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints”. “Jesus” (NOT THE Christ) is also the
HEAD of the capstone pyramid of the Illuminati and is so stated as “LUCIFER”. IN OTHER
WORDS, JESUS IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH LUCIFER AS IN JESUS SATAN—
NOT “CHRIST”.
Is this an example of ACCIDENTAL COINCIDENCE? Well, go into the dark and SECRET
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places of the temples and watch the exercises which ARE DIRECTLY PATTERNED FROM
THE FREEMASON SECRET RITUALS! I, further, am not here to pull you away from anything. I am here to tell you the TRUTH and this is simply the TRUTH. You will do exactly that
which you WANT to do and insist on ignoring and following orders of these churches to “NOT
READ THAT PHOENIX MATERIAL-OR ELSE!” (THAT ORDER IS CLUE NUMBER TWO!)
Believe me, readers, THE CHRIST OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS is NOT THE SON OF
GOD OF LIGHT! You are welcome to worship whatever and whomever you wish—but you are
not, in these manmade organizations, honoring and serving the CHRIST OF LIGHT. It simply
IS the WAY IT IS! First clue? Any time you have to PAY (buy) your way into the inner sanctum
of GOD, you do NOT have God of Light. Was it always this way or is this something which has
evolved? You be the judge—go study history of the founding of these churches.]
Ernest W. Michel, chairman of the World Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, said the issue
came to his group’s attention when a Jewish newspaper mentioned that a Jew killed in the Gurs, France,
concentration camp had been baptized posthumously into the Mormon Church.
“I am a Holocaust survivor and I found my grandmother, uncles, aunts and friends had been baptized,”
Michel said. “That, to me, I found totally unacceptable. I was incensed when I found out about it.”
The Mormon Church’s ruling three-member First Presidency directed members in March 1991 to
stop baptizing Holocaust victims, but the ban was violated, said Elder Monte J. Brough, executive director
of the Family History Department. He is a member of the Presidency of the Seventy, the governing body
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Several months of recent talks led to Friday’s agreement between the Mormon Church, Michel’s
group, the United States Holocaust Memorial Council in Washington; A Living Memorial to the Holocaust
Museum of Jewish Heritage in New York City; the Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles; and Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial in JERUSALEM.
The Mormon Church agreed to direct all of its officials and members to discontinue future baptisms of
deceased Jews, except those who are ancestors of living church members or whose families give permission. [H: Does this strike anyone, save me, as being about as stupid as anyone can get? Since
when can anyone do a spiritual act of any value at all FOR someone else? Do you see the silly
game or are you still too blind?]
It also agreed to remove from the next issue of its International Genealogical Index the names of all
known posthumously baptized Jewish Holocaust victims who are not direct ancestors of living church
members.
[H: NOW, do you want the REAL REASON? The nice genealogical researchers WERE FINDING THAT THE CLAIMED DEADED JEWS IN THE HOLOCAUST WHERE NOT DEADED
IN THE HOLOCAUST! THIS WAS VERY, VERY EMBARRASSING INDEED! THE MORMONS ARE GOOD AT GENEALOGY TRACING AND THE LIES OF THE HOLOCAUST
WERE POURING FORTH LIKE WATER FROM A SPIGOT.]
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The final agreement is to be signed Wednesday in New York at the office of the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations. [H: Understand WHY. There is a major blackmail
standoff going on here, good readers.]
[END OF QUOTING]
CHILDREN—AGAIN
Now let us turn our attention to Korea and a “natural gas explosion on Friday”. The headline gives you
the CONNECTION with the other affairs of bombs, explosions and MAY DAY!:
[QUOTING:]
60 CHILDREN
AMONG VICTIMS IN KOREA BLAST
Orlando Sentinel, 4-29-95: (AP)
A huge natural gas explosion Friday caught children arriving at middle schools in a tower of
flames.
TAEGU, South Korea—Dozens of children arriving for school were caught in a tower of flame or tossed
into the air in cars and buses hit by a powerful underground gas explosion on Friday.
Their bloodied navy blue uniforms, school bags and textbooks lay scattered among the wreckage.
Of the 103 people killed, officials said 60 of them were students in their early teens heading to seven
area middle schools during the morning rush hour. As many as 200 people were injured and others were
trapped in the debris.
“There are torn limbs, blood everywhere,” rescue worker Choi Hong said. “A lot of the people down
there are kids, kids who were crushed to death.”
[H: May GOD help you all!]
He was among some 3,900 soldiers, police, firefighters and volunteers working to rescue survivors,
using bright lights after dark fell.
Police said a spark from the subway construction site set off natural gas leaking from a broken pipeline
in Taegu, a provincial capital of 2.2 million people about 140 miles south of Seoul.
The force of the blast scattered heavy steel sheets that were serving as a temporary four-lane road for
a 300-yard stretch of the construction site. The sheets, each weighing more than 600 pounds, were found
strewn atop buildings and houses as far as 150 feet away. [Ed. Note: Why is there no debris on the roof
of the Oklahoma City Federal Building?]
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Opposition parties called the accident evidence of government incompetency, pointing to a string of
recent disasters.
Last December, 12 people were killed, dozens more injured and 150 left homeless when a natural gas
holding tank exploded in a Seoul residential neighborhood. Thirteen other, smaller explosions were reported last year.
A bridge collapsed in Seoul in October, killing 32 people. Three days later a fire swept through a
crowded sight-seeing ship south of Seoul, killing 30.
[H: And you think this new thrust toward McNamara—AND TOURS THROUGH THE U.S.S.
PUEBLO ARE ACCIDENTAL? Oh, good readers, you are IN IT—the war of terror is moving
into high gear!]
[END OF QUOTING]
CLOSER TO HOMETOWN AMERICA
Tehachapi, California—to be exact.
Funny you ones who live in a place have to get your REAL information from afar. This, in fact, comes from
a report (and journalist) I HIGHLY RESPECT AND HONOR: Mike Blair of SPOTLIGHT.
SPOTLIGHT, May 1, 1995.
[QUOTING:]
MIDDLE AGES-TYPE DISEASE
LOOSE IN CALIFORNIA
Plague—thought to have been wiped out years ago—has been diagnosed in Southern California.
Exclusive: Mike Blair.
While the Establishment news media has virtually ignored the subject, health officials in a southern
California county are desperately trying to trace the source of a deadly plague bacteria that threatens the
life of a man and has the potential for spreading rapidly.
At this point, public health and medical officials in Kern County, located north of Los Angeles, are
trying to determine how John Breen, 23, of Tehachapi, which is about 30 miles southeast of the city of
Bakersfield, caught pneumonic plague.
Breen is in critical condition at Kern County Medical Center, Bakersfield, [H: No, as of this writing
he is totally and completely DEAD from the disease!] after he collapsed March 20 in his Tehachapi
apartment, his lungs filled with dense bacteria and fluid. He had been ill for several days but thought he had
a “cold”.
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With the young man unconscious, Kern County officials have encountered difficulty in trying to trace
his movements and how he may have contracted the deadly disease. If it is not treated early, the disease
can have a mortality rate of up to 95 percent.
Further complicating the county health and medical officials’ problems is the bizarre THEFT OF
THE YOUNG MAN’S MEDICAL PAPERS, which, Bakersfield television channel KBAK told The
SPOTLIGHT, WERE STOLEN FROM HIS FATHER’S CAR WHILE IT WAS IN THE PARKING LOT OF THE MEDICAL CENTER ON MARCH 31.
Police are seeking the papers, which were in a small brown briefcase, bearing the initials “BB”. They
were taken after the car was broken into.
Nothing else, The SPOTLIGHT was told, was missing from the car, nor were any other vehicles in the
parking lot burglarized.
Pneumonic plague is caused by the bacteria Yersinia pestis, an organism commonly carried by rats
and other rodents. The disease can be transmitted to humans through fleas that have bitten the rodents,
domesticated cats and dogs or through contact with other infected human beings.
In pneumonic form, the bacteria rapidly multiplies in the victim’s lungs, leading to fever and pneumonia.
The more common Bubonic plague, which is caused by the same bacteria, can develop into the pneumonic
form if the bacteria travels to the lungs. At that point, the bacteria is spread in airborne form, endangering
anyone who comes in contact with the victim, with primary pneumonic plague.
There has not been a case of primary pneumonic plague in the United States since 1924.
The disease, which has an incubation period of from two to five days, is treated with antibiotics.
ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT
[H: And now, you nice colloidal makers will get the reason we needed to push right ahead, full
power! You are going to need those colloidals. The accepted antibiotics won’t touch this stuff
unless you get it on the first day. Get some colloidal silver with a trace of gold (GAIACOL). You
need the gold trace because you need the reaction of frequency—with the silver. I have also
built in a trace of rhodium and iridium into the other half of the team of solutions, OXYSOL. My
suggestion is to get BOTH, and simply go through the intake programs AS IF you have disease—even if there are no symptoms of anything. Take appropriately as directed and follow
with a week of replacement lacto-bacillus and acidophilus. There are other flora that can also be
replaced. If you hit the possible cause of such disease, hard, you will have no side-effects but
you will wipe out your good bacterial flora, also. This is WHY, on an ongoing basis—don’t
overdo for MORE is not necessarily better.]
Tracy Richardson, a spokesperson for the Kern County Medical Center, told The SPOTLIGHT that
Breen, who is on a ventilator and is being administered antibiotics intravenously, has shown some improvement since his admission, but remains critical. [H: He died! He didn’t need to die—but you don’t tell
the modern day priests of death ANYTHING! Breen, I suppose, was spared the input of any
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“quacks” who might do something! You have, indeed, come a long way, World! Colloidal silver
has been SHOWN to kill every recognized virus or biological agent save the more advanced
human-programmed series—which will be shown to meet their demise in the presence of trace
element gold with positive charge. So be it.]
Breen is [was] one of 70 employees at the Benz Sanitation Recycling Plant in Tehachapi, a facility that
covers several acres. As a precaution, other employees at the plant are being treated with antibiotics.
Recycling facilities are a breeding ground for rats and other rodents.
Tehachapi, which is at an elevation of about 3,000 feet [4,000 ft.] above sea level, is an area considered endemic with rodents carrying the disease. Plague bacteria seem to be related to rodent populations
at elevations greater than 2,500 feet.
Health officials have already checked domesticated animals around the recycling center and Breen’s
apartment but have not discovered any infected with the bacteria. [H: No and they won’t find anything.
This is a very SPECIAL case. This hapless man was caught in a war between growers, endangered species battlers and farmers, people (citizens) and governmental tampering.]
However, one health department official, who asked not to be identified, INDICATED THAT UP
TO 20 PERCENT OF GROUND SQUIRRELS NATIVE TO THE AREA ARE CARRYING
THE BACTERIA. [H: But they are on the endangered species list which carries a $100,000 to
$400,000 fine for interfering with one of the little friends.]
CAT INFECTED
In addition, tests conducted on a domesticated cat that died in Keene, located about 10 miles northwest of Tehachapi, came up positive for Yersinia pestis. [H: You readers need to know that Mr.
Breen spent his time in Keene and, ALSO, that is the headquarters of the FARM UNION RUN
BY CAESAR CHAVEZ BEFORE HE WAS DEADED (SUICIDED) BUT IS STILL THE HEADQUARTERS FOR THE UNION!]
The Kern County Health Department is warning all vacationers and residents in these areas around
Keene and Tehachapi, areas endemic to the bacteria, to take measures to minimize their exposure to
potentially infected animals.
The more widely known Bubonic plague, or “Black Death”, ravaged Europe during the 14th century,
causing the deaths of millions.
It is customary procedure to prevent the bacteria from spreading by controlling the rodent population
of an area.
It is ironic that Kern County a few years ago was the site of the prosecution by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service of Tsung Ming-Lin, a farmer whose tractor had killed a kangaroo rat, a species protected
under the federal Endangered Species Act.
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While, like other rodents in Kern County, the rats can be carriers of Yersinia pestis, killing the rodents
carries a fine of up to $200,000 and/or time in federal prison, even, apparently, if the killing is accidental,
as in the case of the farmer.
[H: Yes, there was a hearing as recent as yesterday regarding this farmer. At the time of the
incident the TRACTOR was also arrested and was being held as a confiscated vehicle. Even if
the man is released unscathed save for the “fine”, the vehicle has been confiscated—BY LAW!]
[END OF QUOTING]
[Editor’s note: The latest wrinkle in this manufactured plague business is literally in my own backyard, where a cat was just yesterday diagnosed with the plague symptoms. I live at 5,100 feet, even
higher (and colder) than Tehachapi proper (at 4,000 feet). thus the idea of any plague at all at this
still cold time of the year implies a disease out of season with its natural (hot weather) cycle as well
as planted to target a specific area. Of course, I can’t imagine why, certainly not CONTACT’s last
few front page headlines!?!]
OBSERVATIONS
I don’t have more time for this writing, friends, but there are a couple of things of which you MUST BE
AWARE. There is a party besides Janet Reno (Attorney General) who fills a job equally as powerful: the
Secretary of Treasury. Both are paid fully by the International Monetary Fund and both work diligently
and directly to suck the world into and under the control of the United Nations One World Government.
This cabinet post is held by one Robert Rubin. Well, readers, it is worse than you probably thought.
Robert Rubin is an international money-changer. He was a working conspirator with Robert Maxwell
(suicided) who was an agent (Secret [Mishpucka Mossad]) for Israel.
Rubin was an imposing figure and headed Goldman Sachs, the giant Wall Street investment bank, and was
the BIGGEST INDIVIDUAL CASH CONTRIBUTOR TO THE CLINTON CAMPAIGN. Rubin,
Maxwell, et al., had multi-billion dollar fraud operations going—and the fraud continues—only the players
change (positions).
THIS IS WHAT RUNS YOUR NATION, CITIZENS. I SUGGEST YOU BE VERY, VERY
CAREFUL IN WHAT YOU DO, IN WHAT YOU SAY, AND IN ALL THINGS FOR THIS IS A
DANGEROUS TIME FOR CITIZENS—ESPECIALLY PATRIOTS!
I am not a patriot, a psychic, a radical, nor do I advocate the overthrow of anything. I am not “religious”—
I am FROM GOD. I am a messenger. You will do whatever you will do but it does seem wise, to me,
to get aligned with God Creator and stop the nonsense of the UNholy charters. If you expect a RAPTURE for your ignorance reward—you are going to be awfully disappointed for there is going to be no
such thing. You may well get ascended—but not like you expect. “Physical” bodies do not normally
ascend and to expect to ascend to CLOUDS doubles your jeopardy. The evangelists who tell you otherwise are simply hand-in-hand colleagues of the ONE WORLD ORDER of Zionism—PEOPLE OF THE
LIE!
You who rebuke me and turn away because I say things which make you “mad”—fine. I chose the
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[CONTACT’s] title logo of “Ye shall know the Truth and the Truth shall make you mad!” Anger is not
something to which I am a stranger. While you attend your little personal slings and arrows—a species
marches ever closer to doom. So be it. There isn’t anyone going to DRAG YOUR CARCASS ABOARD
ANYTHING OF GOD.
To you who think I am somehow your PERSONAL Guru because you somehow pronounce it so and then
set about giving me my lessons according to “you”, thank you but no thank you. I don’t like your solutions
nor do I see that you have accomplished much by your wise knowledge. The WISE man, woman or
child—attends his lessons in prayerful HOPE of finding proper solutions to that which confronts your very
SOUL DESTINY. You do that which you will and it would be appreciated if you wouldn’t dump garbage
on my secretary, either—or on my team. If you don’t LIKE me—keep thy distance FROM ME. Using
or joining some cult or group which BEARS MY NAME does not impress me, either, so please leave me
out of your silliness. When I speak to you it is that certainly YOU KNOW IT and don’t have to ask
Dharma. She KNOWS who speaks to HER—no other! If this is categorized as a “religion”—I APOLOGIZE! SPIRITUAL TRUTH AND RELIGION ARE AT OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE POLES OF
MEANING. NEITHER DO I OFFER YOU SALVATION (NEITHER DID CHRIST). I OFFER
YOU TRUTH—NO MORE AND NO LESS. IN THAT TRUTH, HOWEVER, MAY VERY WELL
LAY SALVATION. PONDER IT.
I salute you who would gain wisdom, for in the days flowing past so quickly in your perception—YOU
NEED IT. I SHALL FOREVER WALK WITH YOU: I MAY WELL PROD AND PUSH A BIT. I
WILL NOT, HOWEVER, DRAG YOU ANYWHERE. SO BE IT AND SELAH!
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CHAPTER 12
REC #1 HATONN
WED., MAY 3, 1995 7:12 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 260
WED., MAY 3, 1995
RE-DIRECT
May 3, 1995
To the Browning Sisters:
To you who would send flowers on July 11 to the Browning Sisters—PLEASE SEND A CARD INSTEAD. They are greatly appreciative but have little room in their small apartments for such as a garden.
So, I have another suggestion—being that I am hardly ever without suggestions: get some flowers FOR
YOURSELF AND THOSE AROUND YOU AND PUT A CARD IN THEM AND PLACE THEM
WHERE YOU CAN APPRECIATE THEM—”FROM CAROLYN AND FLORENCE”. There is more
than one way to REMEMBER someone! I always feel, for instance, that on a birthday—one might better
SEND SOMETHING to the parents of self than expect gifts FOR SELF. Oh well. It is to be remembered which bears the wonder and the beauty and, often times, especially the Brownings and all of you—
think never of yourselves and perhaps a few blossoms will brighten your own day and would be something
you wouldn’t otherwise DO FOR SELF!
Next I want to apologize to the same ladies for running their mailing address in the paper. I felt it necessary,
dear ones, for the last envelope that came had been opened. Everything seemed secure inside but was
obviously damaged enroute.
I care about you precious angels and when I allow something like that to seemingly “slip through”, it is often
that I am instructing my adversary brothers TO LEAVE YOU ALONE! You are in MY CARE and they
WILL LEAVE YOU ALONE. IN FACT YOU MIGHT WELL BE SURPRISED AT HOW WELL
THEY WILL ACTUALLY WATCH OVER YOU TO SEE TO IT THAT THEY DO NOT ALLOW
ANYTHING TO HAPPEN WHICH I MIGHT EVEN “SUSPECT” THEM FOR DOING. DO
NOT LIVE IN FEAR, PRECIOUS ONES, FOR WHEN YOU TAKE REASONABLE CARE OF
SELVES AND THEN TURN IT OVER TO GOD—HE WILL SEE TO YOUR NEEDS. Believe me, the
ones who would simply rob your place DO NOT READ THIS PAPER. Further, if you are EVER
approached by muggers or robbers—GIVE THEM WHATEVER THEY DEMAND FOR THERE IS
NOTHING ON YOUR PLACE THAT IS WORTH THE DAMAGE TO ONE HAIR OF YOUR
HEADS—NOTHING! This is the time of chaos and terror upon your world but there are instances
where the BEST PROTECTION is in “publicity”. In this, dear ones, trust me for I CAN see the pathway
and KNOW MY ENEMY. You two ladies do too much for too many who already know your address.
I want people CHECKING on your welfare DAILY. I can cause that to happen but I can tell you now that
Dharma will NOT allow long breaks in between receiving mail from you to pass as she has in the past while
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mail went, we suppose, directly to somewhere else. I am responsible for this invasion to your privacy. It
was done at my request, by my writing, and it was my notice that you are sheltered and THERE
WILL BE NO ERRORS ACCEPTED! Bless you, dear ones. You lighten our load and you
brighten our lives. We are grateful, in every way, for your presence and passage this way. And
I SHALL LOOK AFTER YOU!
I know that you both are ready to “come home” and weary of the journey—but your presence, patience
and simple act of living as example—gives the rest a REASON to continue their work, for when there are
no goodly people left—there is no reason for God’s people to continue the way. Blessings are with you.
I mean this, readers, if any who would send flowers—please, in honor, get them for self and send Carolyn
and Florence a card of appreciation. There are many ways to celebrate and the “traditional” is not always
the best. For instance, this won’t work for someone who expects a birthday gift—but then “nobody is
perfect”!
EXAMPLE OF MY STATEMENT
We are going to run in series the most recent writings (RESEARCH) of “DEG”. It is, of course, as were
prior writings, on very dangerous material for ALL OF US but if NONE DARE how can our people
become informed? I would offer a few paragraphs from the letter accompanying the work and a lot of you
will feel far “more at ease”, perhaps.
[QUOTING:]
Dear Rick,
Enclosed are several very important articles which I believe deserve your full attention and that of your fine
newspaper. I certainly hope you enjoyed my earlier exposé on SATANISM, the one I forwarded to you
early last year. Sorry, but since I’ve been moving around so much, out of the country, I haven’t had a
chance to see or read another issue of CONTACT for almost nine months now. But I happened to hear
from a friend that you had printed it. And I thank you for doing that. Of the 50-plus such articles I wrote
over a four-year period way back when, THAT particular exposé nearly cost me my life. [H: But OUR
PRINTING it saved HIS LIFE! DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE GOD’S WONDERS AND PROTECTION.]
First I started receiving dozens of death threats by mail from these Satanists ...until I learned to protect
myself... invoking the powerful WHITE LIGHT SHIELD OF CHRIST. I won’t bore you with details at
this time.
[END OF QUOTING]
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CHAPTER 13
REC #1 HATONN
THU., MAY 4, 1995 7:31 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 261
THU., MAY 4, 1995
MICHIGAN MILITIA
The two men who head the Michigan Militia have stepped aside over the Japanese involvement tale. I
warned everyone to be very careful with that distraction. Yes, there is involvement but NOT AS PRESENTED. Worse, the original information came from “a very high insider source WOMAN from
CALIFORNIA” that sounded legit to Olson and his second in command. Well, WE KNOW THAT
CALIFORNIA WOMAN (ENOUGH SAID) AND IT IS, PURELY, RUMOR B.S. This has caused a
major rift in the leadership of the Michigan Militia which is unfortunate for they had some good ideas along
with the gun toting. WE ARE GOING TO OFFER THE INFORMATION AS IT COMES THROUGH—
THAT IS OUR JOB. We have to allow people to have the information and then be discerning. It isn’t
happening very quickly, however.
See all CONNECTIONS but don’t hop onto every crackpot bandwagon that comes along. Sort and
judge information flowing from various resources—WE CANNOT DO IT ALL! Worse, the WOMAN
involved has the ear of Sarah McClendon and these things are going to lose us a hearing ear in the press
corps if this is allowed to overflow her with garbage. We are not in the “hot-line” sensationalism business.
There IS definitely a connection with the Japanese interests and they are involved—but not running around
directly detonating bombs under OR OVER your federal buildings. This does a gross disservice to you
readers and citizens. The receivers have to attend these things and offer information every time—the
readers and listeners must take all the pieces offered and put aside the illogical. Do not discard the
pieces—set them aside and don’t go down the primrose path with the fragments. This is all such a can of
worms as to involve SO MANY INTERESTS making hay while the bodies are uncovered as to blow
your sanity.
There is no privacy ANYWHERE so every pork interest is served in some way with such a deliberate
action as bombing buildings. You don’t even have insurance, nation, on those federal buildings so to “just
rebuild” them comes RIGHT OUT OF YOUR POCKETS! Look at EVERYTHING that comes through
and LET THE PICTURE FORM! THE OBVIOUS IS RARELY THE REALITY. Just as I offer that
brushing your teeth once a day with fluoride toothpaste DOES NOT MEAN EAT THE TUBE OF
TOOTHPASTE!
You will all get massive amounts of information and THEORIES on every last thing that happens. Innocent
people get hurt badly over bad information. Fine, take the input and sort it, hold it and let the evidence
present itself. But while you attend a building in Oklahoma, the bad boys are at their work everywhere
around your globe—it is serious time!
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These are all distractions so you can’t know your real enemy; you have to keep up with our information
feed—you have to know the enemies and THEN when you find THEM involved you know you are getting
to the solutions. Please stay alert.
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CHAPTER 14
REC #1 HATONN
THU., MAY 11, 1995 7:10 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 268
THU., MAY 11, 1995
SILVER AND GOLD
“Diamonds are a girl’s best friend”? Well then, gold is man’s best friend. It is also his worst enemy—
so choose your product wisely.
I’m not interested in your “pretties” but diamond chips are the best you can have around for data storage
and memory keeping. The problem is that cartels own them all and you are given what THEY want you to
have. Unfortunately for you-the-people, THEY have them for use in their mighty mischief machines and
you don’t have them for your best advantage. We won’t linger on that for now—you will be able to use
more simple forms of carbon for our body needs for the moment, and for a lot less cost.
SERIOUS TROUBLE AFOOT
Gold, however, is going to prove to be a must if you wish to survive the CRYSTALLINE viral assaults. In
some of the man-altered viruses the zinc molecule which attaches the cap (head) to the viral body has been
tampered and upgraded to, in some instances, titanium. Why? So the antibiotics of choice can’t knock it
out easily. When you remove the attaching programmed “head” or “cap” of the virus, the entire robot then
disseminates. If there are “drias” or “drianas” present, the particles will be absorbed as fuel for the cells
and then absorbed or washed away.
So, you have to have something able to carry enough “harmless to the other body cells” frequency to break
or bind with—the attaching molecule. This is all tampering with DNA, RNA and genetic structures of cells
or CRYSTALLINE life forms. EBOLA is one of them and it has been UPGRADED with a new “neck”.
One reason the “silver” colloid has been allowed to continue on the market is because the enemy knows he
has some attackers on which silver won’t be quite so effective. The immune system using silver backup
will defend the body pretty well but with a massive assault by the virus, it can’t handle the load because of
the rapidity of reproduction built into the programming of some of these viruses. By the way the one now
upon you is MANMADE and was INCUBATED IN “GREEN MONKEYS”—SO DON’T THINK
YOU ARE DEALING WITH GREEN MONKEYS SIMPLY HANGING AROUND THE JUNGLE—
EXCEPT OF COURSE, FOR THE INFECTED ONES INTENTIONALLY INTRODUCED INTO
THE DESIRED OUTBREAK AREAS SO YOU CAN BE TOLD IT’S IN THE MONKEY GENES.
You will then go forth and kill off your animal friends in addition to killing off great masses of people.
THE MANMADE DEADLIES
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These diseases such as Lassa Fever and Ebola, and Marburg Fever, were created to assure winning in
WAR. You have been told over and over again to expect biological warfare and, by the way, Russia
STILL has the highest and most effective weapons of same.
[Editor’s note: Mr. Clinton is in Moscow, summoned, we expect, by Mr. Yeltsin. Mr. Clinton was
apparently declining to provide some assistance requested by Mr. Yeltsin who was quoted as remarking something like: “Not to worry, we always have our ‘spheres of influence’ to fall back
upon.” Cosmospheres, perhaps?]
WHY THE ATTENTION-GETTER MOVIES
AND NEWS REPORTS?
REMOVAL OF YOUR “BILL OF RIGHTS”
To PROTECT you-the-public, not just from terrorists with bombs but especially terrorists with disease
organisms—the Government NOW HAS ALL IT NEEDS to have a REAL INTRA-National Emergency
on a domestic basis. You must understand that during INTERNATIONAL EMERGENCY OR WAR the
WHOLE of your Constitution is not automatically “set aside”—the Bill of Rights is supposed to continue
to cover you as citizens. BUT, in a Domestic National Emergency of such widespread potential as disease, terrorist activities, or other widespread problems—EVERYTHING STOPS! The Bill of Rights is
suspended for the duration of the “National Emergency”.
I can tell you NOW that the disease in Zaire is intentional because the testing needed to be done with a
somewhat less virulent strain of virus to see what would happen to the immune-system-compromised
populations. That basically includes everyone on the globe because of such atrocious nutrition deprivations; however, the intended show-and-tell will be decided among the HIV carriers. This is a method of
finally wiping out great numbers of people. Why Africa? Because that is the place where the most of the
population are less worldly, less modern. You have tribal or primitive modes of living in those African
communities where disease is going to run rampant. THERE ALWAYS HAS TO BE A “TEST” GROUND
AND A “COUNTER-CONTROL” GROUP. AIDS WAS INTRODUCED INTO AFRICA UNDER
THE GUISE OF SMALLPOX IMMUNIZATIONS and there you have it: Africa, for introduction, is the
place of Choice. It is also being introduced at the SAME time as the Russian/USA summit meeting—TO
MAKE A POINT! THE POINT HAS BEEN RECEIVED AND THE U.S.A. EFFECTIVELY NEUTRALIZED!
I will speak of “protection” or countering possibilities in a minute but now I am going to scare the pants off
you and I hope you listen up. I, further, ask you, whether you believe me or not—to go forth and get A
HIGHER FORM OF KILLING or get the journal which covers the subject of biological warfare. (A
Higher Form of Killing: The Secret Story of Chemical and Biological Warfare, Robert Harris and
Jeremy Paxman, 1982. Hill and Wang, New York [A division of Farrar, Straus and Giroux]).
I want to present a short excerpt from that book from page 218-219. I want you to keep in mind that there
is actually NO DIFFERENCE IN the Soviet Union Bolsheviks and that which RUNS THE U.S.A. I also
wish you to realize that this book was presented over a decade ago—so guess how far the bastards have
moved since then—and, it was bad enough THEN.
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[QUOTING:]
As the deadline for the destruction of biological weapons approached, attention turned to the Soviet
Union. Would a similar display take place there? The Russians merely issued a statement announcing that
the Soviet Union “does not possess” any bacteriological weapons. Ignoring the question of whether they
had ever developed any biological device in the thirty years before the treaty was signed in April 1972 did
not help to build confidence between the Superpowers.
In addition, the agreement to ban biological weapons contained one serious flaw. There was no
provision for one side to inspect the other’s facilities to determine whether or not the treaty was being
adhered to. The growing distrust led to a campaign in the Western press the likes of which had not been
seen since the scare stories of Russian “disease factories” in the early fifties. Within months of the Biological Weapons Convention coming into effect, suggestions were appearing that the Russians were already
breaking its terms.
[H: Remember what we told you at least five years ago: THERE ARE MORE RUSSIANS IN
YOUR CIA THAN AMERICANS—AND—IN THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
AND WITHIN YOUR CENTERS FOR DISEASE “CONTROL” THERE ARE AS MANY
RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS AS THERE ARE AMERICAN—MAYBE MORE. Now, do you still
wonder WHY there is also a massive movement of Russian equipment and war apparatus, along
with soldiers, now infiltrated into your country? YOU ARE UNDER SIEGE, WORLD, AND IT
HAS ALMOST NOTHING TO DO WITH “RUSSIA”. RUSSIA JUST HAPPENS TO BE
CONTROLLED BY THE SAME “GODHEAD” AS IS NOW CONTROLLING THE U.S.A. IT
IS ANTI-CHRIST AND IT INTENDS TO HAVE IT ALL, INCLUDING A MASSIVE DEPOPULATION OF THE GLOBE. I THINK PERHAPS WE ARE GETTING TO THE TIME WHERE
OUR JOURNALS WON’T BE SO ASSAULTED AND DENIED. WHAT DO “I” INTEND TO
DO ABOUT THIS? NOTHING!! THIS IS YOUR MESS—YOU CLEAN IT UP! Neither am
I going to GIVE you some magic potion to sooth your aching head OR “protect” you. We will
offer that which we CAN in your regulated society of idiots, to shelter those of our people—who
obviously are readers, etc., of our presentations.
Fortunately or unfortunately, as the case may well be—we can’t supply a world and the assaulters
such as the courts, etc., and the scum-suckers keep our few so busy and stripped of funds as to
limit even further the capabilities of production of anything in mass supply. Isn’t it AMAZING
how the world shuts down itself? Thank George Green for stealing the funding; thank the LIARS who promised to help and then only TOOK; THANK THE JUDICIAL PROCESSES THAT
HAVE KEPT MY PEOPLE STRIPPED OF EVERYTHING, and then, as you watch your loved
ones dying one of these days—perhaps you will THINK about the nasty letters you wrote to us,
the offensive messages when all we wanted was to offer love and protection. THINK about the
number of times you discounted us through NAME-CALLING and “cult” tossing. WE ARE
NOTHING, CAN BE NOTHING AND SHALL NOT NOW PICK UP ALL THE PIECES YOU
FLUNG AT US.
Oh indeed, we are even WORSE than it seems for we have given NO ONE ON YOUR PLACE
THE “HOW-TO” OF ANYTHING OFFERED HERE. WE HAVE THE DRIAS AND NOBODY
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ELSE HAS THEM—NOBODY! Dharma hasn’t the remotest idea of what is what or how it
works because WE PROVIDED THE DRIAS (DRIANAS AND DRIOS) (LIVING LIFE CELLS
IN PERFECT STRUCTURE FOR PROGRAMMING ANY WAY WE WANT)—AND THEY
END UP SIMPLY APPEARING TO BE WATER IN ITS PUREST FORM—AFTER CONVERTING ALL THE MYRIADS OF ADDITIONS.
Does this mean that all who partake will be passed over for pain, agony and bugs? No—but it
sure as heck will beat smearing blood on your doorsill. We can’t even get enough funding to
increase capability of dria production. We here have done everything we can without more help,
financially or physically. The prophecies down through the eons have warned you of these days
and they are upon you. Mine is not to either “tell you so” or preach on anything, spiritual or
otherwise. How did the prophets KNOW? Because it was ALWAYS written in the Adversary’s
GAME PLAN—ALWAYS RIGHT THERE IN FRONT OF YOU WHILE YOU SLEPT AND
DID ALL MANNER OF ATROCIOUS THINGS AGAINST GOD. So be it—now that PIPER
is expecting to reap his rewards and no, I won’t interfere. It is not appropriate for I am not SENT
to SAVE anything except God’s people, and that ONLY IF THEY WISH TO BE MADE SAFE
WITHIN THE REGULATIONS, THIS TIME, OF GOD!]
“There is evidence,” said an article in a Boston newspaper, “that within recent months the Soviet Union
has been constructing or expanding facilities which appear to be biological arms-production plants, having
very high incinerator stacks and large cold storage bunkers that could be used for stockpiling the weapons.” Three months later came another claim, this time from the syndicated columnist Jack Anderson.
Anderson told his readers that the chief Soviet medical attaché in Washington had been caught trying to
“weasel suspicious information” from American scientists over dinner at a genetic engineering conference
in California. “His efforts to elicit information that could help the Soviets advance their germ warfare
research were obvious,” said Anderson.
The claims continued. In January 1978, a correspondent with Reuters news agency reported from
NATO headquarters that “scientific experts” had informed him that the Russians were developing three
horrific new diseases for warfare: LASSA FEVER, WHICH, ACCORDING TO THE SOURCES,
KILLS 35 OF EVERY 100 PEOPLE IT STRIKES, EBOLA FEVER, WHICH KILLS 70 OUT
OF EVERY 100, AND THE DEADLY MARBURG FEVER (GREEN MONKEY DISEASE).
Not surprisingly, the effect of these allegations was to throw serious doubt on the value of attempting to
negotiate a second treaty with the Soviet Union to ban gas warfare. Indeed, in the summer of 1978 a story
appeared suggesting that Nixon’s original decision to stop developing new chemical and biological weapons had been the result of work by Soviet spies. “According to US intelligence officials,” said the New
York Times, “the Soviet Union attempted to influence then-President Richard Nixon in 1969 to halt chemical and biological weapons development by transmitting information through double agents working for the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.” The paper maintained that the director of the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, had
conveyed the information to Nixon personally. While none of Nixon’s White House staff was able to recall
having been given any information about chemical or biological weapons by FBI agents, the New York
Times report was sufficient nonetheless to add to the growing disquiet over what the Russians might be up
to....
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[END OF QUOTING]
I’m not going to offer the repeat of the information—how much is run in the paper is up to the staff of the
paper. I am, further, not going to put my people through the assaults and complaints which continue to beat
them down every day. We have to work with about three people to do the damnable work of twenty and
THEY mostly volunteer their time and efforts just to keep pushing information and products to you. If the
paper is a day late in arriving—it is light-up-the-phone time and yet, papers are stopped every day. We
have some checks for the paper running around or stopped since April 9th, from reaching us—which
means there isn’t funding for the next (THIS) edition of CONTACT. Don’t ask me, dear ones, what “I” am
going to do. I ask you: WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT? CONTACT IS THE MOST
READ PAPER ON THE GLOBE—AND YET WE NEVER HAVE INCREASE IN SUBSCRIPTIONS—
SO BE IT! When there is no more funding—it dies. There are a mere handful of people who have kept it
in press. What WILL YOU DO when it is no more?
We have seen to it that it stays in press until you could be made aware of possible HELP for your plight—
beyond that we have no further responsibility! If Ronn Jackson be honest and forthright, we will get help.
If not, so be it.
You say, WE OWE YOU...? What exactly DOES GOD OWE YOU? You denounce and deny and
badger and discount and I tell you here and now: God not only does NOT “owe” you—we don’t even
want our enemies aboard! Our mission was and is to present truth to you and hopefully WAKE YOU UP.
It is not to drag you kicking and screaming from your caves into GLORY. You MAKE GLORY FIRST
and then we shall consider the next step. For you who denounce our paper: why are you reading it? Our
paper and work are meant for those WHO WANT IT—not to line your bird brains along with your cages.
Somebody just yesterday accused us AGAIN of being “anti-Semitic” and couldn’t we stop causing dissension? What are you talking about? The party in point IS NOT A READER, OBVIOUSLY. We cause
no dissension and are NOT anti-Semitic (we are “Semitic”). You have mis-, dis-information until it oozes
out of the cells which are called “brain”. You have AUTHORITIES who will denounce us to get your
money into their pockets. So be it. All we can do is “offer”. If you don’t like our information—don’t read
it! We have no “group”, no membership, no school, no NOTHIN’!
For you who denounced us in favor of a “Rapture”—get ready—because you are going to get something
which I doubt could be called rapture. For you who think we are here for your snatching up regardless of
what you do—sorry. We are not the “pick-up” battalion—WE ARE GOD’S HOSTS come to claim HIS
PROPERTY and since He needs no “things”—GUESS WHAT?!? I remember back some six years to an
interview I had with a very insipid radio talk host in Florida. After his insults and ridicule we got off in a nice
manner but his public complained. We agreed to a second go at it—and it was worse: in addition to
promising to be serious, he was now WORSE. Fine, for one of the things he said was, “If you present me
with something that cures cancer right now, or zap me so I have evidence, I ‘may’ believe you...” Believe
me? Him?? Who cares? I do have a cure for cancer—but interestingly enough, I doubt he would use it;
so go the way of all know-it-alls, good sir. As a matter of fact, you had better hurry to bring Jim Guy
Tucker to JUSTICE—because he also declined an offer of good health. Ah, Snell laughs now and he who
has the last laugh has usually won the round.
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Clinton thinks he got rid of Snell? PERISH THE THOUGHT! Mr. Snell is where he can really do in the
nit-wits and is diligently doing so.
You don’t have to accept me or mine. But you WILL accept in a physical manner that which is coming
upon you from God’s enemy. There are no atheists in a “foxhole”, friends, but if you don’t know what
GOD IS, how can you expect to find HIM?? Much the less, how do you expect US to find YOU? If the
last we have heard from you is a bashing and denouncement—YOU ARE IN TROUBLE—and I don’t
care what AGE you are. We deal in SOULS, and if that happens to be attached to a physical body—fine,
we’ll take that too.
Do “I” deal in FEAR? Funny thing about that—I DON’T “DEAL” AT ALL! Nasty old space cadet? You
name it—you got it! I am a GOOD PROFESSOR and I offer truth and knowledge; it is up to YOU to
pass the course or flunk it. Boy, there sure are a lot of flunkers on your place. They flunk everything they
touch—and that is simply THE WAY IT IS. You people allow every GOOD thing you have to be stolen
from you, from your freedom to your very lives and souls. GOD ONLY GIVES LIFE—YOU ARE THE
CHOOSERS OF DEATH.
You have been warned through every “seer” and “psychic” who has any value at all—that THIS IS
PROBABLY THE YEAR OF GREAT CATACLYSMS AS THE NEW WORLD ORDER OF SATAN
TAKES OVER. Why do you think I would come to sweep that aside IN SPITE OF YOU SO YOU
COULD GO RIGHT ON THINKING YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND THERE WILL ONLY BE
GOODLY CONSEQUENCES? You have danced to the piper’s mesmerizing tune until you have no
sense of reality. You danced to the new tones of programmers and forgot the drum-beat of God and the
Ancients WHO ALWAYS KNEW! Now the new piper is collecting his fees—foreclosing on his investments and evicting his tenants who have “taken” instead of “giving”. Ah indeed, he will take the good and
the bad, the just and the unjust for his is to reward the unjust—but not if there is a higher servant to take a
job—for there is no loyalty, no promises kept—only deceit and disappointment.
Do we have disappointments? Ah yes, as one after another makes promises and then runs away and
bashes us further while taking our support and love and smashing it in lies and public ridicule. What is a
disappointment? What is damaged by the lies? THE ONE DISAPPOINTING THROUGH LIES—
THAT’S WHO!
You can well have doubts about me but you had best have no doubts about the truth I bring and your
relationship to GOD—BOTH stand on THEIR own and you don’t have to concern about me. Make
“me” your focus and you have missed the entire point, readers. Ponder upon Dharma, and you whistle in
the WIND. She types. GOD PROMISED YOU TRUTH BEFORE THE GREAT CYCLE WOULD
END. IF YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT “BIG CYCLES” YOU HAD BEST GET DOWN TO LITTLE
CROW’S GATHERING. IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO DO SO ANYWAY.
In fact, E.J., make sure Little Crow will be there at his next gathering. We shall take the mountain to Little
Crow if he cannot break away to come to the mountain. Then make your own gathering THERE. You
need no recognition—just let him know he will need some extra room around his medicine bundle. And,
since they do things differently than we—TAKE SOMETHING FOR LUNCH—TO SHARE! For you
who would go, bring something to the table and learn respect—allow the elders first and appreciate the
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children. Honor the tradition NOT AS A REDMAN BUT AS A HUMAN BEING. That is all that is
asked—respect and honor. Bow your head to the flute and smoke and the intent of these genuine PEOPLE.
Do not smugly think you are ANYTHING for you are but some of the bothersome “relations”. Why don’t
you TRY GETTING HUMBLE? Then be prepared to GIVE enough in appreciation to help pay the
damned insurance demanded for a meeting place. WE ARE TIRED OF BEGGING FOR GOD! Moreover, don’t expect a pious Indian to shower pious messages upon your all expecting heads—he will tell
you how it IS and he may very well OFFEND you, so be sure you know what to expect before you
bumble into HIS COUNCIL PLACE. I honor this man above almost all men—and he need not “put up”
with us who would come expecting some “ancient magic”. There is not any magic! THERE IS TRUTH
and THERE IS LIE. Confuse the two and you confuse your entire journey.
Please may your “calling circles” be informed. I expect total respect and reverence—and a focus as if you
visitors would not even be there. You’re welcome, Dharma. Dharma needs to TOUCH her brother for
great and horrendous things are coming down quickly now—and the soul weeps, for the being cries out
that “I have not done enough.” No, what IS—IS. What will be, will be—no more, no less.
The soul cries out that “I could not make them see!” Right! So be it.
I would like to close this now—it has not been so pleasant a writing, I suppose, but I don’t know how else
to offer such information. We will continue to make product as quickly as we can—but we act only within
the regulations and that is simply all that we can do—save shut down entirely.
You will have the strength you need AND WE WILL CONFRONT THE NECESSITIES AS THEY
ARRIVE.
Let us close this so that we can begin to organize, in our own minds, our steps.
Thank you.
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CHAPTER 15
THE END OF THE LINE WITH
Jeff Rense
When: Sunday evenings, prime time: 8-10 pm P.S.T.
Where: KTMS 1250 AM Santa Barbara, CA #1 Talk Radio station in the market.
Area: Northwest of LA Metropolitan area covering Santa Barbara, Ventura, and San Luis Obispo Counties. Population base: 2.3 million.
Format: Talk show dealing with some of the most important issues of our times, including: political intrigues and controversies, the UFO and alien questions, and health and alternative medical therapies.
Listener call-ins.
Host: Jeff Rense spent 12 years as a television News Anchor, Producer, and News Director and 3 years
prior to that as a radio journalist.
Address: for Jeff Rense: 160 N. Fairview Ave #112, Goleta, CA 93117.
Contact numbers: for Jeff Rense: 805 685-4816,
Fax 805 683-8577.
Studio numbers: for KTMS: 805 962-4969,
805 962-8731.
Procedure: Host will phone guest between 7:55-8:00pm. Guest phone number for the interview to be
transmitted to host as soon as arrangements for the appearance have been completed, or as soon as can
be arranged. Show begins at 8:05 pm after ABC Network News.
Please confirm receiving this fax/letter and the approval of the information in it by phoning 805 685-4816
and leaving a message. Or fax: 805 683-8577
HOW TOUGH IS THE AIDS VIRUS
OUTSIDE THE BODY?
by Jeffrey Rense
From: AIDS Secrets, Lies and Myths Exposed!
Most everyone has heard the standard line that the AIDS virus is quite fragile outside the human body and
dies “within moments” on contact with the air, etc. Nothing could be further from the truth.
The AIDS virus does extremely well outside the human body. Published research as far back as 1985
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(Lancet, 9-28-85, pg. 721) by the Pasteur Institute in Paris (which discovered the AIDS virus) demonstrated that it can live for at least 7 days at room temperature in a dry state waiting for a new host. And it
can live in a non-hostile liquid environment for at least 14 days such as inside dental equipment, in a toilet
bowl, in food preparation equipment, etc.
The AIDS virus can withstand heat up to 168 degrees and is not bothered by freezing in the least. In fact
freezing HIV is a common method of storing it for research purposes. The virus was still found to be alive
and biologically active in sea water, tap water, and sewage after 11 days as detailed in a comprehensive
study done at the Thames Water Authority Laboratories in London (Water Science Technology, Vol. 21,
pg. 55, 1989).
How do you kill HIV? Household detergents have been touted by the government as being effective on
the virus. This is simply not true. Most household cleaners (soaps, cleansers, “anti-bacterial” hand soaps,
etc.) are essentially useless and will not inactivate (kill) HIV.
It is important to keep in mind that the EPA allows all disinfectants to be tested in what are called “nonclinical” conditions which means that HIV is usually tested in liquid suspension and NOT when it is in
body fluids. HIV in liquid suspension is more easily killed than when it is in body fluids because the
proteins in body fluids surround and “protect” the HIV and make it even more resistant to destruction by
disinfectants. And the only way people come into contact with the AIDS virus is by exposure to another
person’s body fluids: saliva, blood, urine, semen, etc., either wet or in a dried condition.
Alcohol is virtually worthless when it comes to killing the AIDS virus. “We tested 70% alcohol, (and)
acetone against HIV dried on a surface. Results: 70% pure alcohol failed to inactivate (kill) cell-free or
cell-associated HIV within 20 minutes. Acetone, tested against cell associated (HIV), failed to inactivate
HIV within 40 minutes.” (Hanson et al., British Medical Journal, Vol. 298, 4-1-89, pg. 862-4).
What about bleach? If you pour it on your hands or surfaces to be disinfected in a straight, undiluted form,
bleach will inactivate HIV in 30 seconds. However, if you dilute the bleach by adding even 10% water the
results are vastly different: “Exposure of HIV to a 10% dilution of bleach did not inactivate the virus even
at 5 minutes of exposure.” (Some cells were still active after 18 hours) “10% diluted bleach does not
appear to have any practical, effective value in the inactivation of HIV. It is extremely important to make
this information available to all persons at potential risk of exposure to HIV, including health care and
research workers as well as injecting drug users.” (Journal Acq. Imm. Deficiency Syndrome. 6(2): 218219, 1993). Unfortunately, even these studies were done with the HIV in liquid suspension, so it is
essential that the contaminated surface to be cleaned with straight bleach must first be thoroughly scrubbed
with detergent to remove the majority of the contamination before the undiluted bleach is applied.
Heavy, non-penetrable gloves are mandatory for this procedure.
AIDS Secrets, Lies and Myths Exposed!
370 pgs. $27.95 ppd. BioAlert Press, Ste. 112, 160 N. Fairview, Goleta, CA 93117. [See more
detailed information about this book on next page.]
DR. WILLIAM T. O’CONNOR
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ON THE END OF THE LINE
The following is a small portion of a recent 1995 2-hour interview with Dr. William O’Connor on The End
of the Line radio program with Jeff Rense. Information on how to order a cassette of the complete
interview appears at the end of this transcript.
J.R.: What are we as a species on this planet facing with HIV and the AlDS epidemic?
W.O.: Well, it sounds like alarmist verbiage, or rhetoric, but, in fact, if you understand the microbiology
and the epidemiology of viral diseases, we could potentially be facing annihilation as a species.
Now, that comes as quite a surprise to some people that someone would commit themselves to a statement of that magnitude. But if you consider how we know the virus is spread: it is very easily spread by
sexual body fluids—and in so finite and small a volume of body fluids such as that which is transferred
between a woman to a man during a single sexual event; also, the small amount of saliva or body fluid
transferred from a baby to its mother during breast feeding. In one Russian incident, 14% of mothers who
breast fed their babies got AIDS from their babies because it is that contagious from saliva.
So, here we have a virus that we know without a shadow of a doubt is capable of being spread quite
efficiently through heterosexual sex and any sexual body fluid secretion. Be realistic and objective about
what actual behaviors we require to exist. We, as a species, require the safe passage of body fluids in
order to procreate and continue as a species.
Now, we have a retrovirus. And if you boil it right down to what it really is, it is a “contagious mutation”.
It is a rogue piece of genetic material that can transfer from one person to another and once it gets into a
person, it gets inside that person’s chromosomes. It actually links up with the genetic material of that
person and becomes a part of that person’s genetic code for, as far as we are concerned, eternity.
There isn’t a person in this audience, in this world, or probably in history except for several events that
some people might dispute, that don’t owe their basic existence to the safe passage of uninfected body
fluids. We have to have sex to exist on this planet. So, if you look at sex as a function of humanity instead
of recreation, a procreational necessity, it is as essential as breathing. If you don’t breathe, you die out. If
you don’t have sex, you die out too, it just takes you longer. If you can’t have sex safely, and that when you
do, you roll some dice and take a probability that you might die as a consequence of it, or infect your
genetic make-up, it’s only a matter of time before everyone is infected.
There is no vaccine on the foreseeable horizon. And there is no cure. We’ll have a cure for AIDS when
you can go into the doctor’s office and change the color of your eyes because, in that event you will be
going inside the cells of your eyes and changing the genetic code. That’s what you have to do to cure an
AIDS infection. Anything less is just a treatment and that only prolongs the life of the individual so that he
or she can infect more people.
J.R.: Dr. O’Connor, where are we with the AIDS epidemic in America right now?
W.O.: We’re in the dark—in the dark. We don’t even know how many people in this country are
infected. We don’t know who is infected. I could tell you who is infected with syphilis; I could tell you who
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is, or was infected, with gonorrhea. I could give you those statistics and those figures immediately—and
on a county level. But not with respect to HIV and the HIV infection rate. And that’s a crime.
In America, we’re so “smart”, we’re stupid, and we are allowing ourselves to be manipulated by the
people who really have shown their ability to control the media in this epidemic. I don’t need to tell you
who that is or which population group has done that to this country, but someday people are going to look
back on this epidemic and put 2 and 2 together and say, “Those people were responsible for more deaths
than Stalin, Hitler, and Atilla the Hun all together.”
J.R.: There is a story in the Washington Post today praising former Surgeon General C. Everett Koop as
being one of the great medical and health leaders of this past quarter century at least; as the man who
brought “sensitivity” and “awareness” to the general public about AIDS and HIV infection when he was
working in the Reagan Administration.
W.O.: Hitler is to mass death as C. Everett Koop is to mass death in America. That man is responsible for
more deaths, preventable deaths, in this country than Hitler killed during the Second World War. And
that’s right now.
He sold out this country. He had the power to contain this epidemic! He had the knowledge, he had the
figures, he had everything he needed, and he subverted the Reagan Administration. And that’s why he was
kicked out as Surgeon General.
I’ll make a public statement that C. Everett Koop is criminally negligent and deserves nothing more than a
good trial and prison for what he did to this country. And I hope he does sue me because then I’ll be able
to get the information into court in front of 12 reasonable people and see what the outcome is. It’s my
belief that the outcome will show him to be criminally negligent.
He lied to the Reagan Administration so that he could publish a little news letter that went out to every
home in the United States saying, “Don’t worry. Unless you’re a homosexual or an I.V. drug user, this isn’t
your disease.” As far as I’m concerned, he said, “You cannot be harmed by caring for people with HIV.”
Well, why don’t you tell that to all the health care workers who are now testing positive for TB because
they got TB when HIV-infected people came into the clinics and coughed.
Because people like (Dr.) Lorraine Day and I were “shut up” and stifled and wouldn’t be listened to early
on in the epidemic when it was obvious the faulty immune systems of these people put other people at risk
for every other infectious disease. They ignored that and went on with business as usual. Literally hundreds of thousands of people got infections they didn’t have to get.
J.R.: Exactly why do people who have HIV infections and AIDS, either first, second or third stage AIDS,
why are they posing a bigger and bigger risk to the uninfected portion of the population?
W.O.: Because there are so many of them now, without any ability to kill germs when those germs are in
their bodies. They, in essence, become “culture media” for viruses, pathogenic bacteria, protozoans, and
funguses and so forth which can be communicated to other people through what they have termed “casual
contact”—like coughing on a bus. Just recently, one of the television stations ran a story about how airline
travel is hazardous to your health because they recirculate the air and there are no filters to filter out
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bacteria; and you can get influenza and you can get TB. Four people came down with TB because one
person on the flight had TB and was coughing—and gave four other people TB.
The tragedy is, when a person with HIV who is dying with AIDS in extremis is bumped off a flight
because he’s too sick, the airline gets sued! And then the airline has to crawl on its hands and knees and
beg forgiveness and has to let people like that on their planes. The solution is to find out who’s infected
(with HIV) and if they have TB, they don’t get to go anywhere.
J.R.: We’re not talking about the TB that Doc Holliday had in “Gunfight At the O.K. Corral”; we are not
talking about “MDR TB” which is a new strain which is 80-90% fatal. It’s multi-drug resistant tuberculosis.
W.O.: Right! 89% of the time people get multiple drug resistant TB, they die. The scariest thing is that we
are being pushed right back into the 19th Century. If you continue to use antibiotics in a person who
doesn’t have the immune system “infantry” to kill and clean up the last TB bacteria, the consequence is that
when it comes back, it comes back with a resistance because if it didn’t have that resistance it wouldn’t
have been the last survivor.
Nothing is really ever said to draw the connection between AIDS and the comeback of TB. And that’s
wrong, because years ago we should have contained this virus; we knew that was going to happen. I knew
that was going to happen and I wrote in 1990 that it was happening. And nothing has been done. That is
so tragic because lots of old people are dying right now. They don’t know what’s happening. They think
they get a cold and then it goes to pneumonia and they die, and then their families mourn, etc. What they
don’t know is that everybody is sick.
When you and I were kids did they ever close the school because of disease? No. Do you want to know
why that is happening now? Because there are so many (HIV-infected) people out there who don’t create
neutralizing antibodies to those viruses, and consequently the viruses live within them and mutate around
the immune system.
J.R.: These are people with HIV infections?
W.O.: These are people with HIV.
J.R.: Who don’t know it. And they don’t show it. And you can’t tell (by looking). And furthermore,
nobody’s talking.
W.O.: That’s right. And no one will address that issue in this country and do something about it because,
if they address the issue, the only solution is mandatory testing. And not just line up all the 80-year-olds at
a public health office and test them. Mandatory means if your doctor says you should get an HIV test, or
if you are getting married you should get an HIV test, then you get it. And you can’t refuse. Because then
we would know, at least on a population level, how many people are infected.
J.R.: We’d need to have a mechanism to report these test results to some county, state, or federal agency,
as well.
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W.O.: That’s right. How many people do you think are having a sexual relationship when they get tested
positive and don’t tell their partner? That’s what “contact tracing” is all about. That’s how we were able
to reduce the incidence of syphilis in this country dramatically. If someone had syphilis, the public health
department went out and said, “OK, who are you having sex with? Tell us who so we can tell them. OK.
Get that person tested.” And you contain the disease.
In this epidemic (AIDS), we have totally abandoned all the knowledge and experience and customary
practice of public health in this country. Abandoned it! In one of the most devastating epidemics ever to
be seen on the face of this Earth. It is insane! And I can not adequately express my profound dismay over
how many people are dying simply from the “spill-off diseases”.
J.R.: So, people with HIV infection end up with a compromised immune system. They can no longer fight
off disease. The organisms, viral or bacterial, set up shop in those people and actually, in many cases, will
mutate. They are certainly available to anyone who comes around them and what we are seeing here is a
reduction in the entire immune competency of this population.
W.O.: Of our entire country. In about 1987, I have videos of me speaking out on these issues and I said
that in our lifetimes we are going to see dead people being stacked like cordwood. Remember Rwanda?
What happened in Rwanda is that cholera broke out in a camp, in a number of refugee camps, and people
were dying like a thousand a day. One of the persons who was interviewed (in a broadcast news story)
was a health care worker, and in a very frightened voice this health care worker said, “We are seeing HIV
seropositivity rates of 60% in these people. That’s amazing. We never thought it was that high. We
thought it would be somewhere at the most in the range of 30%. But 60% is just unbelievable!” And then,
very shortly thereafter, all the Westerners left the area. Now, not a single country on the face of the Earth
will send its people into Central Africa. It’s my belief that what those health care workers saw down there
was so frightening that they couldn’t keep the people in there.
When a homosexual gets into the public health department, he brings in someone who is sensitive to
homosexual concerns and who has the politically correct view towards AIDS. And that’s why our public
health system is so damaged.
J.R.: We’ve talked before about the Centers For Disease Control, also known, of course, as the CDC,
and how it has really been influenced by “politically correct” individuals. What’s the status down there
now?
W.O.: You know, I couldn’t pretend to tell you—except that they are still holding up condoms and
throwing out the condoms (to everyone). They have yet to tell people the most important thing you could
possibly tell a sexually active person: “Test your partner BEFORE you have sex with them. If they are
positive, DON’T have sex with them.” But that’s not what they are saying! They are saying, “Use a
condom! Use a condom!”. Well, let me tell you something: condoms have been around for decades and
nobody used them. The reasons being: they are uncomfortable; they take away from the sex act; and they
don’t work!
Oddly enough, guess what? In about a space of seven years, a third of the people (in couples) who had
one partner positive and the other person negative, who used condoms consistently, nonetheless went on
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to infect their partners. And it was about the same for men infecting woman as for women infecting men.
Now, if you are a public health official then that’s what you have decided to give the American public: a
condom to protect them from what appears to be a uniformly fatal disease. And that’s the (only) choice
you have—not quarantine, not contact tracing, not reportability, not anything that is traditional, but handing
out condoms, then you are doing a disservice to the people you have been entrusted with. I cannot think
of a single public health officer who is not guilty of that crime. As I see it, it’s a crime. I feel it is criminal
neglect when you know what’s right but to keep your job and to not have a bunch of homosexuals
picketing your office and to be politically correct, you are staying silent. And that is a tragedy. And it’s
almost uniform. There hasn’t yet been a public health official to stand up and say, “Wait a minute folks,
what we are doing is wrong.” And if there is, the media won’t let him speak anyway. So, he’s isolated and
they cut him off. And that’s it. That’s what happens to people who even try. So, nobody tries. And our
society is on the verge of disaster.
J.R.: A sneeze. A human being sneezes and projects up to 50,000 microdroplets 6-10 feet from the body
at speeds of up to 100 miles an hour. Pretty amazing.
W.O.: What’s amazing is the proof. Numerous events have occurred where an HIV/TB infected individual has gone into a clinic and infected everyone in the clinic. That happens so often that they have
stopped writing about it!
J.R.: Can the AIDS virus, HIV, inhabit a tuberculosis organism?
W.O.: The AIDS virus is about the size of a burr on a dog. If the dog is the size of a TB bacillus, the AIDS
virus is about the size of a burr. And there’s no reason to believe that those (HIV) organisms can’t attach
to the “coat” of the larger organism and then travel with the other organism piggy-back style. And that’s
been seen in trichomonas which is a protozoan infection largely causing vaginitis in women. They have
found that HIV particles stick to the outside of the trichomonas organism and as it swims through the
secretions, it carries with it HIV.
J.R.: Now, I hadn’t heard that. That’s very alarming. Dr. Robert Strecker made that proposal, that HIV
can inhabit the tuberculosis organism and will, in fact, at one point in the future be proven to do just that.
The (AIDS) laws on the books almost defy description, the illogical nature of them, the irrational approach
to this disease which, again, is being treated like it’s a social problem.
W.O.: The consequence of that is going to be so devastating. About 50 years from now, there’s going to
be a lot less black people around, I can tell you that right now. And maybe that’s why, I don’t know. I
suspect that there are some “bigshots” up there that are just looking back and saying, “Let’s just see who’s
getting it. Well, who is it? Oh, the inner city ignorant blacks and the welfare people. In 20 years, they’ll
be gone. What’s wrong with that?”
J.R.: The other side of the issue is that a lot of pharmaceuticals and medical care providers are making a
lot of money during this epidemic.
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W.O.: Let me tell you! The amount of fortunes that have been made on HIV is incredible and unspeakable. In fact, there was this guy from Merck who got up at a doctor’s convention I was attending and he
was telling us about all the possibilities of where we could “attack” the virus and how the vaccines would
do this, and how they are working on this vaccine and that vaccine. I went up to him and I said, “Yes, but
you know that those won’t work. You know that the virus will mutate right around vaccines.” He said,
“Yeah, I know that.” I said, “Well, why didn’t you tell this group of doctors here?” He looked at me very
plainly and said, “Because I have payments on my house to make. If I were to say that, Merck would fire
me. I’m not here to tell the truth. I am here to tell what Merck wants me to tell these doctors and that’s
what I am employed to do.”
A person without insurance, or even with insurance, but let’s say without insurance, who has to go into the
hospital system is paying for the unpaid care of other people who couldn’t pay for their care. Well, the
average cost of an AIDS patient, diagnosis to death, is $109,000. Do you know anyone who has $109,000
in assets? No. Where does that come from? It comes from YOU and me. We are paying through the
nose for this disease and for the stupidity in which it is being managed. And there is a good probability that
we will run out of money because there is no benefit to be gained in that $109,000 because at the end of
it, you bury the product. You don’t get “spin-off” technologies or any real beneficial things. Nothing
comes of that. You might as we just dig a hole in the ground and throw the money in the ground. I call it
the “AIDS hole”. They are just throwing money down the “AIDS hole”.
J.R.: $109,000 per AIDS patient—let’s multiply that by 5 or 10 million cases.
W.O.: Forget it! Just multiply it by the 400,000 AIDS cases there are now. Multiply 400,000 times
100,000 and that’s the health care bill for one single disease that gets everything. There are little brochures that are sent to me quite frequently about the programs where, “If you have a person who is HIV
positive, just call this 1-800 number and he’ll get all his medicines for free.” That’s just great. I don’t get
my medicines for free. The people who I see in my clinic don’t get their medicines for free. But an “HIV
person”? Oh, they’re special! They get everything! And that’s wrong.
J.R.: As a doctor, that obviously bothers you a great deal.
W.O.: Yes, you know why? Because people come up to me and say, “Dr. O’Connor, I don’t have money
for that drug. And I don’t know what to tell them. I don’t tell them, “Look, go out and get HIV and then
they’ll pay for it.” A day doesn’t go by where a patient—I work in a poverty clinic—an indigent clinic—
where a lot of people are just barely able to pay their $25—even if they don’t, they are still seen anyway—
and those people look at me in all sincerity and say, “I can’t pay for that drug, Doctor.” And here it’s an
antibiotic for their bronchitis to keep it from turning into pneumonia. I just don’t know what to do. And
then I look around and say, “Well, this one AIDS patient, he’s taking $109,000.” Well, three AIDS
patients and I could run a clinic! I could put a doctor in every town in the country that has three AIDS
patients and take care of the entire community on $200,000 to run the building and $100,000 for the
doctor. Are we doing that? No, we are just shoveling money down the “AIDS hole.” And that’s sick. I’m
sorry and that’s why I’m a persona non grata in the “AIDS community”.
J.R.: Going hand-in-hand with the lack of AIDS coverage in the media in the last 6 months to a year, I
think we have to consider the small but rather loud group of people that adhere to the theories and tenets
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of Dr. Peter Duesberg, the retrovirologist from Berkeley, and Brian Ellison, the researcher. Together they
have put out a book called Why We Will Never Win the War On AIDS. In that book, among other things,
they say that the evidence is that AIDS [should read “HIV”?] virus is actually harmless; it is not a factor
in developing AIDS.
W.O.: I don’t understand how a supposedly intelligent and credentialed man can be so stupid. His
(Duesberg’s) major point is that Koch’s Postulates have not been satisfied. And that means that you have
to take a clean, pure sample of HIV and a healthy human host and inject (that person) and wait and see if
they get AIDS. Well, we did that. We did that with blood users in this country!
J.R.: Over and over again.
W.O.: 25,000 of them! Good, clean Americans (hemophiliacs) who trusted our blood supply—who
trusted the Red Cross—CCBC and the AABB—the blood organizations who are there to protect the
blood recipients in this country. Well, you know what they did? They killed about 50,000 people! Because they wouldn’t believe AIDS was real either. Because it would have cost them money to believe that.
They would have had to change their policy and start kicking out homosexuals and testing for other bloodborn viruses.
J.R.: Of which there are many.
W.O.: Of which there are many! There are a lot of people who want to believe them (Duesberg and
Ellison). Say, there is a person who is HIV-infected and you’ve got ten people on one side of the room
saying (to him), “You’ve got a lethal virus and you can’t have sex anymore, and you can give it to other
people by passing blood and body fluids.” And then you have another person saying, “That’s all not true!”
Who do you think that HIV positive person is going to believe!? He’s going to go out and buy the book
and then he’s going to go downtown and have sex because now he knows that he’s not going to kill the
other person he’s going to have sex with. Duesberg and those people are feeding denial. And they are
making a good profit at it; they are making money selling those books. You don’t think they do that out of
the goodness of their hearts. No, they are making a lot of money and getting speaking engagements all
over.
As far as I am concerned, they ought to let him infect himself. They ought to go on Nightline or Good
Morning America and have the CDC hand him a pure quantity of HIV and say, “O.K., Dr. Duesberg, put
your money where your mouth is. Inject this into yourself.” And see what he does. See if he has the guts.
He wouldn’t. He wouldn’t do that!
J.R.: We don’t even have to go that far. Couldn’t we simply rig up a test with mosquitoes which have been
allowed to feed on AIDS-contaminated blood and put them in a big beaker and say, “Alright, stick your
hand in there, if AIDS is not transmissible by insects”—which continues to be the party line—that insects
do not transmit this virus.
All the insects in Africa that have been known to bite people have been found by the Pasteur Institute of
France to have at least the DNA of HIV in their bodies, if not the active virus itself. Over here, mosquitoes
can feed on AIDS-infected blood by biting someone who is infected and retain up to 5-8 white blood cells
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in their stomach for up to 8 days and regurgitate that into the next person they bite. They also have a flying
range of up to 40 miles, so the vector potential in spreading this virus is clear and obvious, not to mention
the fact that mosquitoes are already known to spread over 80 different viruses and bacteria, many of them
retroviruses.
W.O.: Jeff, if “they” knew that insects could spread HIV, “they” would certainly protect themselves, too,
wouldn’t “they”? And “they” wouldn’t hide that information, would “they”!? Well, here’s the “they”: You
mentioned the Pasteur Institute, it wasn’t so much the Pasteur Institute, it was Dr. Jean-Claude Chermann
who went to Africa and did the studies and found that HIV was in every insect that had contact with
human blood. The question is: can that (HIV) come out of their genome? Is it first spread through to the
male line and is it found in the nonbloodsucking mosquitoes—the male mosquitoes? Guess what? It was
in the male population of mosquitoes.
The big question is: can active, infective vital particles get out of that (male) mosquito? When Jean-Claude
Chermann was asked by me, in person, when I met him in Marseilles and toured his facility, he said he had
received death threats. And he elected to stop studying it .
The scientific question as to whether insects can carry HIV is (officially) unanswered. And it is unanswered because the leading virologist in the world (on the subject) cared more about his family and
himself. I don’t blame him! If somebody told me, “You keep up that line of research and we will kill you.”
I’d stop, too.
J.R.: Dr. Chermann made the point with his published data, though. And, clearly, there are two means of
insect transmission: mechanical and biological. And you just don’t have a mosquito that transmits the
malaria organism, which is gigantic by comparison, and then tell someone with a straight face that this
insect cannot transmit a retrovirus. It’s absurd.
W.O.: Yes, it’s absurd. In Africa, in 1981, no one was infected, not even the prostitutes. Now, in Central
Africa, you can see up to 60% of given populations infected. I’m saying that in a decade, you can’t rely on
just sex (transmission) to do that. And it isn’t hard to catch! That is what Surgeon General Koop told us,
“Hard to catch! Hard to catch! You have to have sex with someone’s rectum to get it. Or, inject blood
or drink a quart of saliva in order to even get a probability of one viral paticle infecting you.” Well, all of
that was lies! But yet, he was the Surgeon General and he gets $10,000 per speaking engagement. He
didn’t do so badly, did he?
J.R.: The International Red Cross, by the way, receives more than $4 billion in revenues each year from
around the world.
W.O.: And you know what? No one knows where the money goes! I was involved in a case against the
Red Cross as an expert witness and you know what happened? When they tried to find out where the
money goes and how much money the Red Cross makes off its (blood) concessions in this country, which
is about 50% of all the blood marketed in this country, they (the Red Cross) got an injunction keep from
having to tell where the money goes. There is an incredible amount of money going to the American Red
Cross and the International Red Cross.
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When the Red Cross comes to help you out in the flood, it isn’t there just to help you, you sign a paper that
you are going to pay them back the money or whatever they give you. It’s not free! My Dad’s great story
about that is that when he was going overseas in the Second World War, the Salvation Army was over
there handing out donuts and coffee and little sewing kits and stuff like that to every trooper mounting a
troop ship. And the Red Cross was there, too, selling donuts for a nickel! The servicemen thought that
was a little rude.
J.R.: I would say that the blood business may be the dirtiest of all when one figures that blood donations
are gathered in foreign countries, broken down into various products, and then shipped all around the
world and used in many different processes to make blood products for people.
W.O.: Oh, yes. The hemophiliacs in Great Britain all died because of the incompetence and the lies and
the subterfuge of the blood products industry in this country. Those people were just criminal. They had
a bunch of “dried product” that wasn’t heat-treated but it was “shelf”; it had a shelf life of a couple years or
so. Suddenly, they were told about AIDS. If they had acted, they would have said, “Sorry, we are going
to have a shortage of this product for a while. From now on, until we get clean product to give you, we
want you to use cryo-precipitate. Or just be real careful and don’t fall down and don’t bruise yourself so
that you bleed into your knee.” Did they do that? No. They hid it (the AIDS risk) from the public and
used up their inventory of infected product. And they killed off their market! Can you believe that? They
killed off the very people they depended upon. That’s how stupid these people are.
J.R.: In elementary schools: a child in school now, in this state, has no legal right to know if the child next
to him or her is infected with HIV. If a school district allows children with AIDS or HIV-infected children
into the classroom, what can a parent do to protect his or her children?
W.O.: Nothing! There’s nothing you can do. They’ve rigged the game against you. You’ll never find out,
for one. If you do find out and you act against it (the policy), everyone is going to hate you because you are
picking on some poor sick person who “can’t” give you that disease! So, you’ll be soundly trounced. My
solution would be to take your kid out of the school. If he’s sitting next to someone with HIV, the other
infections that kid carries are going to be transmitted to your child if he plays with him or comes into contact
with him. And that means every virus that comes around, whether its a common cold, pneumonia, or
measles, or you name it, they are a source for it.
They should not be in schools as far as I’m concerned, especially at the teenage level for the obvious
reasons that teenagers have sex. And they wouldn’t have sex with any given particular person if they
weren’t forced by law to be there and put in contact with that particular person. I think the state and the
schools have a duty to find who is infected among that population of sexually active teenagers and remove
them from the schools. But they are not going to do that.
I tried. About 1987, I had the Vacaville Community School System, the only school district in the state that
would not allow AIDS patients or AIDS infected people to be in the classroom. Well, political power and
intimidation won out and several years later, they reversed their policy so that all the schools in the state
were conforming. There are so many homosexuals in the state education office that it astounded me. It
was obvious to me that the school system was heavily influenced by that contingent of our society. And the
consequence is that you are not going to see any real exclusion happening in this state.
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J.R.: A couple of years ago, I went to an “AIDS Information Workshop” at a local elementary school
district and a PTA videotape was screened for those gathered there. That videotape showed a child in
elementary school coming home complaining to his mother that his friend in school had AIDS, and could he
get AIDS from his friend? The video tape then went to great lengths to explain how there was no possible
way that could happen. It even suggested that...
W.O.: It encouraged the kid to hug him!
J. R.: And, to share ice cream cones.
W.O.: They even go one step farther and say, “How would you feel if you had AIDS, wouldn’t you want
somebody to hug you!?”
To order a cassette of the entire, explosive 2-hour interview with Dr. William O’Connor on The End of
the Line radio program with Jeff Rense, please send $9.95 plus $3.00 shipping to: EOTL #112, 160 N.
Fairview, Goleta, CA 93117.
DR. ROBERT STRECKER
ON THE END OF THE LINE
The following is a small portion of a recent 2-hour interview with Dr. Robert Strecker on The End of the
Line radio program with Jeff Rense. Information on how to order a cassette of the complete interview
appears at the end of this transcript.
J.R.: Your best estimate, and you’ve been at this 11 years, is that 20-40 million Americans, at this time,
may be infected with HIV, is that correct?
R.S.: Not may be, have to be. It has to be because as you look at the doubling time of the virus—it
doubles approximately every two years. Even if the virus began as a single point infection in 1978 and had
ten years before it became evident, which would put it at 1988, you’d only have between 64 and 128
cases of AIDS in the United States today.
J.R.: That looks to me like if we take 40 million (cases) now and double it next year to 80 and double it to
160 and and double it again—everybody’s infected in this country.
R.S.: Yes! Absolutely. That’s absolutely correct. But what I’m talking about is the proposition that if
AIDS began as a single point infection with the characteristics that we know that it has, today there would
only be between 64 and 128 active cases instead of the 411,000 (acknowledged cases of AIDS).
J.R.: (With the single point infection concept)—it’s not possible to have the actual numbers we exist with
today then?
R.S.: It’s not possible under the terms that they try to put forward.
J.R.: Unless it (HIV) was put into a vaccine program, intentionally or otherwise.
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R.S.: What it really tells us is that AIDS began as a “multi-point” infection. And we would agree with that.
We think that it arose as a contaminant of a vaccine program in the United States, the same as it arose as
a contaminant of a vaccine program in Africa. The doubling time is pretty well fixed: it doubles every 1-2
years. If you look at the longevity (of someone infected with HIV)—in other words, it requires about 7
doubling times for the virus to express itself (become obvious in someone) which means that there must be,
there must be, between 50 and 100 cases infected for every active case that you see.
J.R.: This virus popped up in several different locations around the world simultaneously.
R.S.: Yes, which again, of course, points to it being a vaccine contaminant—the same as Parvo II virus
which popped up around the world simultaneously and killed millions of dogs worldwide. Now we all
know that Parvo II virus is a cat virus that was manipulated in the laboratory and managed to contaminate
a dog vaccine which was then shipped around the world.
J.R.: What are your feelings about this “new” Group A streptococcus bacteria (“flesh-eating” strep) vis-avis the propensity of human beings to play with viruses and bacteria?
R.S.: Yes, I think that this bacteria, which is said to have been around for a long period of time, seems to
be spreading and popping up in a host of different places it didn’t appear to be before.
I would wonder if there hasn’t been some kind of bacteria manipulation that has made it more virulent—
and more likely to cause problems.
J.R.: We have a resurgence of tuberculosis and a new form of tuberculosis that we know as “multi-drug
resistant”, or MDR TB, and is beginning to show up in the high schools.
R.S.: Yes. Of course, if you look at the history of Africa and the AIDS explosion there, what happened in
Africa was that there was a huge explosion of tuberculosis right before the AIDS epidemic got rolling in a
major way. We have always maintained that what happened was the AIDS virus inserted itself into the TB
organism and so they were being transferred simultaneously. We can’t say that what’s happening in this
country yet, and they won’t admit to the fact that can actually occur, although we are quite confident that
someday that phenomenon, which we call “the Strecker Phenomenon” will be identified and verified.
J.R.: How many people in that Continent are infected at this point in time? What percentage?
R.S.: We feel that in Sub-Saharan Africa today, between 50% and 75% of the population is already
infected. And that includes South Africa. So it means that the Continent of Africa is facing a huge population implosion in the next 10 to 15 years. By the year 2005 or 2010, there will be very few people left
in Africa in our opinion.
J.R.: How about the rest of the world then? We have the CDC saying there are at least 17 million infected
worldwide. We could double that and in six years we’ve got a billion people (infected). Do we not?
R.S.: Exactly! Yes, all you have to do is simply double those figures every one to two years and you are
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looking at billions infected within the next ten or twenty years.
J.R.: And Dr. William Haseltine of Harvard stated that almost a year and a half ago.
R.S.: Haseltine stated it before Congress—that HIV is a species-threatening virus.
J.R.: Do you want to repeat that?
R.S.: Yes, Haseltine said before Congress that HIV is a species-threatening virus. In other words, AIDS
has the ability to exterminate mankind.
J.R.: To repeat: 99-1 is a fairly good rule of thumb epidemiologically. For every one clinical case there are
99 subclinical (unidentified) behind it. There are maybe 40 million Americans now infected. How many
people who are infected in this country know it?
R.S.: One out of a hundred! The CDC who have you believe one out of two! There has never been a
retrovirus epidemic where there were only two animals infected for every one that they knew about!
J.R.: Can insects transmit this virus?
R.S.: Oh, absolutely yes! If you look at the relatives of the AIDS virus, known close relatives including:
Bovine Leukemia virus, Visna virus, Equine Infectious Anemia virus, Encephalitis virus—all of them are
vector borne—all of them are transmitted by insects. And AIDS, coming from Bovine Leukemia virus and
Visna virus, would be out of character if it were not transmitted by insects. In addition, mosquitoes are
known to ingest about 5-8 white blood cells during each feeding which are known to survive intact in the
stomach of a mosquito for up to 8 days. And a mosquito has a range, in some cases, of up to 40 miles,
and during the next feeding those white blood cells are regurgitated into the new host.
The burden of proof lies on anybody who says that AIDS is not transferred by mosquitoes. Of course,
they always say, “Well, there’s no evidence of that.” The truth of the matter is they really haven’t looked at
it. It’s a very simple test: we will let 1,000 mosquitoes feed on AIDS-infected blood, then we’ll let them
stick their hand into the cage and be bitten by the mosquitoes and we’ll then see if they contract AIDS. A
very simple test—but nobody has yet agreed to do it.
They would like to make you believe that if you spit on the sidewalk—that by the time it (HIV) hits the
concrete it’s basically dead. Well, that’s not true because the French (Pasteur Institute) published back in
1985 that they put the virus on a windowsill in Paris and let it dry out in a petrie dish. Ten days later they
added saline to it and it was still alive. In a sense “alive”—it would still reproduce. There is some question
as to whether viruses are “alive” or “dead” to begin with. Anyway, the virus was still capable of reproduction after 10 days on a windowsill in Paris, France in a dry state.
J.R.: It has also been recovered biologically viable in seawater, tap water, and sewage active after 11
days. This was a big research project done by an institute in Great Britain.
R. S.: That doesn’t surprise me because actually it should survive longer in a moist state. And it should
survive even much longer inside of a macrophage (blood cell) wherever that macrophage is residing—like
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inside the stomach of a mosquito.
J.R.: The future of an AIDS “vaccine” is still pretty bleak.
R.S.: Yes. Back in 1983-1984, my brother and I were writing that it was virtually impossible, if not totally
impossible, to make an AIDS vaccine. And, of course, we’ve poured billions of dollars down that dark
hole and have really nothing to show for it, except a for few gold-plated faucets in some guys’ houses. The
reasons are two-fold: One: because the way the virus works, production of a vaccine actually makes the
virus work better. So, that, for instance, as with Visna, if you vaccinate sheep against the Visna virus and
you then infect them with Visna they die quicker than if you didn’t vaccinate them. So, we’ve always said
if you have any enemies be sure they take the AIDS “vaccine” first! And the other reason is there are so
many recombinants of the AIDS virus that you have to account for literally billions of the viruses because
it is constantly mutating.
J.R.: You’ve got no stable virus to work with.
R.S.: Exactly right. So, that makes it extremely difficult to make a vaccine against it. And if you notice the
recent vaccine studies, about half of those who took the vaccine ended up HIV-infected not just HIVpositive.
To order a cassette of the entire, stunning 2-hour interview with Dr. Robert Strecker on The End of the
Line radio program with Jeff Rense, please send $9.95 plus $3.00 shipping to: EOTL #112, 160 N.
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L.D.: One thing you’ll notice in the media about how they handle the AIDS epidemic—when it does
appear in the news—is that they make a deliberate attempt to confuse the American public by advocating
both sides of the issue. And they have done this beautifully with AIDS. After a while people just throw up
their hands and they say, “I don’t understand it. I don’t want to hear about it anymore!” And they become
desensitized to the whole AIDS epidemic and that’s what the government and the New World Order
people actually want. And here’s the way they do it.
On the one hand, they’ll say, “Everybody’s at risk for AIDS.” And that’s why doctors have to assume
everyone has AIDS. And the doctors aren’t allowed to know because they might miss someone who has
AIDS. On the other hand, they say, “You’re not going to get AIDS unless you’re in a high risk group.”
And then they’ll say that almost everyone is in a high risk group because it’s in the heterosexual community, and you can get it from blood transfusions, etc., so you are constantly going back and forth—back
and forth.
On one hand, the public health department will tell you, and has told us for years, that condoms will not
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protect you from pregnancy, syphilis, and gonorrhea. But now they tell you that condoms are just great for
protecting you from AIDS. So, this is the way they play both sides of the issue. And most of the time, on
both sides of the issue, they are lying.
J.R.: It’s double talk—right down the line. You have called it “AIDS Doublespeak” and that is a very
accurate characterization. The latest statistics that have made the media, if you can pay attention to
statistics at all anymore, are pretty alarming: 7 out of 8 new cases of HIV infection are now being chalked
up to females; one new case for women every minute. What is your read on those statistics?
L.D.: In 1992, they (the CDC) redefined the definition of AIDS. The definition of AIDS is made ambiguously by a committee—a committee in the public health department with many doctors getting together. It
was redefined in 1992 because there were tremendous protests from women in America because they
were not able to get benefits and they were not able to get disability because they were not included in the
definition of AIDS even though they had AIDS. Because AIDS was really deemed as a “homosexual
disease” and one of the characteristics was Kaposi’s sarcoma which is an opportunistic cancer of AIDS
and it really occurs only—almost completely only—in homosexual men. So, women were barred from
getting medical care and disability because they didn’t fit into the definition. So they demanded the definition be expanded.
Well, the definition was expanded to include more women and others who had AIDS all along but were not
included in the definition. So, now they say we have this huge increase in heterosexual women which
we’ve had all along, except now they are admitting it. What they are doing is playing with the numbers
another way! Since they expanded the definition to include more women, naturally now they are saying the
new cases in homosexual men are a smaller portion of the whole, so they are intimating that homosexuals
have now changed their behavior and the incidence (of homosexual infection) is going down. And that is
another lie! So, you see how they always play it, no matter what the numbers are.
The important thing is that they are only counting people with (third stage) AIDS—that means people who
are in the last year or two of life, who are on their death bed. They don’t track HIV infection in most states,
and, in fact, the only way you can track it is if you do widespread testing. The government has chosen
deliberately not to do widespread testing for HIV infection because they don’t want to know how many
are infected.
J.R.: The Centers For Disease Control issued news releases every year from 1985 to 1992 which said,
“About one million Americans are infected with HIV” which, of course, is absurd—making it the only
epidemic in history with no new cases for seven years.
L.D.: Not only that. When the basketball player (Magic Johnson)—when he turned HIV positive, they
didn’t even add him to the role so there was a million and one! In fact, now they are saying there are maybe
only 500,000 or maybe 300,000—I mean, this is foolishness. These are outright lies to the public because
they have no idea how many people are infected because they are not testing large numbers of people.
J.R.: Is it a safe and fair statement to make the claim that HIV essentially has achieved a status of having
its own “civil rights”?
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L.D.: That’s right. It’s the only virus that has its own civil rights. They are treating it, of course, as a
political disease. And the reason they are is because this is the first disease that exploded in a special
interest group: the homosexuals—who already had a lot of clout and were very well organized before
AIDS came along. Of course, a bigger thing than all of that is that this is part of the major picture of the
New World Order where they want more disease. And you might say, “How could these people actually
want people to become more diseased?” But that’s what is happening in our society all over the place:
cancer is on the upswing no matter how much money they put into it. We’ve got all sorts of new diseases
including: Lyme Disease, Legionnaire’s Disease, “flesh-eating” strep, multi-drug resistant Tuberculosis.
This is what’s happening now. And this is not coincidental.
J.R.: Are we beyond antibiotics at this point? Into a post-antibiotic era because of the mutating potential
of (bacteria and viruses)?
L.D.: That’s right. They don’t work. And the stronger and stronger ones [antibiotics] they have made
have so many side effects that they are doing a lot of damage. And, of course, hospitals are just breeding
grounds for more resistant forms of bacteria and viruses, and so people are dying from diseases in hospitals that they didn’t come in with. They got them after they got there!
J.R.: You talked about “multi-drug resistant” tuberculosis (MDR TB). It is apparently 80% or thereabouts
fatal; it is something that “sits around” and is highly available to anyone who comes into contact with it. So
much so, that my information is that OSHA has recommended that all Emergency Room personnel wear
respirators.
L.D.: Yes. Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis is very deadly. It is called that because it is resistant
to virtually all antibiotics and treatment known to man, and it is up to 90% fatal depending on the previous
health or lack of health of the patient who gets exposed.
J.R.: And anyone who is HIV positive is a virtual 100%.
L.D.: Yes, just about. And the people who are HIV positive, or who have AIDS, are infected frequently
with multi-drug resistant tuberculosis and they may not test positive for tuberculosis because their immune
systems are so depleted that test does not show positive even though they have it. These people are
allowed to work in all restaurants in California. I called the County Health Department to find out if any
place in the state was testing people for either HIV, hepatitis, or tuberculosis before they work in a restaurant. And the answer is “No.” And so anybody can work in a restaurant. And tuberculosis is very easily
transmitted by sneezing, coughing, breathing, or talking.
J.R.: Far easier than HIV.
L.D.: That’s right! And, the tuberculosis bacillus—the bacteria for tuberculosis—I asked the Centers for
Disease Control how long it will live outside the body on a surface, dried or wet, and the answer was one
word—and the answer was: forever.
That’s why years ago, when tuberculosis was prominent, we had laws against spitting on the sidewalk.
Because people with tuberculosis would spit and these tuberculosis bacteria would stay on the sidewalk
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indefinitely and get dried, caught in the wind, and then blow up into someone’s face.
J.R.: Talking about hospitals now—which have multi-drug resistant tuberculosis patients in the wards, in
rooms, semi-private, private, whatever; wheeled out in the halls breathing, exhaling, sneezing, coughing.
The hospitals have recirculating air fans—I don’t think hospitals are particularly safe any more, do you?
L.D.: They never were. But they are less safe now. A hospital is a very dangerous place to go,
particularly when you are sick and that is when most people go!
J.R.: What do we see down the road with this HIV onslaught?
L.D.: I think people have to learn how to protect themselves and their families as well as they can.
Number one: they shouldn’t drink out of other people’s glasses; they shouldn’t eat off others’ utensils, and
children in school shouldn’t be eating other people’s sandwiches where somebody else has bitten off of it.
You should be very careful about getting anybody else’s blood or body fluids on you because they all can
transmit AIDS. You have to take personal responsibility for yourself, realizing that abstinence for young
people is the only way to go; that condoms don’t work. And if you think the government has any intention
of protecting you—you better evaluate your thinking because they do not want you well.
To order a cassette of the entire, unforgettable 2-hour interview with Dr. Lorraine Day on The End of the
Line radio program with Jeff Rense, please send $9.95 plus $3.00 shipping to:EOTL #112, 160 N.
Fairview, Goleta, CA 93117.
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CHAPTER 16
JOURNEY TO HEALTH
by Sandra Tulanian, D.C. 5/26/95
The times in which we live in do not afford us the opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can be
taken for granted by just ingesting food and water. The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate questionable farming practices which, when added
to the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply,
plus the air & water we breath of many of the essential nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely important to present first. They are GaiaCol and
OxySol. GaiaCol is a combination of Colloidal Silver, Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we face
today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the like
before the advent of the first antibioti, penicillin; and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and
resultant survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in its presence. With the addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of GaiaCol is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated. GaiaCol is gentle enough to use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for burns. For internal use it is recommended to
maintain with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and if an infection is present, start with 1
teaspoon the first day and then 10-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the infection clears.
Important: Due to the powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected so it is advisable to
replace the natural intestional flora with some type of acidophilus/lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the
leaset, when symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps, bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a
general feeling of malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance
to it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis, allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation, venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils,
cancer, candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol
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can also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever
blisters, etc. There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes GaiaCol, in my opinion, one of the
most exciting and valuable products on the market today.
OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and
other trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects. Organisms that have plagued us for centuries
may be destroyed using this product but the new, more resistant strains will require the higher frequency
GaiaCol. When added to water, the OxySol will help to purify, which makes this ideal for taking to
restaurants or for travel. When taken with GaiaCol you get a two-fold effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from the Hydrogen Peroxide. OxySol
is wonderful topically as well, but is not advised for burns (use GaiaCol for burns). The trace minerals
found in OxySol are vital to our health because the nutrients that were once taken for granted in our
vegetables and fruits have been systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace minerals need to be
replaced, otherwise our bodies continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. Another use for OxySol
is to rid the oral cavity of harmful bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops Oxysol on your toothbrush
or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The recommended amount to take daily for system clearing is 6-10
drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If taken with GaiaCol, reduce both daily requirements in half.
If you are adding OxySol to your water, just add 1-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and
GaiaCol are very powerful additions to our pursuit of health.
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our immune systems and body physiologies are sitting
ducks for any attack from chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation
pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the
upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special attention to the needs of their children. I hope to
describe here some good products available to you so that your search for a basic, complete arsenal
against disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core of products, which should be taken regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products are: Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Gaialyte, Kombucha Tea, Kombucha Vinegar,
CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse Program, Chlorella, Spelt, and 3-In-1. Each of these provides a service
to the body that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will discuss each one individually to provide you
with the information you need to understand why these items are necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues make up the organs such as the heart or liver which,
in turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning (for whatever reason), every organ system
is affected. To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s
breakdown or the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
Gaiandriana is a product that is said to help correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the cell
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level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the ability
to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system, because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like
free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point of
exhaustion eventually leading to dis-ease. Another benefit from consuming Gaiandriana is its ability and
nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon frequencies which are bombarding us daily. Gaiandriana is
able to speed up the frequency levels of the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two-fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to withstand and
actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from
mind manipulation through pulse beams that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally the dose was
10 drops, 3 times per day, under the tongue. However, with the growing number of “manufactured”
epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce or
more per day may produce faster and more effective results.
Aquagaia was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria is
the energy producer of the cell and is essential to convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for survival of the body system.
Aquagaia is also said to feed on vessel plaques adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the age
of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial walls due to the American diet that is filled with saturated
fats, high protein, white flour products, and limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. This product provides added fuel to any compromised system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as well
as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia work in harmony to strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by working together within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in your daily regime is Gaialyte. This is a fully integrated
electrolyte liquid that is brought forth from the Kombucha Tea. The combination of tea and juice, vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, Chlorella, oxygenators, Aloe Vera and Gaiandriana are a
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as well as provides electrolyte balance within the
body to help enhance the performance of the Gaiandriana within the cells. Electrolytes are substances
which dissociate into ions in solution and thus become capable of conducting electricity. The balance of
these electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from the various high-frequency energies that we are
now subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all the other products you are consuming for your
health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea Breeze”
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found
long ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst
these villagers astounded her. The women were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of aging and the
overall population was comprised of unusually healthy people. She was told that these people drank 8
ounces of Kombucha Tea daily. She brought the mushroom fungus back to Japan and, today, over a
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million Japanese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the high content of special proteins and
enzymes, this tea is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid
in weight reduction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a myriad of other debilitating conditions
including the prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have used or researched the product, it would simply be prudent
to regard Kombucha Tea as a must to add to your daily health regime. Many people make their own tea
with the mushroom that is available through New Gaia Products, but for those of us with limited time, the
ready-made tea in the 1-liter and 2-liter bottles is both delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with
the Gaialyte and your favorite juice, or just drink it straight.
There is a Kombucha Vinegar that has been developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries to care for all types of ailments. This product packs
a punch when fighting off the common cold and is great as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in
their salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families receive. While Kombucha
Vinegar is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is recommended for general consumption.
CarbraGaia is the membrane that is found in the mushroom fungus of the Kombucha Tea bathed in a
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of Gaiandriana to aid the body in repair of connective tissue. This product
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage supplement, which has been well researched and
documented in recent years and which is said to program the body to never develop cancer tumors. By
mixing one teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you add one more weapon to your arsenal
in the quest to build the immune system to its optimum healthy state.
A 14-day program called GaiaCleanse has been developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty
parasites found within the body. Very few people realize the kinds and types of diseases that these parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few.
There have been reports that people have been able to turn their conditions around by utilizing a program
such as the GaiaCleanse Program to eliminate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in
their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 months is all that is required to insure a body that is free
of most parasites. The GaiaCleanse line includes tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above
beverages or in juice. There is also an intestinal cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimination
and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps to health are important if one is to realize optimum health
within the cellular structure and organ tissues of the body.
Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20 essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22
essential and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlorella growth factor. The combination of these
factors results in a product that has been found to be excellent in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers,
immune strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of the benefits.
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Chlorella is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is extremely effective in controlling body odor both internally and externally. The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted
to your individual needs. Many times the alkaline reserves in the body are so depleted that Chlorella, in
larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlorella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency
food storage stash.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of Spelt (Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in
replacement of the standard wheat grain. Spelt is superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help
stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find Spelt to be easily digestible. What is most exciting is the
delicious nutty flavor that Spelt offers to any baking needs. Another advantage of Spelt is the large
amount of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding
cancerous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other serious illnesses. Spelt also has an exceptionally
thick husk around the center grain, which protects it from all kinds of pollutants and insects far better than
happens with other grains. The Spelt grain can be ground up into flour and used in any recipe where flour
is required. New Gaia offers the whole Spelt grain bread mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour,
or the flour already milled for your convenience. This simple addition to your family’s diet can provide a
wealth of extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great taste experience.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of you
have heard of the latest craze using a product called “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of
the pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant properties that are aiding in the relief of a number
of chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New Gaia has been found to be superior to
Pycnogenol. The research that has been conducted on the elements found in Pine Bark were primarily
conducted on Grape Seed Extract because this, too, had the components that offered the superior antioxidant protection.
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains
a higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient
for free-radical scavenging. These OPCs found in the Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
here being made for the healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vision, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing,
subdued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in 3-In-1 are Ester-C and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150
mgs. of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one-half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Ex122

cerpted from an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read: “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a
long-chain sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects
itself into all cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity and permeability of the membrane,
allowing toxins to flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter the cell. The net result may improve
cellular metabolism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in one product called 3-In-1. It is a potent product that should
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize the functioning of
their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
All the above products discussed: OxySol, GaiaCol, Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, Gaialyte, Kombucha
Tea, Kombucha Vinegar, CarbraGaia, GaiaCleanse, Chlorella, Spelt and 3-In-1 can be the keys to
a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune system, increasing the metabolic activity of
the cells, providing more complete nourishment to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with one
another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frequency levels to withstand the onslaught of various highfrequency energies that are thrown our way. These products work synergistically together to maximize the
effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these various products are priceless to our well being in this
high-stress world.
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CHAPTER 17
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., MAY 27, 1995 7:14 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 284
SAT., MAY 27, 1995
WHAT’S EATING YOU? &
WHAT YOU’RE EATING
I have watched closely here to make sure you lovely people are not going to cleanse yourselves completely
away and I find that you certainly are going to do so. So, with that in mind, let us go through a bit of
repeated suggestions first thing this morning.
If you think you “may” be going to get a headache, what do you do? If you are out of aspirin I imagine you
might well get a new bottle of same. You may go completely uptown and get enteric-coated tablets to save
your stomach lining or whatever is being advertised at the moment you think you may get a headache.
Certainly you need to be prepared. However, do you bring home a 1,000 tablet bottle? Do you set it on
the shelf and surely enough by evening you “think” your head is beginning to hurt now and then—so, get
some aspirin! A couple of aspirin “before” the headache bursts forth and stress compounds the issue; fine,
you will side-step the problem. However, my dear ones, would you go take the 1,000 tablets? 500 of
them? 50 of them? How about ten of them? Ten of these newly “updated” aspirin compounds can kill a
child and l00 can kill a sound adult who is in excellent shape, maybe less.
VITAMIN C
Let us take this further. Now you want to banish a flu symptom or a cold or whatever—even to “staying
alive” and you get a bottle of a thousand 1,000 mg. Vitamin C tablets or capsules. Now, in addition, you
get Vitamin C solution and spray it all over yourself, drop it in your eyes, ears, nose and throat, and other
more hidden places. Ah, now you are prepared; you have put it in your drinking water, your food, every
orifice, and taken 1000 capsules. Are you still feeling hyper-well or are you perhaps sick as a pup who
“ate the whole thing”? Will you die of this? Well, I doubt it because I don’t know a single human who will
have patience long enough to swallow 1,000 capsules at one sitting. However, it is certainly NOT WISE,
IS IT?
COLLOID SOLUTION OF SILVER
You have one thing with colloidal silver. This will take out at least 650 strains of invaders. We bring up the
colloidal silver solution to a gold FREQUENCY with gold in the colloid. This moves the clear base to
golden yellow, then turns that from the yellow to the violet. Done in reverse order, you get “mud”.
In the OxySol you are getting a catalytic reaction with introduced CARBON. With the things utilized in
the proper sequence you are having a catalytic reaction which produces colloidal silver and gold in an
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antibacterial base with the frequency above that of the gold. In the reaction period the compound reaches
temperatures of high magnitude and both silver and gold in their purest form are utilized TOGETHER so
that you have a new element through the bonding.
This latter product will purify anything available to man. The colloids do the rest—within the body cells.
BATHE IN THE STUFF IF YOU LIKE
You can bathe in the stuff (either one or both), eat it or sleep on it and you won’t feel much of anything—
except better, if you have “bugs”. However, within a few hours, if you do all these things, you will feel like
you are coming down with “stomach flu”. Oh, you won’t have fever or illness and doctors will pronounce
you to be in “excellent” shape—BUT, you will feel like hell. DO NOT DO THIS TO SELF OR FAMILY!
As quickly as we can do so, we are going to provide you with products for everything from feet to headwash. Yes, a “little dab’ll do you”. We have the first of the lotion and cream ready, willing and able to do
its work. We will make every effort to even offer you nice people a tinted make-up lotion and, of course,
as we move along we will integrate sun-screen into the products. We don’t want to do that YET until we
can get some out there to you. You can wear makeup, sunscreen or whatever right over these products.
But these products are LOADED. We are not in the cosmetic business where we use as little as you can
get away with and call it a product “with”, such as “E” or Aloe. The base is Gaiandriana and the rest is
purely product. If you use the nasal spray, for instance, you are getting, probably, a full day’s need for the
minerals in point.
CAN YOU DO THIS AT HOME?
IF YOU COULD, PLEASE DO NOT. We have special generators and they are 220 volts, which can
KILL YOU. You are working with electrodes directly into solutions. The voltage at electrodes has to be
perfect and has to be “slow” and perfect to peel off the mineral in minute particulate. It has to be ionized
and as the transformation takes place with the gold, the frequency will actually monatomically split the
molecules.
In the OxySol a strong food-grade hydrogen peroxide is used in large quantities. This is dangerous, for in
this strength it burns. Then other things are added, including gold and silver. The temperature immediately
climbs so that you have high temperature which can burn and hydrogen peroxide breaking down and
changing properties, so it too can burn. DON’T DO THIS! SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT
AND THE ENTIRE CITIZENRY WILL BE DEPRIVED OF THE LAST BASTION OF HOPE
AGAINST THESE NEW MICROBES FOISTED OFF ON YOU.
Expensive to make? I don’t know how to calculate, for it is for us. We had to get equipment and we
HAVE TO USE not less than 99.99% pure product of silver and gold.
In loving thought for your brotherhood, you might realize if you would, that as any of you have gifted a coin
or so, or gifted a FRN or so, it is now going into pure product to use for these solutions. So, Orion, you
may be saving the life of someone in Australia. Tom, in Canada, you are contributing to the health shield in
Florida. Did we have to go this route and were E.J. and Dharma willing to do this? Indeed, indeed. There
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are NO TREATMENTS for the microbe diseases upon you now. Charles poured his suitable metals to
the process and we are growing upgraded (frequency enhanced) Drias as quickly as we can—but it takes
ten to fourteen days to mature the little wonders. Germain and Bill are helping ones in Missouri. WE ARE
IN THIS TOGETHER, DEAR ONES, AND IF WE HOLD BACK FROM ONE ANOTHER—WE
CAN’T MAKE IT. I tell you these things not to get accolades or “oh mys” from you for these people
here—BUT TO LET YOU KNOW HOW SERIOUS I KNOW THIS THING IS THAT IS ON ITS
WAY TO YOUR DOORSTEPS—SOON.
BUBONIC PLAGUE
In the news it was just noted, by your “controlled press” yet, that a man in one of the “fringe extremist cults”
had bought, through the mail, three vials of Bubonic Plague microorganisms for $300. I don’t recall from
where but probably from CDC because who else would have such a thing except your military blackmarket? That much could, if started around—wipe out the entire population. Did this actually happen? I
don’t know but if ‘THEY’ are telling you about it—IT PROBABLY MEANS THEY PLAN TO DO IT
TO YOU. THEY ALWAYS BLAME ANOTHER TO GET YOU READY FOR THEIR OWN DASTARDLY DEEDS.
There is already, in this very area, the fact that the Plague is HERE. Moreover, in human hosts it is
PNEUMONIC plague—and is FATAL. Note that ALL OF THE NEW ORGANISMS FILL THE
LUNGS and begin as “FLU” symptoms. There are now many pet animals diagnosed as having died of
plague and the “terror” is on.
These organisms can be dropped on you from the air, good friends, sprayed through insecticides, orchard
sprays—you name it. It can be introduced into clouds and rained on you.
Scaring you to death? I hope not—but I can’t be forceful enough in language to tell you how serious this
is.
However, you DO NOT NEED a quart at a time of the GaiaCol or OxySol. It will make you feel sick.
When you need it you need it and I am going to recommend some things which I HOPE you will respect.
KEEP AT READY
The body must have these elements to function well, silver AND gold ions, specifically, and you are now
getting almost NONE from any source including mineral supplements. I am not going through, again, the
reasons, symptoms, or a lecture. We have done that and I’m sure the team will be happy to share the
information. There are many of the known diseases such as arthritis, muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis,
etc., which are seemingly healed with just these two supplements. Of course, countered correctly, Alzheimer’s
syndrome is stopped dead in its tracks and hopefully healing can take place if the damage is not too severe.
I am not here to urge anything or push anything off on anyone. You do what you will—but if you choose
to use anything we bring—USE IT SAFELY. You won’t be damaged by some sort of overdose but I
repeat, this is such an anti-microbial that it will also TAKE OUT YOUR FRIENDLY BACTERIA if you
overdo intake. This will have SYMPTOMS!
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If you kill off your natural and necessary friendly bacteria, readers, you are going to suffer from anything
from constipation to diarrhea, intestinal cramps, belly aches and general “wipe out” weakness. This is not
something NEW, it has been around causing myriads of doctor’s visits as antibiotics have taken their tolls
on your systems. With antibiotics you kill off the very things which STOP and keep under control the yeast
and monilia infections. It is a “Catch 22”.
In the small amounts needed, you won’t damage the friendly fellers because they are living at your “frequency”. However, none of those can live in the presence of colloidal silver and gold frequencies. So, you
obviously are going to start the program by killing off the good little guys. I have watched it happen
RIGHT HERE BEFORE ME.
Kathy, Dharma, E.J. and Charles won’t own up—but they all have tested until they did it! They have
swathed themselves, sprayed themselves, treated their water, food and sprayed, mixed, used and taken
the GaiaCol. They have suffered while they “blew up”, belly ached, had diarrhea and finally, with the
ladies, complained of symptoms of urinary tract infection. So, they took some more to “ward off whatever
was attacking them”. They felt worse! Two good-sized “glugs” of liquid lactobacillus acidophilus stopped
the symptoms within about 20 minutes. Please pay attention.
We had one friend call long distance and tell us that he had gone to the doctor, he was so sure he “had
something”. The doctor gave him the regular bank-breaking battery of tests—and pronounced him to be
in excellent health. THIS IS WHAT I MEAN! DO NOT BE FOOLISH, your health under regular
circumstances is terrible—push it over the line and you are NOT going to feel good. You may well be in
better health, actually, but you will NOT FEEL GOOD.
WHAT DO I SUGGEST?
OK, if you are diagnosed with something, hit the colloids diligently. If you have not gone through a ridding
of parasites—DO SO for this gets rid of at least 80% of the “carriers” and toxin producers. The GaiaCol
and especially the OxySol should keep the parasitic population pretty much depleted but they are NOW
IN YOUR WATER SUPPLIES SO THEY ARE BEING REPLACED, FOR YOUR MISERY, REGULARLY. You are only going to experience the better condition from the cleansing experience. Don’t wait,
however, if you are sick from some ongoing infection.
GULF WAR SYNDROME
It is time you stop playing games with the liars, cheats and deceivers around you—THE GULF
WAR SYNDROME NOW AFFECTING MORE THAN 30,000 SOLDIERS AND ALL THEIR
FAMILIES (NOW INFECTED) IS NOTHING BUT A PARASITE CARRIER. IT IS A
MONELIA (CANDIDA) FUNGUS. IT IS CARRIED BY A PARASITE!! IT CAN BE
CLEARED UP IN 4 TO 5 DAYS WITH A PARASITE CLEANSING PROGRAM AND COLLOIDALS. As the infection spreads it mutates (as all nice new diseases do; you see, “Candida” is a
NEW label for the OLD “Monelia”). The changes are always to confuse YOU so you don’t have a way
to take care of yourselves. Since the infection was intentional and can’t be healed with regular antibiotics,
you have a certain wipe-out of certain test groups.
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Colloidal silver, alone, has been found to kill the fungus, yeast and microbes of bacterial origin, spirochetes
and so on. The POINT of the parasite carriers is that you have introduced into a carrier something that is
PROTECTED from assault by antibacterials while it continues to live off you and produce toxins which will
eventually kill. And meanwhile, you only WISH you were dead. Both entities can be taken out—but you
are up against serious odds. How long the mutations can continue is only limited by the number of HOSTS
who are getting in worse and worse physical condition.
RICH PEOPLE
These diseases are pretty much sparing of the Elite for many reasons, but one of course is the ability to pay
the incredible prices of help. And, of course, the Elite do not go off to the desert battlefields and lay in the
infested sand to pick up the parasites carried in the saliva (first) by the desert sand flea. YOU-THEPEOPLE DO THAT TYPE OF WORK.
Isn’t it STRANGE that ONLY the American Soldiers and a few U.N.-attached personnel GOT THIS
GULF WAR SYNDROME? NOT EVEN THE PEOPLE LIVING IN THAT DESERT ARE BOTHERED BY SUCH A THING!! WHAT DOES “THAT” TELL YOU?
What is really infuriating is that every SYMPTOM of the disease points directly to “fungal infection” and
yet your “MEDICAL PROFESSION” can’t seem to find a cause??? Well, when you test, you are getting
false readings because of THE PARASITE INVOLVED!
Will one cleansing for parasites do the trick? I don’t know—but it won’t hurt. The WHOLE family must
be treated for if the FATHER IS INFECTED—SO TOO, WITHIN DAYS, IS THE WHOLE FAMILY.
I SUGGEST A DOUBLE RUN-THROUGH OF PARASITE ERADICATION WHILE ON COLLOIDS, FULL TILT.
While you are ON the colloids—take double supplements of the friendly bacterias. Try to take at least
one double dose of the Lactobacillus acidophilus and some indigenous flora as well, if you can get it. Ask
for Lactobacillus acidophilus and Bifidobacterium (Lactobacillus bifidus). Both will probably be in the
same supplement.
You can use the freeze-dried capsules, or I PREFER, the LIQUID, Team. You can keep the liquid cold
until shipment and the couple or three days unrefrigerated won’t hurt the little friends. Anyone who makes
or eats yogurt will know what this is. I ask that you here do not delay this acquisition for it is obvious
people are going to overdo the intake of the colloids and feel bad. The simple thing to do is take a
supplement of friendly helpers.
I suggest that a double whammy is used when taking the colloids, in the morning on an empty stomach, so
that digestive juices don’t negate the intake. It is fine; take a bit when you awaken and, in only 15 minutes
or so, it will go on to its work places. Then, IF your belly is empty for 15 minutes during the day—take
some more! Then test self. If you feel better—stabilize; if you still feel sluggish and have other symptoms—take some more, for you REALLY CAN’T get too much of this GOOD THING.
AS TO USE OF COLLOIDS
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Users are finding everything from diaper rash to exema of long-standing, psoriasis, etc., is healing with
healing signs appearing almost immediately in hardened cases. This is just from the lotion or cream. If you
use OxySol to treat water—you are getting enough intake without the GaiaCol, so after a cleaning couple
of days with just a couple or so DROPS, that’s enough already! Until you get your sprays and lotions—
use a bit in whatever lotion you are already using and, if you like, put a couple of drops on your fingers and
rub on your underarms for deodorant purposes. We will offer you something better and less expensive for
that purpose—but you can fill in. If you are using it topically—DON’T find it necessary to take internally.
Especially if you are using as a cleansing mouthwash—you are getting some internally and that is abundance if you are WELL.
Keep the colloidal solution(s) in a handy place, however, for application to wounds and in illness. If flu
symptoms don’t abate in a day (as with “24-hour” flu) take the colloid if you haven’t already done so. If
you take some when you simply think you are taking a cold—WONDERFUL, but consider your friendly
bacteria and act accordingly.
After a few days of use the body should be again producing mucous which is slippery and a bit thickened
instead of watery drip. This is necessary for this is what lubricates joints and working parts.
When you are WELL then you certainly won’t need ongoing intake more than a couple of drops a week,
or so. If you keep those SHIELDS working topically, you probably won’t even need that much internally—if you are taking Gaiandriana. Then, you have the reserve for hitting what HITS you.
We have one writer who wrote yesterday about a friend. The writer and husband are long-time friends of
ours and she tells a most interesting story (please pay attention to SYMPTOMS). A neighbor came to
their door, ashen gray in color, very heavy and difficult breathing, fever and obviously very sick. He said
he had started flu symptoms some two or three days earlier, had used everything he knew to use and
antibiotics simply had not worked. He was scared because his symptoms matched Hantavirus, Valley
Fever, early Ebola, etc. Our friends gave him OxySol (the only thing they had at the moment) along with
some Gaiandriana and watched him. They tell us that within twenty minutes his color was again normal and
by the time he left their home he was almost totally recovered.
I can only offer YOU what people offer us as to response. I have no interest in exaggeration because the
“stuff” allows your own body to get control and that is not any miracle even if it appears as such. This is the
way it SHOULD work all the time. We are not in major marketing for we can’t supply for our “own” in full
amounts. However, we will effort to make as much as we can, as fast as we can, so that whoever might
want the products can have them.
The Big Thugs have every area covered from your water supply to your country mice to your city rats and,
of course, through your deviant behaviors—to infect you all. We cannot “save” anything or anyone—
much the less, the World. However, we will do what we can to offer what may or will give you a modicum
of protection and equal rights to fight back.
We find that the colloids wipe out the Flesh Eating strep, E. Coli, Meningococci (Meningitis), Staph.,
Salmonella, “Mystery” infectors, yeasts and fungi. If they are within parasitic carriers—you really need to
wipe out the carriers because, otherwise, you will have continual outbreaks as new invaders mature. Now,
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friends, don’t be foolish—WE don’t have any of the organisms of new origin to test. We can only go by
what others have tested for and found to be factual. We have, however, watched the colloids clear up
Bubonic Plague in animals, with one dose. Who knows what happens in humans because if taking the
“stuff” you simply don’t get the disease in the first place.
IF DISEASE EPIDEMIC STRIKES
What will likely happen is that epidemics or even pandemics will strike and what do you do then? Get your
back-up supply of viable friendly bacteria and take whatever you need to keep from accepting the invaders.
I further suggest that you make a solution of colloidal-laden water and take your protective masks, gloves,
whatever you might use for shielding if treating or working with infected persons or handling dead animals
or whatever—and dip into the solution these items and allow to dry to have available—or even use damp.
This is the BEST disinfectant you can use as a barrier. Master Nostradamus avoided Plague by using silver
solutions—he was NOT “magic”.
AND, do not listen to the “authorities” who will be telling you that “you can’t catch it this way or that way
or, or, or...!” These diseases are intended to be “caught” through every way known to man, through every
orifice known on man (especially those used for deviant pleasures) and usual airborne methods of contacting disease organisms.
There may come a day when we have to offer larger supply so that, like disinfectants in laundry washing,
you can use some colloid to kill the germs at distribution source.
By the way, you people who still have an old ironing “mangle” machine around—KEEP IT because HEAT
from ironing is the best germ killer yet found. So, if you are presented in emergency with need for bandaging, especially for burn wounds—iron strips of gauze or material and use on the wounds. If you use premade bandaging, spray directly on the wound, the colloid and especially on burns. This is the desired
treatment of choice in hospital burn wards. I prefer cotton or linens for this purpose but any old sheet will
do that can stand a “cotton” setting or especially higher temperature. On the synthetic materials, use a
spray and forget the ironing.
You are going to have to attend open lesions very carefully and especially attend sputum or any type of
“discharge” from anything or anywhere. This is where you can apply the old saying of “an ounce of
prevention...” The facts are that an ounce of GaiaCol is going to be worth your very LIFE.
FAMILY AND FRIENDS
Now, let us consider all those family members and friends who continue to think YOU ARE NUTS and
“fringe insane”. Don’t push them; you can either let them die if they catch something fatal—OR, you can
get them a supply to set on their closet shelf. It is like the water supply they didn’t want UNTIL the
earthquake hit and the water went OFF. Just tell them to keep it and WHEN THEY NEED IT, REALLY,
THEY WILL USE IT—WITH NO FURTHER NUDGING FROM YOU.
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HYPNOTHERAPY
I need to take this opportunity to discuss something which is giving great heartburn to a lot of readers and
willing participants. Hypnotherapy.
We have a lot of readers and team players who are either in the “business” or want to be. This is FINE,
you who wish to do this service. BUT IT IS NOT FINE TO COME HERE TO DO IT. If you are located
anywhere (which you must be), do it THERE and see if you can build clientele or whatever. If you cannot
be successful WHERE YOU ARE—you will surely fail HERE where the surveillance guards and wardens
are down our necks every moment of every hour.
This is certainly not to say that mind healing is not the very best “medicine” and non-medicine there IS. It
says you are in danger HERE. And, unless you KNOW what you are doing when you get past the habitchanging efforts and regressions for the fun of it—you are NOW-DAYS treading on incredibly dangerous
territory for you are up against physical programming CHIPS.
If you are totally turned off by my statements, consider your own self pretty carefully. If you participate
with us JUST TO FIND A PLACEMENT HERE—be careful, for I repeat, HERE is probably the worst
place you want to be if you wish to be successful and truly help your brethren. We have several from
beyond the U.S. northern border who have been here within the past month or so who are somehow
shattered because I have suggested caution in this FIELD. One is a male whom I find one of the most
devoted and careful persons who has been using Dr. Clark’s program for parasite control along with
Hypnotherapy. Fine, but I don’t agree with most of Dr. Clark’s reasoning. If you have to wear suspenders
with your anti-break belt, you will not do much long-term good. If you can’t even use a mouthwash and
handle parasites, you are going to be in trouble. If you don’t eat, sleep, drink or live—you won’t have
problems with plagues anyway!
The “other” fantasy is that “it’s all in the mind”! It is NOT ALL IN THE MIND. These are little beings,
bugs, microbes—name them what you will. Some may well be in the brain—and yes, the mind COULD
control this but I don’t really know twenty humans who can DO IT.
We have some precious ones who want to move here and, since we have no church organization as such,
teach, as in “church”, meditation and spiritual awakening and connections. NO, please. We would HAVE
a church if that were the problem of simply not having one. We WANT NONE! You would say, “Well, we
wouldn’t be doing it to just have ‘our’ ‘group’.” But who would you expect to attend? The “group”? The
community who hates all newcomers? LOOK and see what you suggest BEFORE taking actions and
drastic changes. We HAVE CERTIFIED HYPNOTHERAPISTS IN OUR OWN TEAM HERE! I AM
AS GOOD OR BETTER THAN ANYONE YOU ARE GOING TO FIND HERE OR ANYWHERE!
We object to no-one coming here and doing anything within the law or task you WISH. However, for that
purpose the Government, at least of Canada, does not consider hypnotherapy a valid reason to move
across the border, nor does the U.S. This is mostly due to the total lack of desire to HEAL anyone,
especially the mind of anyone. The wardens have worked for centuries to destroy your minds—they
certainly don’t want anyone undoing their almost accomplished task.
The next thing that happens with any from “foreign” places, they have to have a sponsor. This means that
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someone here has to guarantee employment, need for “foreign” personnel that you haven’t got here already, and general responsibility. The MINUTE anyone who is classified as being even a friend of ours, is
shown on any form—you have trouble. This is not being nasty or hurtful—THIS IS SIMPLY THE WAY
IT IS. WE LIKE IT EVEN LESS THAN YOU WHO ARE ALREADY SETTLED SOMEWHERE
AND, MOSTLY, YES, WE CAN USE ALL THE HELP WE CAN GET—BUT NOT MORE PRESSURE OR RESPONSIBILITY THAT CAN COLLAPSE THE WHOLE PROJECTED AND HOPED
FOR GROWTH OF INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS STRUCTURES.
Anyone who takes my statements personally and as confronting, think about it carefully. Do those “shoes”
fit? I can’t write for the ONE or TWO—I am responsible to 6 BILLION ENTITIES. If I hurt YOUR
feelings somehow—WHY WOULD THAT BE? I certainly do not have time or energy to go about
picking out nice individuals to attack and badger.
We may get away indefinitely offering a health product which may keep you in fair health. We will NOT get
away with mind deprogramming or healing if we get very successful at actual reversal of symptoms. We
can do some of this, work with those in other locations—and, one day there will be a retreat or center here
for that purpose because you will be unable to get medical care in general. Until then, our profile is zilch to
very low. We are not in competition or full-blast confrontation of ANY ONE OR ANY THING! This is
the way it is and this is the way it MUST REMAIN. If you, however, have these talents and education—
use it! Use it where you are; this is the WAY you change a world—not just focus on a community.
I do object to ones who come and then go, having reached an individual conclusion that I am somehow not
a desirable teacher because suddenly I seem to confront YOUR ideas. Your Ideas are Not My Business
when it comes to either the lessons or the location! Would you be happier with me if I allow you to blunder
and get yourself arrested or into trouble with the regulators? You each are going to have to get “Impersonal” or you aren’t going to make it through here very well. AND, GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S
DENIALS.
You who feel drawn to this place—WHY? Is it because you thought Hatonn was here instead of there, the
team is here instead of there and why would you invest in anything here or there? Be careful of your
answers to SELF. WHY DO YOU DO THINGS? It IS important. Then, when somehow there seems
to be a rebuke or negative suggestion to the many, it is personalized and internalized and suddenly—
”Hatonn is a bad energy!” How so? How dependable were YOU?? Oh, you invested something? No,
you didn’t—not here. You may well have loaned some funds to someone but NOT TO ME and your loan
is like any other business transaction with any corporation or bank or store or whatever. What is this,
“Well, I put some money in and now I probably will lose it and everything, and I want to move to your
location but you only tell me to ‘think’ and be ‘responsible’ in choices.” Is that “US” or “you”? I do not
understand misgivings or misunderstandings for it seems I spend half my TIME explaining how to do
things, use things and offer things—SO THAT YOU DON’T MISUNDERSTAND! WE HAVE NO
GROUP. What you may do, as you please, with the Institute, for instance, or support you may offer to the
paper—HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING ELSE. There is CERTAINLY NO OFFER OF
METALS DEALING! THE ONLY PLACE GOLD HAS IS TO BACK, AS COLLATERAL, LOANS
MADE BY THE INSTITUTE. WHEN GOLD GOES UP YOU GET THE VALUE OF THAT RISE—
THIS IS, PURELY AND SIMPLY, BUSINESS, AND IT IS CORPORATE BUSINESS WHICH IS
TOTALLY CONTROLLED BY LAW AND REGULATIONS. I am continually amazed at how many
well-intentioned (claimed to be) people want GOD’s big rewards but want those guaranteed in advance—
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up FRONT. GOLD IS GOING TO GO UP! THERE ARE NOT, HOWEVER, NOW ANY OTHER
PLACES YOU CAN GET COVERAGE FOR MONEY—LIKE HERE. However, if the whole thing
collapses in a bucket you will still have some backup with the value of gold—when it rises. No more and
no less. What do you think we are practicing—magical chairs? NO! We are more careful of laws and
regulations than probably ANY OTHER BUSINESS IN THE WORLD. We will not even try to justify
BREAKING RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CORPORATE LAWS FOR ANYONE! NOT ANYONE!! You should know this, if you utilize either loans or corporations. This IS your protection.
DRAG KING
I am now in the position of being called a “Drag King”. This does not mean that I dress in “drag”—it
means that in my efforts to be EXPLICIT I find that I must beat a thing, drag a thing, and discuss a thing
until we are all SICK of the topics. You don’t leave me choices for if I think I have covered topics I only
need wait an hour and someone is going to misunderstand, misuse and accuse and abuse “us”. NO, I am
getting to be less and less a good sport about these reactions. There are hundreds of thousands of readers
out there who seem to understand us—especially the government players who watch us constantly. So, if
you feel that there is someone out of step in this parade—check your feet, please. However, don’t accuse
all of everyone or someone else of causing you to misunderstand—ANYTHING.
Along those lines, a reminder. If you are on colloids (I don’t care from WHERE you got it) and have a
belly ache—go take some supplemental replacement friendly bacteria!
If you want to move to this location: ask all the right questions, the most important being “can you attend
yourself without assistance?” This bunch here are worn out, overwhelmed with the tasks and also trying to
simply survive financially. When things are DONE here they will be done in proper sequence and in full
cooperation with all parties involved from the city planners to the county regulations. We are obviously not
THERE yet.
We realize that many of you would like to “get us there, damn it”! Fine, but in out-of-sequence building
you are going to be in COMPETITION at some point for we have no intention of stopping projects or
somehow making YOURS, ours. Correct and perfect Corporation management is ABSOLUTELY
MANDATORY. Misuse of corporations will drop you into the bucket of boiling oil. And, I add, you
deserve it for the guidelines are simple and available. Do what you will but the irresponsible party who
thinks you will just somehow BEAT THE SYSTEM is going to be in trouble and rightfully SO. You don’t
need to make errors or try to EVADE anything—work within the laws and you avoid a lot of trouble—
evade and you deserve whatever you get. Then, likewise, DO NOT EXPECT OR EVEN ASK FOR
SOMEONE ELSE TO BREAK CORPORATE LAWS TO SERVICE YOU—for if they are set up
properly—THEY CANNOT NOR SHOULD THEY EVEN CONSIDER IT. THIS PROTECTS
ALL PARTICIPANTS—ESPECIALLY “YOU”. BELIEVE ME, THESE THINGS ARE BEING TESTED IN THE COURTS AND UNDER FIRE.
If YOU do not understand—then get informed, for the information is available for the simple reading. We
have explained IT ALL over and over again—I am not going to write more specific books on the matter.
Go study the old ones and go to resources or research centers—and get informed. After you have
Hantavirus filling your lungs instead of a bad cold—it is probably too late! At the least, a bandaid will not
solve the infection.
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If you are being instructed by others who claim they know about these things and claim to be a part of “this
group” then they are ill informed, “full of it”, and you may well want to sue THEM. But leave us out of it for
we do not exaggerate, misinform, mislead or any other “mis”. This latter condition arises constantly by
exuberant and eager parties. Sometimes the intent has been blatant and obvious. Mostly, however, it is
subtle and unintentional but, nonetheless, WRONG, in misinformation scattering.
CONTACT
At first glance the tales of CONTACT being a “fringe” paper and/or Anti-Semitic or whatever, might
appear true—depending on which issue of the paper you have. However, you will note that all sides of
everything, from the truth about Christianity to the illusions manufactured about the Jews, are presented.
THIS IS WHAT GOOD JOURNALISM IS. We conduct all business professionally and with mandatory
correct procedures under the obvious expectation of investigation. We have had that investigation by the
FBI and others at random ad nauseam. We stand; they go away. We plot against no one; we present truth
or qualify opinions as being offered but not verified.
We offer any product WITHIN ALL REGULATIONS AND LAWS, for whatever or whoever wishes to
use them. We do not encroach on big business or the government (except vicariously) nor do we suggest
overthrow, subversion, terrorism, gun toting, threatening or law-breaking of ANY KIND. You can live
within the LAWS of these days upon man and citizen and make it—but it needs attitude adjustments. You
cannot live forever off the welfare in that welfare state of mind and CHANGE government! If you, further,
are totally hooked to that welfare state, YOU WON’T change government because it represents your lifeblood.
So, we offer truth, not camaraderie or commune or church. We offer that truth and news and then go
about our business—WITHIN THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS, INDIVIDUALLY AND SEPARATELY. WE BRING TRUTH AND A LOT OF SUGGESTIONS FOR “MAKING IT” THROUGH
WHATEVER COMES. WE PUSH NOTHING DOWN ANYONE’S GULLET OR CRAW. So, if
you wish to BLAME us for something or other—you will find us to be teflon (gold) plated or coated. We
do EVERYTHING according to the laws of God and Man. What is so difficult to understand about this
course of action? I see, “Nobody else does”? Well, we do! Moreover, we do not have a problem with
it—we don’t intend to threaten or shoot anyone anyway so what’s the big deal about militias or guns? We
intent to BUILD a nation on TRUTH and CREATION—not bullets and swords. If it requires bullets and
swords—then we won’t build anything. “WE” didn’t allow these things to come upon mankind—mankind
allowed them—so mankind will fix it or it won’t be fixed! I don’t see anything difficult, at all, to understand.
If you don’t want to HELP us accomplish this in righteousness—then DON’T. BUT STOP EXPECTING
US TO FIX IT FOR YOU WHILE YOU BASH US.
If you wish to protect yourselves from the assaulting “bugs” marching upon you, I suggest you get some of
our anti-bug products—otherwise, do what you will and perhaps YOU will catch a bug that antibiotics will
negate. We offer, you choose. But please, don’t just annoy our creators with your “negative opinions”—
for your “OPINIONS” ARE YOURS. ARGUMENT SOLVES NOTHING! If you don’t want anything
we have to offer—DO NOT GET IT, READ IT, SUP IT, SPRAY IT OR USE IT. At best, what we have
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to offer are simply possible TOOLS for your use. We are not magicians, have no connection with magicians and do not set forth to perform MIRACLES. We leave that to the show-and-tellers. Miracles are,
again, in your individual perception and, if you perceive miracles, you will have miracles—if you perceive
dark, dank reaction, you may well have no “results” but you won’t get any such reaction from these parts
or products. If truth bothers you—CHECK SELF, don’t blame US.
Am I a messenger? Yes. A Savior? NO!! When you get rid of that “Savior”, “Rapture”, “Fix it for me”
garbage, you might just make it—in TRUTH.
With great respect for each of you, friend and/or foe, I salute you. If you study in wisdom FOR growth in
WISDOM, you “have it”, if not and you choose to refuse input—so be it, you won’t have it; no more and
no less.
Salu.
The wisest and most simple overall coverage of all things past, present or future is offered by Little Crow:
“Things will be exactly as things will be!”
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